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This dissertation consists of two parts: the first one  (chapters  2-4)
deals  with  micro-econometric models of consumer behaviour; the second part
(chapters 5-8) contains discussions and  empirical  applications  of  micro-
econometric  models  of  welfare, that use the so-called Welfare Function of
Income (WFI).
We  start in chapter 2 with a static analysis of vacation expenditures,
using cross section data. To study consumer behaviour in a static framework,
one can use, for instance, Engel curves derived from utility maximization to
explain the budget shares of commodity categories. However, if  one  has  to
deal  with  expenditures  on vacation, one has to take into account that a
substantial fraction of households in the population does not spend anything
on vacation at all. A possibility is then to use limited dependent variables
models, see, for instance, Maddala (1983).  For  example,  in  case  of  the
explanation of vacation expenditures, one can use a single-equation censored
regression model, or one can apply a recursive  two-equations  model,  which
consists  of a binary choice part explaining the participation decision, and
a conditional regression equation explaining the expenditure level, if it is
positive.
A commonly used approach  to  estimating  limited  dependent  variables
models  consists  of assuming that the probability distribution of the error
terms in the underlying latent equations is  a  member  of  some  family  of
probability distributions, which can  be  characterized  by  a  finite
dimensional parameter vector. Often this family is  determined  by  choosing
the error terms to be normally distributed and independent of the covariates
entering the model. Subsequently, the model is estimated  by  means  of  the
Maximum Likelihood method. However, if the distributional assumptions are
incorrect, the Maximum Likelihood method may yield inconsistent  estimators.
Consequently, specification testing and model selection become essential. In
addition, one can make use of estimation techniques which only  require  the
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probability distribution of the error terms to be a member of some family of
probability distributions characterized by an infinite dimensional parameter
vector. These latter estimators are sometimes referred to as semi-parametric
estimators, in order to distinguish them from parametric  estimators,  i.e.,
estimators using a probability distribution of the error terms which belongs
to  some  finite  dimensional  family  of  probability distributions. The
corresponding models are referred to in a similar way.
In chapter 2 we focus on a thorough  treatment  of  the  choice  of  an
econometric  model,  which  explains  total  annual vacation expenditures of
Dutch families on the basis of family income, household composition, and
several  other  family  characteristics, using cross section data. Following
the strategy used by Horowitz (1991) for his analysis of the  binary  choice
model,  we  study  various  parametric and semi-parametric models, comparing
estimators, and performing formal and graphic tests. Since  semi-parametric
estimators  are  not  yet  available for complicated models, we restrict our
attention to  the  specifications  already  mentioned:  The  single-equation
censored  regression  model, and a recursive two-equations model, consisting
of a binary choice part and a conditional regression equation.  The  general
finding  of  our  empirical  application  is  that,  although the parametric
versions  of  the  models  we  consider  are  not  always  accepted  by  the
specification tests, these models are not very different from the
corresponding semi-parametric specifications that we consider, if we compare
them on the basis of, for instance, elasticities or predictions.
Instead of studying consumer behaviour in a static framework,  one  can
also  make use of a dynamic framework. A common starting point for modelling
dynamic consumer behaviour is the Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH),  originally
formulated  by Modigliani and Brumberg (1955). According to this hypothesis,
consumers choose consumption in each period by maximizing  an  intertemporal
utility  function,  subject  to  a  lifetime  wealth budget constraint. Hall
(1978) proposed  to  use  the  first  order  conditions  of  the  consumers'
optimization  problem to obtain population moment restrictions, which should
be satisfied if the LCH holds. The LCH can thus  easily  be  tested  on  the
basis  of sample analogues of these population moments, using, for instance,
the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM), cf. Hansen  and  Singleton  (1982).
Hall  derived  his  results  for  a  relatively  simple  consumer's decision
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problem, dealing with only one consumption good, an intertemporally additive
(von Neumann-Morgenstern) expected utility function. and no other
constraints than the lifetime wealth budget constraint. His  analysis  has
been  extended in various ways. For example, by including more than one good
per period,  by  allowing  for  additional  constraints  such  as  liquidity
constraints, and by incorporating habit formation.
The population moment restrictions are usually obtained by applying the
calculus of variations technique or by taking derivatives after applying the
Dynamic Programming algorithm. In chapter 3 we propose  to  use  a  Lagrange
multiplier  rule,  as given by, for instance, Neustadt (1976), to obtain the
population moment restrictions. In case of the calculus of variations
approach  one  considers  particular deviations from the optimal solution in
order to derive first order conditions.  Applying  the  Lagrange  multiplier
rule  means  considering  many  other  deviations of the optimal solution as
well. As a consequence, it becomes  much  easier  to  look  for  (and  find)
population moment restrictions, even  if  one  considers  quite  general
specifications of the life cycle model. This  makes  it  straightforward  to
test  and  estimate  these general specifications of the life cycle model as
well.
When the life cycle model deals with more than one good per period. the
standard approach is to assume  two-stage budgeting. In  the  first  stage
consumers  divide  their lifetime wealth into total expenditures per period.
The second stage consists of a subdivision of  the  total  expenditures  (in
each period) into  the  consumption  of the various commodities. The first
stage can be estimated and tested applying the Hall approach. Estimation and
testing  of the second stage, however, often requires the introduction of an
additional error structure. This error structure generally does  not  follow
from  the  life  cycle  model itself, since in the standard life cycle model
formulation uncertainty only concerns future periods, and  not  the  present
period (i.e. the  period  in  which consumers are supposed to solve their
optimization problems). To motivate the presence of  errors  in  the  second
stage, we introduce in chapter 3 additional uncertainty, which also concerns
the present period. We shall refer  to  this  additional  uncertainty  as
intratemporal uncertainty.  To  motivate  the  presence  of  intratemporal
uncertainty, suppose that the consumer's decision period is a year, and that
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the  consumer is supposed to decide at the beginning of each year. If one of
the goods is vacation, the consumer may wish  to  plan  the  present  year's
vacation, for instance, conditional upon the weather conditions. In order to
be able to do SO, one  should  allow  for  some  kind  of  intratemporal
uncertainty. The consequence of the  introduction  of  intratemporal
uncertainty is that two-stage budgeting may no longer be possible.  However,
instead  of  the  second  stage  demand equations of the two-stage budgeting
approach, we will derive additional population  moment restrictions, which
can  be  used  in estimation and testing of life cycle models in combination
with the intertemporal moment restrictions.
In chapter 3 we shall make a clear distinction between the modelling of
the  forward  looking consumer, which results in population moment
restrictions  in terms of planning variables, such as planned consumption in
the next period. and conditions which ensure that  the  moment  restrictions
are  also  valid  in  terms  of  actually (to be) realized quantities. Since
planning  variables  are  usually  not  observed, but actually realized
quantities are, these latter conditions are needed to be able to test the
life cycle hypothesis on the basis of  population  moment  restrictions.  We
shall  argue  that  a rejection of the moment restrictions may be due to the
imposition  of  the conditions, which allow for the use of realized
quantities, and not always necessarily a consequence of a failure of the LCH
itself.
The micro-econometric models of consumer behaviour presented in
chapters 2 and 3 are well-suited to deal with habit formation (the influence
of  past  consumption  on  present preferences) and demographic effects (the
influence of the composition of households on preferences). In addition, one
might  wish  to  take the interdependence of preferences into account, i.e.,
the effect of the consumption decisions of others on one's  own  consumption
decisions.  In  chapter  4  we  study  the  incorporation  of interdependent
preferences in  both  a  static  demand  system  and  a  life  cycle  model.
Concerning a static demand system, we adapt the approach proposed by Kapteyn
et al. (1989). They incorporate  interdependent  preferences  following  the
lead  of  Gaertner  (1974)  and Pollak (1976). Due to the interdependence of
preferences, consumption quantities also enter as righthand variables. After
imposing  particular  assumptions,  Kapteyn et al. (1989) are able to derive
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the reduced form equation. Essentially, the imposed assumptions  specify  in
what way the  actual  population is supposed to  be drawn from some
superpopulation. We  simply  impose  conditions  on  the  actual  population
itself, without making use of a superpopulation, which makes the calculation
of the reduced form rather straightforward.
The  incorporation  of interdependent preferences in a life cycle model
will be along similar lines as in a static demand system, thus following the
lead  of Gaertner (1974) and Pollak (1976). However. in case of a life cycle
model, one is generally not able to  derive  a  reduced  form  equation  for
consumption.  This is true even without interdependent preferences. But life
cycle models can be estimated and tested on the basis of  population  moment
restrictions. If  one  makes  the  assumption  that consumers neglect their
possible influence on the consumption decisions.of others, it turns out that
these  population  moment  restrictions  remain  the same, apart from some
reparametrization. The  only  requirement  is  that  a  fixed  point  exists
(similar  to the existence of a reduced form in a static demand system). The
modelling  of  interdependent  preferences  is  such  that  the  consumption
decisions of other consumers enter a consumer's optimization problem through
reference group means. Thus, the  assumption  that  the  consumer  is  not
influenced by the other consumers' decisions will not be a severe assumption
for many modellings of reference groups. We shall guarantee the existence of
a  fixed point for the life cycle specification presented in chapter 3. This
is needed since the specification given in chapter 3 is not captured by, for
instance, Jovanovic and Rosenthal (1988)  and related work, in which the
existence of fixed points for particular specifications of life cycle models
is established.
The second part  of  this  dissertation  deals  with  micro-econometric
models  of welfare, which use the so-called Welfare Function of Income (WFI)
as an empirical vehicle. The WFI, developed by  Van  Praag  (1968),  relates
each income level to a welfare level. Due to this direct link between income
and welfare, the WFI is a suitable instrument in welfare analyses. Van Praag
(1971)  proposes  to  measure the WFI by asking respondents to assign income
levels to particular verbal qualifications, like "bad", "sufficient",  and
"good".  The  answers to this so-called Income Evaluation Question (IEQ) are
used to estimate the parameters by which one  postulates  that  the  WFI  is
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determined.  Van  Praag (1968) presents conditions under which the lognormal
distribution function is a good approximation.
An  explanation of the WFI has been proposed by Kapteyn (1977), in what
he calls "a theory of preference formation". See also Van der Stadt  et  al.
(1985).  Essentially, Kapteyn (1977) assumes that someone's WFI reflects the
income distribution over the population as  perceived  by  this  person.  By
operationalizing  the  perceived income distribution, Kapteyn (1977) is able
to derive equations, relating the parameters of the  WFI  to  the  variables
explaining  them.  After the imposition of distributional assumptions, these
equations can be used in estimation and testing.
In chapter 5 we reconsider the preference formation theory, proposed by
Kapteyn (1977). Two modifications are considered. The first one concerns the
assumption  that  an  individual  uses his perceived income distribution not
only to evaluate his own income, but also the incomes of others. However, if
such  an  individual  takes  into account the possibility that other incomes
correspond to other persons, who may compare themselves  with  other  people
than  the individual under consideration, the resulting equations have to be
reinterpreted. We shall illustrate this on the basis of the so-called Leyden
Poverty Line (LPL), the poverty line which can be calculated on the basis of
the WFI. The second modification concerns the question which income  concept
is  supposed  to  be  reflected  in the WFI. In the theory of Kapteyn, it is
assumed that it is income over some relatively short period, usually  annual
income, whose perceived distribution is supposed to be reflected in the WFI.
However, if one postulates  that  welfare  is  derived  from  "command  over
resources"  (cf. Hagenaars (1986)), it seems more reasonable to use lifetime
income instead, since annual income  is  not  likely  to  give  an  accurate
representation  of  command  over  resources.  We shall present a preference
formation theory, based upon lifetime incomes, but in line with the original
formulation  given  by Kapteyn (1977). The essential difference is that we
postulate that at any particular moment in time lifetime income  is
uncertain. In the basic version of the model this uncertainty is modelled by
means of a probability  distribution  (over  lifetime  incomes),  which  is
assumed to be known by the individual, and which cannot be influenced by his
actions. But we also consider some generalizations. Using  this  uncertainty
concept we  shall  first reinterpret the standard equations. In addition we
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shall formulate and motivate a preference formation theory in which only the
probability distribution of lifetime income is reflected in the WFI. In this
case the formation of preferences can be ascribed to uncertainty only.
In  chapter 6 we take a closer look at the measurement procedure of the
WFI. We especially concentrate on the procedure proposed by Kapteyn  et  al.
(1988), in order to correct for a possible bias in the location parameter of
the WFI. As reported by these authors, respondents  seem  to  underestimate
their  after tax household income. As a result, also the location of the WFI
is likely to be underestimated. In their correction  procedure,  Kapteyn  et
al.  (1988)  make use of an ordered response model, which is estimated using
the  Maximum  Likelihood  method,  after  imposing  standard  distributional
assumptions, like  normality  and  homoskedasticity.  However, as mentioned
before, in case of the ordered response model, or, more generally,  in  case
of  limited  dependent  variables  models, the Maximum Likelihood method may
yield  inconsistent  estimators  if  the distributional assumptions are
incorrect. For  the  ordered  response model, alternative, semi-parametric,
estimators are not yet available. We propose an estimator for the parameters
of  the mean function in the underlying latent equation, which is consistent
under the assumption that the error term of the  latent  equation  has  zero
median, conditional upon the covariates. This estimator is a generalisation
of the Maximum Score estimator proposed by Manski (1975. 1985).
In  chapters  7  and 8 we present two empirical applications of the WFI
using the explanation given by Kapteyn (1977)· In chapter 7  the  theory  is
used to construct standardized income  distributions,  i.e.,  income
distributions in which differences  in  household  composition  as  well  as
differences  in  material  needs  are  accounted for. As a consequence, such
standardized income distributions are likely to give a better indication  of
the  well-being  of particular groups in the population than nonstandardized
income distributions. In chapter 7 we specifically consider the group of the
elderly,  i.e.,  households whose head is over 65 years of age. We find that
this group is overrepresented in the lower deciles of both the  standardized
and  the  nonstandardized  income distributions, suggesting that the elderly
are worse off than other groups in the population. However, the  empirical
analysis  of  chapter  7  is  based  upon cross section data, and the income
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concept used is annual income. This means that this conclusion has to be
viewed with some care.
In chapter 8 we use the WFI to calculate Leyden Poverty  Lines  (LPLs).
In  addition  we  calculate  so-called Subjective Poverty Lines (SPLs). Both
poverty  lines  are subjective, in  the  sense  that  they  are  based  on
respondents' answers  to particular survey questions. The LPL is based upon
the WFI, and thus based upon the Income Evaluation Question (IEQ).  The  SPL
is  based  upon  the  so-called  Minimum  Income  Question  (MIQ),  in which
respondents  are  asked  to  indicate  which  income  they  consider  to  be
absolutely minimal to make ends meet.
In the determination of the poverty lines, reference  groups  play  an
essential role. Usually they are approximated by social groups, i.e., groups
in the population  that  share  particular  characteristics,  like  age  and
education  level. In chapter 8 we do not only make use of social groups, but
we also exploit  direct  information in the form of answers to survey
questions  in which respondents are asked to indicate their reference group.
These answers are used in a factor analysis model, which  is  combined  with
the  equations  corresponding  to the LPL and SPL. In addition, we include a
selection equation to correct for the possible bias due to sample selection.
The  complete  model  is estimated using panel data. However, because of its
complexity, we do not estimate the model by means of the Maximum  Likelihood
method,  but  by  applying  a  multi-step estimator (after imposing standard
distributional assumptions). Given the parameter estimates, we calculate and
compare various LPLs and SPLs.
The final chapter, chapter 9, contains a summary and a brief evaluation
of the results obtained.
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Chapter 2
PARAMETRIC AND SEMI-PARAMETRIC MODELLING OF VACATION EXPENDITURES
1. Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to analyse total annual vacation expenditures
of Dutch families. Using cross-section data, we study the impact  of  family
income,  household  composition, and several other family characteristics on
the decision which share of the family budget is spent on vacations.
A  typical characteristic of expenditures on vacations compared to other
expenditure categories such as food, clothing, etc., is that  many  families
do  not spend anything on vacations. In our sample, this is the case for 37%
of all observations. Various limited dependent variable models can  be  used
to account for these zero observations. See, for example, Maddala (1983). In
particular, for the problem at hand, two types of models seem adequate:  The
one-equation censored regression model, of which the familiar Tobit model is
the standard special case, and a two-equation model, which consists of a
binary choice part  explaining  the  participation decision, and  a
1)
conditional regression equation explaining the expenditure level  if  it  is
positive.
Standard estimators for these types  of  models  are  based  on  maximum
likelihood  or  a  Heckman  type  two-step procedure. Consistency of these
estimators generally requires a complete  and  correct  specification  of  a
parametric family of the error distribution. As a consequence, specification
testing and model selection are more crucial than in the standard regression
model. In  this  chapter, we focus on a thorough treatment of the choice of
the econometric model. Following the strategy which Horowitz (1991) uses for
his  analysis  of  the  binary choice model, we study various parametric and
semi-parametric models, comparing  estimates  and  performing  formal  and
graphic tests.
In section 2 we consider the single-equation censored regression  model.
Our  starting  point  is  the  Tobit  model,  which  is characterised by the
-10-
assumptions that error terms are  homoskedastic  and  normally  distributed.
Pseudo  maximum  likelihood  estimates  for  the  parameters of the censored
regression model obtained by maximising the Tobit likelihood  are  generally
inconsistent if either the homoskedasticity or the normality assumptions are
violated. Appropriate tests for these  assumptions  are  discussed  by,  for
instance.  Chesher  and  Irish  (1987)  and  Newey (1985). In our case. both
homoskedasticity and normality are rejected. Our next step is to account for
parametric  forms of heteroskedasticity and nonnormality, but neither of the
extensions are accepted by chi-squared diagnostic tests.  We  then  turn  to
semi-parametric  estimation  and present two estimators which allow for both
heteroskedasticity and asymmetry: The  censored  least  absolute  deviations
estimator  (Powell, 1984) and an efficient two-step estimator given by Newey
and Powell (1990). Parametric and semi-parametric estimates are compared  by
looking at estimated confidence bounds for resulting income elasticities.
Apart from many observations with zero expenditures  on  vacations,  our
data  are  also  characterised by a lack of observations with small positive
vacation expenditures. This is not captured in the  usual  (zero  threshold)
censored  regression  model.  In Van Soest and Kooreman (1987), a model with
unobserved random thresholds was used to take account  of  this  phenomenon,
similar  to  Nelson  (1977). For such a model, no semi-parametric estimators
are yet available. In this chapter, we therefore use  an  alternative  model
which  has  the  same  flexibility  as  the  Nelson model. In section 3, the
vacation expenditures decision is modelled in two steps. We  use  a  binary
choice  equation  to  model  the  participation decision. For the non-zero
observations, we use a regression equation to explain the (positive) level.
We compare and test various parametric and semi-parametric
specifications of the binary  choice  model.  Using  standard  specification
tests,  we  hardly find any evidence against a simple Probit model, contrary
to, for instance, Horowitz (1991). The  Probit  model  is  accepted  against
parametric alternatives allowing for heteroskedasticity or nonnormality, and
by nearly all chi-squared diagnostic tests. It  is  also  accepted  by  the
specification test against a nonparametric alternative suggested by Horowitz
(1991).
Subsequently,  we  estimate  the binary choice model using the estimator
proposed by Klein and Spady (1989). We assume that the model can be  written
-11-
as     a single index model:   P (y=1 | X)   =   F(X'e) and present estimates   of  o:  as
well as (nonparametric) estimates of the  unknown  function  F.  The  Probit
model and the single index model estimates can thus be compared by comparing
corresponding predicted probabilities. We find that the  outcomes  according
to  the  Klein-Spady  estimates  are  quite  close to those obtained for the
Probit model.
In  case  of  the  regression  equation,  which  is  used to explain the
positive budget share spent on vacation, the  hypotheses  of  normality  and
homoskedasticity are rejected. Imposing the weak moment restriction E(E |X) =
0 ensures consistency but not efficiency of the OLS-estimator. We  therefore
also  estimate  the  regression  equation  using  the  estimator proposed by
Robinson (1987). which achieves the asymptotic efficiency bound
corresponding  to  the  condition  E(E |X)  =  0.  This  specification of the
regression equation is tested  in  several  ways  and  cannot  be  rejected.
Parametric  and  semi-parametric specifications of the complete two-equation
model are compared by calculating predicted budget shares and by  performing
some simulations. We do not find substantial differences between the various
specifications.
In  section  4,  we briefly evaluate the results. Although the models in
section 3 are more flexible than their section 2 counterparts,  neither  the
parametric  nor  the  semi-parametric  models  are  nested. A formal test to
compare the semi-parametric models in sections 2 and  3  is  not  available.
Using  less  formal  arguments.  we  motivate  our  preference  for the two-
equations model.
2. The Censored Regression Model
In this section we use a censored regression  model  to  explain  family
expenditures  on  vacations  as  a function of total expenditures and family
characteristics. The specification of the model is as follows.
Yi    =   Xio   +   S i,    Yi=   max (y i.0) . (2.1)
Here Yi is the budget share spent on vacations  for  family  i  (i=1,...,N),
i.e.,  annual  expenditures  on  vacations  as  a percentage of total annual
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family expenditures, and Xi=(Xli'...'X,li)' is a vector of covariates. In our
case, we   use  Xli=1,
X is  the  logarithm  of  total  annual  family
2i
expenditures, X3i is the logarithm of family size, X4i is an age  indicator,
..2   2)
X5i  indicates  education, X6i is the degree of urbanisation, and X. i=ti.
0 =(91'...,0 7)' is a vector of unknown parameters. Note that  if  o =0,  then
the  Engel  curves  correspond to the Almost Ideal Demand System (cf. Deaton
and Muellbauer, 1980). si denotes the error term. The  models  discussed  in
this  section  differ  with  respect  to  the assumptions on the conditional
distribution of Ei, given Xi. Throughout this chapter, we  assume  that  the
(Xi,Ei), i=l, ...,N, are i.i.d.
We use a cross-section of N = 1815 families with at  least  two  adults,
taken  from the Consumer Expenditure Survey drawn in 1981 by the Netherlands
Central Bureau of Statistics. In appendix 1, we present details on the
definitions  of  the  variables involved and statistics for the whole sample
and for  the  subsamples  with  zero  and  positive  vacation  expenditures.
Basically, the same data were used by Van Soest and Kooreman (1987).
Parametric models
The  most  common assumptions about the distribution of error terms in
(2.1) are
Si'Xi - N(0,62). (2.2)
(2.1) and (2.2) yield the well-known Tobit model. Error terms  are  normally
distributed and independent of the regressors. Asymmetry and
heteroskedasticity are not allowed for.
Maximum  likelihood  estimates  for  the  Tobit  model and corresponding
standard errors are mentioned in the left panel of table 2.1. The  estimates
for  02  and 0:7 imply that the budget share spent on vacations is increasing
as a function of total expenditures as long as total expenditures do not
exceed  Dfl 111,000, i.e.. in the whole sample range, implying that vacation
is a  luxury.  The estimated ceteris paribus difference between     X:a     for
1
families  with  total  expenditures Dfl 50,000 and Dfl 20,000 is 0.052. This
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number can be interpreted as the difference between budget shares  spent  on
vacations  for such families, assuming that Li and X2i"''X6i are such that,
for both families, vacation expenditures are positive. Young families  spend
significantly  more on vacations than older families. Families in big cities
spend more than those living in the country. The impact of family  size  and
the education level of the family head are insignificant.
The  ML  estimates  under  the  Tobit  assumptions  will  generally   be
inconsistent  if  the  error  terms  in  the  censored  regression model are
heteroskedastic or non-normally distributed  (see,  e.g.,  Hurd  (1979)  and
Goldberger   ( 1983) , respectively) . These assumptions  can be tested using,   for
example, the  score  or  Lagrange  Multiplier  tests  based  on  generalised
residuals  described  by  Chesher  and Irish (1987). The test results are as
follows.
2
Heteroskedasticity: realisation  137.0  with critical values X = 40 1
27;0.052
and x = 47.0. This leads to rejection of the null  that  errors  are
27;0.01
homoskedastic (under the maintained assumption of normality).
Non-normality: realisation  22.3  with  critical  values  x ;0.05=  6.0  and
* ;0.01=  9.2. This leads to rejection of the null of normally distributed
errors (under the maintanied hypothesis of homoskedasticity).
It thus becomes clear that at least one of the two assumptions is violated.
Explicit incorporation of  parametric  forms  of  heteroskedasticity  is
straightforward.  Estimation  results for the following two parametric forms
are presented in table 2.1:
eilxi - N(O,exp(X;B)2). (2.3)
silxi - N(0.|XiIXil)·  where I=Diag(Bl•....117). (2.4)
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Table 2.1. Estimation results parametric models
(standard errors in parentheses)
I II III IV
al  -292.11 (94.83) -515.21 (119.01) -608.87 (125.64) -492.87 (102.36)
02    50.43 (18.35)   92.37  (22.55)  110.18  (23.78)   88.49  (19.37)
 3    -0.91  (0.56)   -0.38   (0.49)   -0.82   (0.38)   -0.39   (0.43)
04     0.22 (0.06) 0.14 (0.06) 0.14 (0.06) 0.14 (0.05)
a5    0.27 (0.17) 0.34 (0.15) 0.29 (0.13) 0.32 (0.13)
06  0.56 (0.10) 0.39 (0.09) 0.43 (0.09) 0.39 (0.08)
a7    -2.16  (0.88)   -4.12   (1.07)   -4.96   (1.14)   -3.95   (0.92)
0      6.23  (0.10)
01                    18.46  (12.45)  1568.26 (269.99
) 9.69 (14.02)
B2
-2.86 (2.36) -26.48 (4.69) -1.21 (2.66)
B                     -0.387 (0.065) -8.23 (1.17) -0.315 (0·078)
3
B4                     0.014 (0.006) 0.13 (0.0
4) 0.016 (0.008)
F                     -O.047 (0.020) -0.51 (0.14) -0.035 (0.024)
5
B6
0.044 (0.011) 0.29 (0.10) 0.045 (0.014)




loglik. -4233·86 -4155.45 -4157.73 -4144.15
Explanation
The censored regression  model  (equation  (2.1))  and  the  regressors  are
described at the beginning of this section.
I:  Tobit model (2.2)
II: Exponential heteroskedasticity and normality (2.3)
III:Random coefficients and normality (2.4)
IV: Exponential heteroskedasticity and nonnormality (2.5)
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In (2.3) heteroskedasticity  is  modelled  in  a  multiplicative  way.  This
specification  has  the  advantage  that  the  variance  is guaranteed to be
positive for all values of B=(Bl•...•B )'. Gabler et al. (1990) use (2.3) to
test for the presence of heteroskedasticity in a binary choice model.
From an economic point of view, (2.4) is more attractive than (2.3), at
least,  if  all  components of B=(Bl'...'B7)' are nonnegative. In this case,
the latent model can be interpreted as  a  random  coefficient  model,  with
diagonal  covariance  matrix of the vector of coefficients. (2.4) is used by
Horowitz (1991) to allow for heteroskedasticity in a binary choice model.
Estimation  results  for  the model with exponential heteroskedasticity
(2.3) and the random coefficients model (2.4) are mentioned  in  the  second
and third panel of table  2.1. The signs  of the estimates   for  the  gis   are   the
same as in the Tobit model. Differences in magnitude and significance  level
with  the  Tobit model estimates do not seem too large either. The estimated
difference between the budget share spent on  vacations  by  a  family  with
total  expenditures  Dfl  50,000  and Dfl 20,000 is 0.064 and 0.068, for the
exponential heteroskedasticity and the random coefficients model,
respectively.
In the model with exponential heteroskedasticity, four out  of  six  of
the heteroskedasticity slope  parameters  (the  B's)  are  significantlyj
different from 0 on a 5% level. In  the  random  coefficients model, all
heteroskedasticity  parameters  are significantly different from 0. Three of
them are negative, contradicting the random coefficients interpretation. For
two  observations,  the  estimated value of X;IXi is negative and taking the
absolute value in (2.4) becomes necessary.
According  to the log-likelihoods mentioned at the bottom of table 4.1,
the Tobit model is strongly rejected as a special case of either one of  the
two more general  models.  In  terms  of likelihoods, the  exponential
heteroskedasticity model does slightly better that the  random  coefficients
model.
Both heteroskedasticity and  nonnormality  can  be  incorporated  in  a
parametric framework, using, for example, the  following  family  of
distributions for Ei'Xi:
P £i<t'Xi,B] = F(tIXi·B) = G(t/h(Xi,B))· (2.5)
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with
G(s) = 0(70+s+71s2+32s3). (2.6)
Here h(Xi'B) is a twice differentiable nonnegative  function.  For  the
exponential  case  we have h(Xi·B)=exp(X;B). The distribution function G was
proposed  by  Ruud  (1984)  as  a family of probability distributions
generalising the standard normal. 0 denotes the standard normal distribution
function. If
1=(10'11'32)'=0 then the  conditional  distribution  of  Ei  is
normal  with zero mean and standard deviation h(Xi,B). In general, r must be
such that the probability density function corresponding to G can only  take
on nonnegative values. This density is given by
g(s) =
(1+271s+312s2)9(TO+S+Yls2+3283), (2.7)
where  p  denotes the standard normal density function. Thus, g(s)20 for all
sER, is equivalent to
722 )2/3. (2.8)
An identifying  restriction  on  the  conditional  distribution  of  ei  (or
Ei/h(Xi,B))  is  necessary, implying that y  can be written as a function of
11 and 32. Two natural identifying restrictions can be imposed:
a. F(OIXi,B) = 1/2 (zero conditional median):  =0.
b. E(EIXi,B) = 0 (zero conditional mean): 10= V(11'12)• where  y  is  some
intricate function with the properties




These  conditions can easily be verified by substituting V(11,12) for rO and
differentiating the equality J s g(s) ds = 0 with respect to
71 and 12'
In the homoskedastic     case,     a.     en     b. are equivalent and necessary  and
sufficient to identify the constant term o: in (2.1). In case   of1
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heteroskedasticity, the  equivalence  no  longer  holds. The log-likelihood
contribution (conditional on Xi) of an observation (Yi,Xi) is as follows.
If yi=O:  log F(-Xia|Xi,B)=log G(si)·  with si=-Xia/h(Xi·B).
(2.10)
If yi>o: log f(yi-Xia|Xi,B)=-log h(XIB)+log g(si)· with si=(Yi-Xio)/h(Xi·B).
The Chesher and Irish (1987) test for nonnormality in the  Tobit  model
can  be interpreted as a Lagrange multiplier test on
(11 '12)'=(0•0)' for the
homoskedastic case of (2.5)-(2.6). To obtain a test for  nonnormality  which
remains appropriate in case of a parametric form of heteroskedasticity (e.g.
exponential heteroskedasticity), it is possible to estimate the model (2.5)-
(2.6)  by maximum likelihood, without imposing homoskedasticity but imposing
normality,  and  subsequently  perform  a Lagrange multiplier test on
(11,32)'=(0,0)'· The test statistic can straightforwardly be derived and, as
in  Chesher  and  Irish  (1987),  be  rewritten  in  terms of generalised
standardised residuals
eilc)= Er=I{(si/h(XiB))klyi·Xi.B}-A(k). where x(k).r(k)/{2    r(k/2)}.
k/2-1
The  result depends on which restriction is imposed, zero conditional median
(case f) or zero conditional  mean  (case  2).  In  either  case,  the  test
statistic can be obtained as the explained sum of squares in a regression of
N
a vector (1,...,1)'€R  on the columns of an  Nxm  matrix,  where  N  is  the
number  of  observations  and m is 2 plus the number of free parameters in o:
and B. For the exponential heteroskedasticity case, the typical row  entries
in this matrix are
(1)    xii  (2)x (j.1.....7).=i exp(XIB)' 1   ji
either -e. + 2eCl)  (case a.)  or -e<3)+  3eCl) (case b.) .
(3)
1
and    -e
i4 )+   3ei2)
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where  the  unknown  parameters are replaced by their ML estimates under the
null (y=O). Under the null, the test statistic asymptotically follows  a  *2
distribution.
In case of homoskedastic error terms  (i.e.,  B =O  for  j>l)  the  two
variants  a.  and b. of the test statistic coincide and are identical to the
standard test statistic in, for example, Chesher and Irish (1987) and  Newey
(1985).  This  test  statistic can also be derived using White's information
matrix comparison (cf.  Chesher  and  Irish,  1987),  starting  from  moment
restrictions  as  in Newey (1985), or as a Lagrange multiplier test obtained
by embedding the standard normal distribution in a Pearson family (cf.  Bera
et al., 1984).
In   case of heteroskedastic error terms however, variants   a.    and   b.      are
not identical, since the transformed covariates   X../exp (XIB) will generallyJ 1
not contain a constant term.
The empirical results   of the test for the exponential
heteroskedasticity case are mentioned below. In order to take account of the
inequality  restriction  (2.9),  we  also  present  the test results for one
parameter restriction only. The  conclusion  is clear: normality, and  in
particular  the  restriction  11=0,  are  rejected at the usual significance
levels. The difference between variants a. and k. is very small.  Since  the
conditional  distribution  is  symmetric  if  and  only if 71=0• the results
suggest that the error terms follow an asymmetric  distribution.  Note  that
for  the  third test 11=0 is a maintained hypothesis and the results for the
second test strongly indicate that this  assumption  is  violated,  implying
that the third test is not feasible.
Tests on normality assumptions in the exponential heteroskedasticity model
H        degrees of test statistic critical value0
freedom test a. test b. level 0.05 level 0.01
71=32=0
2 13.1 13·0 6.0 9.2
3-1=0        1 12.3 12.2 3.8 6.6
12=0        1 1.0 1.0 3.8 6.6
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It is straightforward to estimate (2.5)-(2.6) allowing for  exponential
heteroskedasticity  and  without  imposing  normality,  maximising  the log-
likelihood based on (2.10). Results are mentioned in the righthand panel  of
table  2.1.  Restriction  (2.8)  was  imposed  and  appeared  to be binding.
According to the standard t-test, the restriction 11=0 is  rejected  at  the
usual significance  levels.  The  same  conclusion  is  obtained  using  a
likelihood ratio test. Still, the estimates   for  o  as  well     as     B and their
estimated  standard  errors  correspond  surprisingly  well  to those in the
second panel of the table.
The implied ceteris paribus pattern of expenditures on vacations as a
function of total  expenditures  is  quite  similar  to  the  pattern  found
before: the budget share spent on vacations is maximal if total expenditures
are Dfl 73,000·  The  difference  between  the  predicted  shares  if  total
expenditures are Dfl 50.000 and Dfl 20.000 is 0.061.
To test whether the parametric models fit the data, without  having  in
mind  a  specific  parametric  alternative, we performed several chi-squared
goodness of fit tests developed by Andrews (1989).  These  tests  are  based
upon  classifying  observations  into  cells  and  comparing  estimated cell
probabilities (conditional on the covariates) with  empirical  probabilities
based  upon  the  sample data. Andrews (1989) indicates how the cells can be
chosen for the  Tobit  model  and  his  strategy  can  straightforwardly  be
generalised  to  censored  regression  models with more general (parametric)
specifications of the error distribution. We used a partitioning based  upon
the  endogenous  variable  into  five cells: Yi=O, and four cells with yi>0.
distinguished by  the  value  of  the  transformed  error  term,  where  the
transformation is such that the transformed error is standard normal. We
also used products of these cells with a partitioning into four cells of the
space  of covariates, based upon the value of X (total expenditures) only,2i
yielding a partitioning into 20 cells.
In  case  of  maximum  likelihood estimation, the test statistics can
easily be obtained as the explained sum of squares  of  a  regression  of  a
vector (1.....1)'€R on the vectors of scores and the vectors of differences
between predicted and sample probabilities for each of the cells. Under  the
2
null  hypothesis  of  no misspecification, the test statistics follow a x
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distribution, with 16 or 4 degrees of freedom, depending on whether 5 or  20
cells are used.
The  two  tests  were  performed  for  each  of  the four parametric
specifications. In all cases, the null hypothesis of no misspecification was
strongly rejected. The values of the test statistic for the  20  cells  case
varied  from 84.1 (the normal exponential heteroskedasticity model) to 181.6
(the Tobit model). Allowing for heteroskedasticity reduces  the  chi-squared
statistics and the exponential heteroskedasticity model does better than the
random  coefficients  model  in  this  respect.  Allowing  for the chosen
parametric  form of nonnormality in the exponential heteroskedasticity model
does not reduce the values of the chi-squared statistics.
Semi-parametric models
In this  subsection  we  consider  semi-parametric  estimation  of  the
censored regression model. At present, a  number  of  semi-parametric
estimators for model (2.1) are available. The estimators vary  with  respect
to  the assumptions on the conditional distribution of Ei given Xi necessary
for consistency. For most of these estimators. these  assumptions  include
independence between the error term and the  covariates, i.e., the
conditional distribution does not depend on Xi. Examples are the  estimators
given  by Duncan (1986), Fernandez (1986), Horowitz (1986), and Ruud (1986).
The empirical results of the previous subsection, however, strongly  suggest
the  presence  of heteroskedasticity, which the independence assumption does
not allow for. Moreover, the significance of the nonnormality  parameter  Yl
suggests  that  imposing  symmetry of the error terms distribution should be
avoided. This excludes the  use  of  Powell's  symmetrically  trimmed  least
squares estimator (Powell, 1986).
The estimators we do apply are characterised by  the  weak  identifying
restriction that the conditonal distribution of E. has zero median:
1
Med(Ei'Xi) = O (2.11)
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Two estimators thus are appropriate. The first one is Powell's Censored
Least  Absolute  Deviations  (CLAD-)  estimator  (Powell,  1984).  The  CLAD
estimate for a solves the minimisation problem
Min SN( )• where SN(a)  =     I  lyi- max{0.Xia} 1 (2.12)a                                                        i=l
This  estimator  is consistent and asymptotically normal if condition (2.11)
together with some mild regularity conditions on  the  distribution  of  the
covariates  are satisfied. Powell (1984) also derives a consistent estimator
for its asymptotic covariance matrix. The CLAD estimator is  not  efficient:
its  asymptotic  covariance matrix does not attain the asymptotic efficiency
bound. 3)
The  second estimator is proposed by Newey and Powell (1990). They show




(_a'Xi) sgn(yi-0'Xi)·Xi' (2.13)i   (0,-)
Here  Zi=(yi,X;)',  f(.IXi)  denotes  the conditional density function of ei
given Xi with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R, and sgn(Ei)=1  if  6.>0,1
Sgn(Ei)=0 if Ei=0, and sgn(Ei)=-1 if Ei<0·
Let
Nl = Int(N/2), the largest integer 3 N/2, N2 =N- Nl'
Il = {1'...,Nl}, I2 = {Nl+1,...,N}.
--
 1 ' a2  CLAD-estimators (or other feasible preliminary estimators)
based on subsamples Il and I2' respectively,
Sl(Z),s2(Z) : estimators of the efficient score. based on Il and I2'
-
Vl = [IiCI Il(Zi)Il(Zi)'/N2]-1, V2 = [2iEI s2(Zi)92(Zi)'/Nl]-1.
2                                  1
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Then the estimator a proposed by Newey and Powell is given by
  = #( 1+ 2) +  [V2 Ii€Ili2(Zi) + Vl Ii€I Il(Zi)]·
(2.14)
2
This estimator is based on the efficient score. Newey and Powell prove that,
under some regularity conditions, it is semi-parametrically  efficient,  and
derive a consistent estimator for its asymptotic covariance matrix.
CLAD-estimates require minimisation of the non-differentiable
expression  in (2.12). For this purpose, we  used the simplex algorithm
introduced by Nelder  and  Mead  (1965)  and  extended  by  O'Neill  (1971).
Estimation  results  are  mentioned in table 2.2. Estimating the  covariance
matrix of the CLAD estimator involves the choice of smoothness parameters c 
and  1, as given in equation  (5.5) al.- vqed in equation (5.6) of Powell
(1984). Following Powell we chose 1=0.2 and we tri.- various values  of  c .
4)Reported  smoothing  parameters  minimised the covariance matrix. Thus the
resulting  standard errors might be interpreted as (estimated) lower  bounds
for  the  true  standard  errors. In case of the Newey-Powell estimator, the
choice of the smoothness parameters not only affects the  covariance  matrix
but also the estimates themselves. We tried different values of the
smoothing parameters. The choice hardly affected  the  parameter  estimates,
but  had  some  impact  on  the  estimated  covariance  matrix. The reported
smoothing parameters yield  standard  errors  which  are  smaller  than  the
corresponding CLAD-standard errors.
According to the point estimates, the budget share spent  on  vacations
is  maximal  if  total  expenditures are Dfl 57,000 (CLAD) or 79,000 (Newey-
Powell). The estimated difference between the shares for families with total
expenditures  Dfl  50,000  and  Dfl  20,000 is 0.066 (CLAD) or 0.047 (Newey-
Powell). These numbers do not seem to be too much out  of  line  with  those
based upon the parametric estimates. This is also the case for the estimates
of the slope parameters corresponding to family size, age, education, and
degree of urbanisation.
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Table 2.2. Estimation results semi-parametric model
(standard errors in parentheses)
I                   II
«1  -731.30 (180.65) -350.72  (175.75)
0 133.99 (33.68) 62.92 (33·05)2
0 -0.23 (0.90) -1.03 (0.44)
3
a4 0.14 (0.10) 0.13 (0.06)
0 0.14 (0.18) 0.01 (0.13)
5
 6 049 (0.11) 0.31 (0.08)
-6.12 (1.57) -2.79 (1.55)
7
Explanation
The  model  assumptions  are  given  by (2.1) and (2.11). The regressors are
described at the beginning of this section.
I:  CLAD estimator with smoothness parameters c =0.73875 and y=O.20.
II: Newey-Powell estimator with smoothness parameters c=0.7 and k=40.
The  estimated standard errors for the CLAD-estimator are larger than
those for  the  Newey-Powell estimator. Still, the estimated difference
between  the  two  covariance  matrices  fails to be positive definite. As a
consequence, a Hausman type specification test could not be performed.  This
may be a consequence of the choice of smoothness parameters.
5)
In order to compare the results  of  parametric  and  semi-parametric
model estimates, we used the estimates to compute confidence intervals for
elasticities of vacation expenditures with  respect  to  total  expenditures
(TE).  Results are mentioned in table 2.3. Two elasticities were considered:
the elasticity of y;TE  with respect to TE  for the  average  family  (ELl),
and  the  elasticity  of the average value of y;TEi with respect to changing
TEi with the same percentage for all families (EL2). The censoring  was  not
taken  into account, because computing elasticities of YiTEi would require a
complete specification of the error distribution, which is not  provided  by
the semi-parametric model.
The elasticities are calculated 500 times, for 500 independent  draws
of  the  parameter  values from the estimated asymptotic distribution of the
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estimator of the parameter vector. For each case, we present  the  mean  and
the  median  elasticity, and the 0.05 and 0.95 quantiles. The latter two can
be interpreted as the bounds of a two-sided 90% confidence interval.
Surprisingly, the difference between elasticities based on CLAD and
Newey-Powell estimates are relatively large, although these  estimators  are
consistent  under  the  same assumptions. In  particular, the elasticities
according to Newey-Powell estimates are small compared to the  others.  This
estimator  also  yields  the  smallest  confidence intervals. All confidence
intervals overlap and in each case the elasticity  is  significantly  larger
than one on a 5% level.
Table 2.3: Elasticities
ELl EL2
mean median Q05 Q95 mean median Q05 Q95
Tobit model 3.00 3.13 2.05 4.72 2.67 2.78 1.95 3.84
Expon. Heterosk. 2.95 3.10 2.05 4.64 3.75 4.11 2.40 7.03
Exp. Het. & Nonnorm. 2.82 2.89 2.14 3.98 3.52 3.68 2.15 5.47
CLAD 2.53 2.54 1.74 3.44 3.45 3.62 2.00 5.85
Newey-Powell 1.70 1.70 1.17 2.25 1.89 1.95 1.05 2.81
3. A Two Equations Model
In  the  previous section. a single latent variable equation was used to
model both the choice between zero and a  positive  budget share, and the
level  of  the  budget share. In this section we consider a model in which
these two decisions are separated:
P(ai=l'Xi)  = F(Xiaa):  P(ai=OIXi)  = 1-F(Xiaa). (3.1)
yi = Xiotl)+ 6 (3.2)bi'
yi = 0 if ai<0; yi = Y; if ai>o. (3·3)
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Here F is an unknown function (not necessarily a distribution function) with
range contained in [0,1]. (3.1) is a single index binary choice equation for
the decision whether or not to go on holiday. Xi only enters  (3.1)  through
the    ' single index' Xiaa. In order to identify  98' some normalisation  must   be
imposed. If it is assumed that F(z)=*(z/aa). where 0  denotes  the  standard
normal distribution function, (3.1) becomes the familiar Probit model.
The regression  equation  (3.2)  explains  the  budget  share  spent  on
vacation, conditional upon the decision to go on holiday. We cannot think of
economic arguments for excluding regressors  from  either  (3.1)  or  (3.2).
Therefore, in principle, (3.2) and (3.3) may include the same regressors.
although in the final empirical specifications, the two sets  of  regressors
will  include  different  cross products. Instead  of  imposing  exclusion
restrictions on the regressors in (3.2), we make the  following  identifying
assumption:
E(€  IX .a =1) = 0 (3.4)bi  i' i
This  assumption  makes  it  possible  to estimate (3.2) separately from
(3.1), using only those observations with yi>0·
6)
In  the remainder of this section, we discuss and compare parametric and
semi-parametric estimation results of (3.1) and (3.2)  separately.  Finally,
the estimation  results  of  both  equations  are  used  to  perform  some
simulations.
The Binary Choice equation
The endogenous variable ai in (3.1) represents the  decision  to  go  on
holiday (ai=l) or not (ai=0)· We first consider the Probit model. i.e.
F(z) = 0(z/da)' (3.5)
for some 0 >0. In the vector of covariates X we included X       Xa                                       i               li""' 6i'
described at the beginning  of  section  2.  On  the  basis  of  preliminary
estimation  results  with  squares  and  cross  products  of  the regressors
Xli,···,X6i' we also included the cross term X4iX5i' whereas  there appeared
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2to be no reason to include X which was included in the model in the2i'
previous section.
The  maximum  likelihood  estimates of the Probit model are presented in
the left panel of table 3.1. In order to  be  able  to  compare  the  Probit
estimation results with the semi-parametric estimation results discussed
below,   we have normalised the coefficient 082' corresponding     to log total
expenditures, to be 1. According to the Probit estimates, the probability of
going on vacation is an increasing function of family  size  and  degree  of
urbanisation, although family size has an insignificant influence. The cross
term  between  age  class  and  education  level implies that a ceteris
paribus increase in age has a positive effect on the probability of going on
holiday for small education levels and a negative effect for high levels  of
education.  A  similar  result  holds  for a ceteris paribus change in the
education level.
Since the Probit estimator for 08 may be inconsistent if the underlying
distributional assumptions are incorrect, we performed various specification
tests.  Hardly  any  of  these  tests  rejected  the  null  hypothesis of no
misspecification. For instance, neither normality nor  homoskedasticity  was
rejected  using  the  score  tests  given  by  Chesher  and Irish (1987). In
addition, most of the Andrew's  chi-squared  tests  we  performed,  did  not
result  in  rejection  of  the  Probit  model. There was only one exception:
Partitioning the support of the explanatory variable 'family size' into  two
classes, family  size  less  than or equal to three, and family size larger
than three, the Andrew's chi-square test  statistic  was  8.04,  leading  to
rejection  of  the  null  hypothesis  of no misspecification at the 5% level
(8.04>5.99=*2.-   )2,0.05
The  problem  with  the chi-squared diagnostic tests is that the results
may  strongly  depend  on  the  arbitrary  choice  of  the  partitions.  We,
therefore, also  tested  the  Probit specification using a test proposed by
Horowitz (1991).  This  test  consists  of performing a   non-parametric
regression of a on X;aa/aa' and computing a uniform confidence band for the
regression function. If the standard normal  distribution  function  *  lies
within  this band, the  null-hypothesis  that  the Probit specification is
correct is accepted. For technical details, see proposition  1  of  Horowitz
(1991).
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Table 3.1 Estimation results of the binary choice model
(Standard errors between parentheses)
parameter                              I                  II
eal (constant term) -10.896  (0.227)      0.
082
(log total expenditures )               1.                                                     1.
 83
(log family size) 0.050 (0.083) 0.052  (0.067)
'84 Cage class) 0.060 (0.019) 0.093  (0.012)
=85 (education level) 0.180 (0.063) 0.236  (0.043)
=a6 (degree of urbanisation) 0.045 (0.015) 0.051 (0.012)
oa7 (x4ix5i)
-0.017 (0.007) -0.023  (0.005)
a2                               0.606  (O.104)
log L -1082.3 -1090.4
Explanation:
The first six regressors are the same as those in section 2; X. i=XltiX5i
I  : ML estimates Probit model (3.1), (3·5) (normalisation: =a2=1);
II   : Klein-Spady estimates single index model (3.1) (normalisation: 0 81=0'
'82=1; smoothing parameter hN=O. 2);
log L: log-likelihood  value  in  case of Probit; quasi-log-likelihood value
(without trimming) in case of the Klein-Spady estimator.
The outcome of the test is presented in Figure 3.1, which includes a plot of
0, the  uniform  95  %  confidence band, and the values  of the kernel
regression7)         of         ai         on Xiaa/ca' evaluated      in the points Xjicra/da'
i=l,...,N. Since the normal cumulative distribution function  lies  entirely
within  the  uniform  95  %  confidence  band,  the  Probit specification is
accepted at the 5% level.
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A semi-parametric estimator for the single-index model (3.1) is derived
by   Klein and Spady   ( 1989) .   aa   can be estimated by maximising the (estimated)
quasi-log-likelihood,8) given by
Q<aa;FN)=   I {ailog[FN(gAXi)]+(1-ai)log[l-FN(a Xi)1 ' (3.6)
i=1
where FN represents a nonparametric estimate of F, specified as follows: Let
P  denote the sample frequency estimating the unconditional probability that
a.=1, i.e.,1
P  = N-lIN   a . (3·7)N       i=l  i
Next,      let      gN ( l a i) denote the density estimates for Xio a conditional   on   a 
(for ai=l and ai=0)· given by
gN(zlai=l)  = Ij=l aj K((z-X aa)/hN)/(hNNPN)• (3.8)
gN(zlai=0) = Ij=l(1-aj).K((z-X'g )/hN)/(hNN(1-PN))• (3.9)ja
with  K  a  Kernel function, and {h } a sequence of bandwidths which have to
68
satisfy   Nh   0  -   and   Nh   0  0,    for  N  +  co.   Then the estimate F 1' evaluated   at   z
E R, is given by
FN(z) = PNZN(zlai=l)/[PNZN(zlai=l)+(1-PN)gN(zlai=0)]· (3.10)
We made use of the kernel given by
2
K(z) = (3/2 - (1/2)z )p(z). (3.11)
with p the standard normal density function.
9)
Klein and Spady  show  that,  under  some  regularity conditions, the
estimator  a     of al obtained by maximising (3.6), satisfiesa a
/N(aa-pa)  1d N(O,Va) ' (3.12)
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where Va is given by
va = [E(BP(pa)/3aa) (Ap(0:a)/3aa)'{1/[p(0:a)(1-p(aa)) 1}1-1. (3.13)
with  P (aa) a shorthand notation for F(X: ota). The covariance matrix  V   can  be
estimated consistently by using its sample analogue.
In    order to guarantee identi fication  of  08  in the single index model,
one  has  to  impose  some  normalisation condition. First  of all, the
coefficient  corresponding  to the constant term is set equal to zero, since
the constant is absorbed in the function F. In addition, we have  fixed  the
coefficient  corresponding  to the variable X2i' i.e.,  log expenditures, to
be equal to one. The choice of this normalisation is  based  upon  the  fact
that  log expenditures is the only explanatory variable which can reasonably
be assumed to be continuously distributed.
The  estimation  results  for the regression coefficients of the Klein-
Spady estimator are presented in the right panel of Table 3.1. The  function
FN,  the estimate of F given by (3.10), is presented in Figure 3.2, together
with the function G(z) = $((z-10.90)/0.77). the  corresponding  function  in
case  of  Probit.  The  results  are  obtained  using  the value 0,2 for the
smoothing parameter hN in (3.8) and (3.9)10).
The  Klein-Spady  estimates  of  the  regression coefficients are quite
close to those obtained using Probit: The mean  function  is  an  increasing
function of family size and the degree of urbanisation; it is increasing and
decreasing as a function of age class for small  and  large  values  of  the
education  level,  respectively.  According to figure 3.2, the Klein-Spady
estimate
FN differs somewhat from the  corresponding  function  in  case  of
Probit.  FN  is  initially  steeper  and  decreases if the value of the mean
function  becomes  high.  Relatively  large  differences  between the two
functions  only  occur  in  the  region  where  observations are sparse. The
conclusions from this figure are thus well in line with  those from figure
3.1.
In order to get some more insight in the performance of the Klein-Spady
estimation  results,  we  applied  an  informal graphical test, suggested by
Horowitz (1991). This test consists  of  assigning  observations  to  cells,
according  to the predicted probability of going on vacation. This predicted
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probability is given by FN(X;&),  with   & any vector of parameter values
unequal      to the Klein-Spady estimate   of   0,   and   with F I given   by   (3· 10) .W e
chose & equal to the  Probit  estimate,  and  we  used  the  cells  [0;0.3),
[0.3,0.4),  [o.4,0.5).  ....  [0.8,0.9). [0.9;1.0]. The first cell is chosen
larger  than  the  others  in  order  to  obtain  a  comparable number of
observations per cell. For each cell, one can compute the quantities
 pred = Ii€cell FN(Xi&), (3.14)
Q  =Iobs i€cell ai/Ncell' (3.15)
with N the number of observations in the cell. If the single-index modelcell
is correctly specified, Qobs and Q will be close. The same test can alsopred
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be   applied   to the Probit model    (with  *(Xio)    to   be   used   in (3.1 4) , where   o:  is
the  Probit estimate). Figures 3.3 and 3.4 represent graphs of Q againstobs
Qpred for the Probit and the  Klein-Spady  specification,  respectively.  In
both  cases.  the  outcomes are quite close to the 45 -line, suggesting that
the model fits the data well.
In conclusion, formal and informal tests suggest that the Probit
specification works quite well for the data at hand. Not surprisingly, the
single  index model, of which Probit is a special case, yields quite similar
results and also works quite well.
The Regression part of the model
Once the decision to go on holiday has been made, one has to decide how
much  to  spend  on  it.  We  model  this decision by means of the following
conditional regression equation for those families with yi>O:
E(y i l a i=l,     Xi)     = Xiob' (3.16)
In  terms  of the error term 6bi= i-Xiab.   (3.16)   can  also be written  as
 i= xiab+ Ebi; E(Ebilai=l. xi) = O. (3.17)
As in section 2, Yi is the budget share of vacation expenditure (in  %).  In
the vector of covariates X we included X
li'"''X6i, described in section 2.i
On the basis of  preliminary  estimation  results  with  squares  and  cross
products  of  the regressors Xli'...'X6i' we also included the cross product
X.li=X2ix61'
The  parameter    can simply be estimated by Ordinary Least Squares of
yi on xi' using the subsample for which yi>  only.  The  estimation  results
are  presented  in  the  left panels of table 3.2. The first set of standard
errors is computed in the standard way,  assuming  the  error terms to  be
homoskedastic  and independent of the covariates. The second set of standard
errors is based upon an estimator of  the  covariance  matrix  of  the  OLS-
estimator  which,  under  weak  regularity conditions, remains consistent in
case of heteroskedasticity. This estimator will be discussed below (equation
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Figure 3.3: Obs. and pred probabilities for Probit model
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(3.27)).  We  also  present  the  estimation results using the mean function
without cross term. According to the OLS-estimation  results  without  cross
term,  only  the  variable  log  family size has a negative influence on the
budget share. The other variables have a positive  influence,  although  the
coefficients  corresponding  to  log  expenditures  and  education level are
insignificant. The results with the cross term X2iX6i  included  imply  that
the ceteris paribus effect  of log expenditures is large and positive for
people living in the country, but small or even negative for  people  living
in cities.
The OLS  estimator  is  asymptotically  efficient  if  the  errors  are
independent  of  the  covariates  and normally distributed. In order to test
these distributional assumptions, we performed various specification  tests.
Using  the same score test as in section 2, normality was strongly rejected.
To test against the alternative of heteroskedastic error terms, we used  the
same  two  parametric  forms of heteroskedasticity as in section 2 and again
applied similar score tests. In each case. the hypothesis  of  homoskedastic
error terms was strongly rejected.
The outcomes of these tests suggest that either the  normality  or  the
homoskedasticity assumption or both do not hold. In this case, given (3.16),
the OLS estimator is consistent, but not asymptotically efficient.  A  semi-
parametric  asymptotically  efficient  estimator  for     is  presented  by
Robinson (1987). It is given by
-
ob I [Ii=1XbixAidIZ]-1[IN.1Xbiyia;21. (3.18)
-2
where now N=1143, the number of observations used in the regression. and  ai
is the so-called uniform k-NN estimator of 02, given by
 2 = IN   2 W . (3.19)i    j.1 bj ij'
Here E is the OLS-residual, and where W are weights, given by (if therebi                                 ij
are no ties):
Wi    =  kNl,   if  X    is   one  of   the k nearest neighbors  of  Xi'
(3.20)
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Wi  = 0,   otherwise.
The distance between X. and X is determined on the basis of the distance
Ji
function e, given by
P<Xi,Xj) = I/-2(Xti-X'tj)2/st, (3.21)
Table 3.2 Estimation results of the regression model
Parameter               I II III IV       V
abl (constant) -2.16 -22.00 -3.78 -18.67 -6.39
(4.34) [4.37] (10.04) [9.21] (4.01) (8.54) (18.29)
=b2
(log total   exp 's) 0.6 7 2.57 0.87 2.28 1.06
(0.44) [o.44]  (0.97) [0.09] (0.40) (0.83)  (1.56)
 3 (log family  size) -1.42 -1.46 -1.60 -1.56 -1.47
(0.42) [0.40]  (0.42) [0.39] (0.38) (0.37) (0·39)
%4 Cage class) 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16
(0.05) [0.05]  (0.05) [0.05] (0.05) (0.04)  (0.05)
pb5 (education) 0.005 0.002 -0.007 0.02 0.03
(0.13) [0.12]  (0.13) [0.12] (0.11) (0.11) (0.15)
'b6  (deg. of urban. ) 0.45 5.37 0.40 4.28 0.40
(0.08) [o.07]  (2.25) [2.28] (0.07) (2.12) (0.10)
%7 (x2ix6i)            -            -0.47            -       -0.37     -
(0.22) [0.22] (0.20)
X                        -               -               -         -      0.48
(2.39)
Explanation:
The model specification is given in (3.16). The first six regressors are the
same  as in section 2; X7i=X2iX6i; A is the coefficient corresponding to the
inverse of Mill's ratio.
I, II: Ordinary Least Squares estimates;
(.): standard errors, computed in the standard way,
[.]: heteroskedasticity corrected standard errors, based upon (3.27).
III, IV: Robinson-estimates; smoothing parameter k =150,
(.): standard errors, computed using (3.24).
V : Robinson-estimates with the inverse of Mill's  ratio  included  (without
cross term),
(.): standard errors, computed using (3.24).
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where  sl  is  the (univariate) sample variance of Xli• which is included to
correct for differences in measurement units of the Xti's.
It  is  shown  by  Robinson  that  under some regularity conditions the
limiting distribution of the estimator ob satisfies
JN(ob - ab) -*d N(O,Vb)• (3.22)
where Vb is given by
Vb I [E(Xixi 6-2(Xi))]-1. (3.23)
Here a2(Xi) = E(£2 |X ). V  can consistently be estimated bybi' i    b
 b I [N-lI:=1XiX; &I21-1. (3.24)
Estimation results using the Robinson estimator are  mentioned  in  the
third and fourth panel of table      3.2. The smoothing parameter  k I   (c.f.
equation (3.20)), is set equal to  150.  Changing  k   hardly  affected  the
outcomes. Because the coefficient of the cross term turned out to be
insignificant on the 5% level, we also estimated  the  coefficients  of  the
mean function without the cross term. The resulting estimates are quite
11)
close to those obtained using OLS. The coefficient of  the  education  level
changes  sign  but remains quite insignificant. Estimated standard errors of
the Robinson-estimator are smaller than (heteroskedasticity  corrected)  OLS
standard errors. Surprisingly, however, the differences are quite small.
Comparing the  asymptotically  efficient  Robinson  estimates  and  the
consistent OLS-estimates, a Hausman-type specification   test   for   (3.16)   can
be performed. Under the assumptions given by  Robinson  (1987),  it  follows
that the OLS-estimator of the regression coefficients, 0 ,OLS' satisfies,
/N(ob,OLS-a) vd N(O,Vb,OLS) ' (3.25)
with
Vb'OLS I [EXixi]-1[EXixia2(Xi)][EXixi]-1. (3.26)
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Using  the proofs of Robinson, it is easy to show that a consistent estimate
of V is given byb,OLS
-b,OLSV      = [N-12N=1Xixi]-1[N-lxi=1XiX; ][N-lIi=lXixil-1, (3.27)
where 62 is the estimator of 62(Xi) given in (3.19). The  Hausman-type  test
statistic  can  thus  easily be calculated. The outcome (in the case without
cross term) is 7.1, which is less than x6. = 12.6. Thus, on the basis of'0.05
the  Hausman  test  we  cannot reject specification (3.16). Notice, however,
taht the Hausman-type test may not be very powerful, since, for example,  it
is  not easy to think of alternative specifications under which the Robinson
estimator is not consistent, while OLS  remains  consistent.  On  the  other
hand,  however, if the moment restriction E(Ebilai=l,Xi)=0 is not satisfied,
the Robinson estimator and the OLS estimator may converge to different
(pseudo-true) values, resulting  in  some power for the Hausmann-type test
employed.
Finally, we  tested  the  assumption  that  the  error term E of thebi
regression equation (3.17) is independent of the error term occurring in the
latent  equation  underlying  the  binary  choice equation, generalising the
Heckman (1979) test for selectivity bias. If the function F in  (3.1)  is  a
distribution function, then (3.1) can be rewritten as
ai = Xiaa + Eai' ai=0 if aiso, ai=l if ai>0, (3.28)
where  the  error term € . has distribution function F. The regression model
ai
(3.17) can then be embedded in the following, more general,  setting,  which
allows for dependence between Eai and Ebi,
E(Ebi'Xi' eai) = Aeai' (3.29)
Notice that (3.29) is the usual assumption imposed in the standard Heckman
two-step procedure. Obviously, (3.29) implies
ECE  |X .a.=1) = AE(E .|E  >-X'o a) (3·30)bi  i i al  ai   i
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In case of Probit, the expectation on the righthand side is the  inverse  of
Mill's  ratio.  Since  Probit  appears to describe the binary choice problem
quite well, the hypothesis H : A=O, which corresponds to model  (3.17),  can
easily be tested by including the inverse  of  Mill' s ratio   (with aa replaced
by its Probit ML estimate) as an extra regressor in the regression equation.
We  estimated  the  resulting regression equation (without cross-term) using
the Robinson-estimator. The estimates are presented in the  righthand  panel
of Table 3.2. It follows that the null hypothesis A=O is not rejected.
Simulations
Following Van Soest  and  Kooreman  (1987),  we  performed  various
simulations on the same sample of 1815 households used  for  estimation  and
testing. According to the two-equation model, the expected value of y thebi'
budget share spent on vacation expenditures, conditional on the  covariates,
is given by,
E(yi'Xi) = E(yilai=l, Xi) P(ai=lIXi)· (3.31)
P<ai=l IXi)  can  be  estimated using the Probit estimates or the Klein-Spady
estimates of 08, together with the non-parametric estimate FN drawn  in
figure 3.2. According to (3.17), E(Yilai=1.Xi) is equal to X;o  and can be
estimated by replacing   by its OLS or its Robinson estimate. We  estimated
E(Yil ai=l,Xi) using the estimation results  without  cross   term.
The first simulations concern changes of all family incomes by the same
factor.  Table  3.3  presents the consequences of different overall changes,
ranging from -10% to +10%. Comparing the various  estimation  results  on
12)
the  basis  of  the  outcomes of these macro-economic simulation results, we
hardly find any difference between Probit in combination with  OLS  and  the
Klein-Spady  estimator in combination with the Robinson estimator. According
to the last two columns in the table, the elasticity of  aggregate  vacation
expenditures  with  respect  to  total expenditures is 1.70. This outcome is
much smaller that the one in table 2.3. The main reason is that in table 2.3
the truncation was not taken into account.
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Table 3.3. Effects of a change of all total expenditures by the same factor
factor              I       II III IV        V       VI
0.90 0.583 0.586 1841.2 1830.4 1188.0 1185.6
0.99 0.625 0.627 2046.9 2041.4 1402.4 1399.6
1.00 0.630 0.631 2069.8 2065.0 1426.6 1423.9
1.01 0.634 0.635 2092.8 2088.7 1450.9 1448.2
1.10 0.671 0.670 2300.8 2302.7 1672.4 1669.9
Explanation
I  : P(yi Ol Xi) according to Probit;
II : P(yi> 1 Xi) according to Klein-Spady;
III: E(yiTEil yi> , Xi) according to OLS;
IV : E(yiTEil yi>O, Xi) according to Robinson-estimator;
V  : E(YiTEil Xi) according to Probit and OLS;
VI : E(Yi E 1 Xi) according to Klein-Spady and Robinson-estimator.
In addition to overall changes in household incomes, we  also  consider
the impact of a redistribution of incomes in the sample. Following Van Soest
and Kooreman (1987). we used a  redistribution  of  incomes  such  that  the
sample  standard  deviation of the logarithm of incomes decreases with 10 %,
while the average income remains constant. As a result, the ratio of  the
13)
maximum and minimum income in the sample falls from 8.4 to 6.8. According to
the Probit estimates, the participation  probability  rises  from  0.630  to
0.637.  Using the Klein-Spady estimator, we find a rise from 0.631 to 0.637·
On the other hand, expected expenditures would slightly fall (with  Dfl  4.6
or  Dfl 5.1, according  to  the  parametric and semi-parametric estimates,
respectively).  Thus,  again,  we  hardly  find any differences between
parametric and the semi-parametric outcomes.
Thus, although, for example, figure 3.2 suggests that for at least some
families,  substantial  differences between Probit and Klein-Spady estimates
of participation  probabilities exist, these are not reflected in the
particular macro-economic simulations we consider.
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4. Evaluation and conclusions
In recent years, the  use  of  limited  dependent variable models in
empirical micro-econometrics has become quite popular. In the literature  on
structural  labour  supply models, for  example, more and more complicated
models are now being used, with various  error  terms  reflecting  different
sources  of  random variation. Most of these models are estimated by maximum
likelihood under the assumptions of normality and  homoskedasticity.  People
have  by  now  started  to  realise  the  consequences of the fact that this
estimation procedure may yield inconsistent estimates if the  rather  strong
assumptions are violated.
One  implication  of  this  is  the  need  to  test  model  assumptions
thoroughly. A number of specification tests is available in a rather general
framework. See, e.g., the studies in Blundell (1987a).  If  the  model  then
appears  to  be misspecified, the  next  step  may  be  to relax the model
assumptions and find estimators which remain  consistent  under  these  more
general  assumptions. Although various semi-parametric models and estimation
techniques have been developed for this goal in the recent  literature  (cf.
Robinson  (1988)  for  a  survey), applications are still sparse. The aim of
this chapter has been to analyse models  explaining  vacation  expenditures,
with  emphasis  on  specification testing and comparing parametric and semi-
parametric techniques.
We  have  considered  two  types of models. In section 2, we considered
various specifications of the single-equation censored regression model.  On
the  basis  of  specification  tests,  such  as chi-squared diagnostics, all
parametric specifications we considered are rejected. We estimated  a  semi-
parametric specification allowing for  heteroskedasticity,  using  two
different estimators. One of the drawbacks of  this  approach  is  that  the
distribution  function of the error terms cannot be estimated. Thus, we were
not able to compute, for example, the  income  elasticity  of  vacation
expenditures.  This  elasticity  seems, from a practical point of view, much
more interesting than the elasticity of the underlying latent variable which
we  did  compute. A second drawback is that hardly any methods are available
to test whether this semi-parametric model fits the data.
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In section 3, we considered two-equation models, in which the decisions
whether or not to  go  on  holiday  and  how  much  to  spend  are  modelled
recursively.  The  participation  decision  was  modelled by a binary choice
model. The semi-parametric single index specification, and even  the  Probit
model,  a  special  case of the single index model, appeared to fit the data
quite well. Predicted probabilities according to  these models differ  for
sparse values of the covariates only.
Conditional on the decision to participate, the decision on how much to
spend  was  modelled  by  a regression equation. This equation was estimated
using both OLS and a semi-parametrically efficient  estimator,  with  nearly
identical  results.  The assumption of independence between the error in the
regression equation and the error in the Probit model (written as  a  latent
variable model) was tested and not rejected.
The two-equations model has the advantage that, even  in  case  of  the
semi-parametric specification, it can be used to compute expected vacation
expenditures for each family. It thus also allows for  the  computation  of,
for example, the elasticity of vacation expenditures with respect to total
expenditures. The reason is that the  probabilities  in  the  binary  choice
model  can be estimated satisfactorily. Problems would arise if we would try
to estimate the distribution of the error term in the  regression  equation,
but  because  of  the  linearity  of this equation, this distribution is not
needed. We therefore think that, at least in  our case, the  two-equations
model  is  more  appropriate  than  the  single equation censored regression
model.
If  we  repeat  the simulations discussed in section 3 with some of the
parametric models in section 2, we find  similar  income  elasticities  (cf.
appendix  2).  On  the  other  hand, it appears that the models in section 3
capture the average value of vacation expenditures in the data much  better
than  those  in  section  2.  This  seems one more reason to prefer the two-
equations model.
Semi-parametric  estimators  are at this moment only available for some
specific, relatively simple,  univariate  models.  The  recursive  model  in
section 3 serves to illustrate that such simple models can be combined into
a model which in some sense captures the complicated economic  phenomena of
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interest, although it is clear that this cannot be done without sacrificing
some of the economic structure.
APPENDIX 1: THE DATA
The data stem from the Consumer Expenditure Survey drawn in 1981 by the
Netherlands Central  Bureau  of  Statistics.  Sample  statistics  for  the
exogenous variables are given in table A.1.
Table A.1. Sample statistics
All observations Observations with zero Observations with non-zero
vacation expenditures vacation expenditures
Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev.
X2i  10.37 0.36 10.22 0.34 10.46  0.35
X     1.10 0.37 1.05 0.36 1.13  0.373i
X4i   7.09 3.18 7.32 3.44 6.96  3.01
X     2 31 1.06 2.06 0.96 2.45  1.095i
x6i   3.86 1.74 3.76 1.77 3.91  1.72
Explanation:
X2i: logarithm of total family expenditures in 1981 (in Dfl)
X3i: logarithm of family size (2 3 family size 3 7)
X4i: age  class  family head; X4i=l: < 20 years old; X4i=2: 20-24 years old;
X4i=3: 25-29 years old; ...; X4i=13: > 74 years old
5i·
X  · education level family head. ranging from 1 (low) to 5 (high)
X6i: degree of urbanisation, ranging from 1  (country  village)  to  6  (big
city)
Vacation expenditures are defined as  expenditures  of  any  member  of  the
family on  a  vacation,  which  is  defined  as  a 'stay away from home for
recreation purposes for at least four successive nights'. The average annual
amount spent on vacations per family is Dfl 1415.4, zeroes included, and Dfl
2247.5 if zero expenditures are not included.
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The  distribution of positive budget shares of vacation expenditures is
presented in Figure A.1.
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zero shares excluded; 1143 observations
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APPENDIX 2: TABLE 3.3 FOR TWO CENSORED REGRESSION SPECIFICATIONS
The corresponding outcomes of table 3.3 for the Tobit specification and
the  censored  regression  specification  assuming normality and exponential
heteroskedasticity are represented in table A.2.
Table A.2 Effects of a change of all total expenditures by the same factor
factor              I II III IV        V       VI
0.90 0.562 0.590 1764.3 1922.2 1100.8 1244.6
0.99 0.595 0.627 2013.2 2056.2 1311.3 1468.6
1.00 0.599 0.631 2041.1 2182.3 1335.1 1493.6
1.01 0.602 0.635 2069.1 2208.5 1359.0 1518.7
1.10 0.629 0.666 2322.5 2444.2 1576.3 1744.7
Explanation
I  : P(yi OIXi) according to Tobit;
II : P(yi>OIXi) according to  censored  regression  model  with  exponential
heteroskedasticity and normality;
III: E(y.TE,|y.>O,X.) according to Tobit;1111
IV : E(YiTE 'Yi>0'Xi) according    to   censored   regression   model   with
exponential heteroskedasticity and normality;
V  : E(YiTEilXi) according to Tobit;
VI :




1) 'To  go  on  holiday',  'to  participate' and 'positive budget share of
vacation expenditures' are  used  as  synonyms.  Vacation  expenditures
include  expenditures  of  all  members of the family. Thus a family is
said to participate or to go on holiday if at least one member  of  the
family goes on holiday.
2) Preliminary estimation results with squares and cross products  of  the
2
regressors suggested that only X should be incorporated.2i
3) Moon (1989) presents a Monte-Carlo  comparison  of  the  finite  sample
performance  of  the  CLAD-estimator  and several other semi-parametric
estimators.
4) A  more advanced approach to determine suitable values of the smoothing
parameters can be Cound in Hall and Horowitz (1990).
5) Notice  that  in  the  estimation of the covariance matrices we did not
impose, somehow, that the difference between the two covariance
matrices  should  be  positive  semi-definite.  This  might  have  been
achieved by adapting the approach suggested by, for instance,  Horowitz
and Neumann (1987).
6) A test for (3.4) which generalises the usual test for selection bias in
this type of two equation models (cf. Heckman, 1979), will be discussed
below.
7) Following  Horowitz we used the normal density. The smoothing parameter
6 was set equal to 4/3, and the smoothing parameter h 1 was chosen  such
that  wN'  the kernel-bandwidth, was equal to the standard deviation of
-
Xii° a/6. Other choices  of h I yield slightly different curves,     but    the
conclusion that the Probit specification is accepted, remains.
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8) Klein and Spady (1989) suggest that the finite  sample  performance  of
their estimator can be improved by multiplying the quasi-log-likelihood
contributions with a trimming function 1 which is used to downweightNi'
observations with        X !01 near  the  support boundary, where  densityla
estimates may not be reliable. The parameter estimation results we
obtained  using  such  trimming  functions  were virtually identical to
those presented  in  table  3.1.  Only  the  value  of  the  quasi-log-
likelihood increased, as might be expected.
9) An alternative kernel, which we used for comparison, can  be  found  in
Horowitz (1991).
10) Almost identical  results  were  obtained  using  the  kernel  used  by
Horowitz  (1991) (with correspondig smoothness parameter h =0·1). Other
values of the  smoothing  parameters  resulted  in  slightly  different
outcomes.  The (informal) graphical test to be presented later suggests
that the present choice fits the data reasonably well.
11) In  addition, we tried other cross products and squares of X       XZi" " 6i'
using  the Robinson-estimator. None of these turned Out to   be
significant on the 5% level.
12) For comparison, we present in appendix 2 the corresponding results  for
the Tobit model as well as the censored regression model with normality
and exponential heteroskedasticity.
13) The  details  of  the  income redistribution are given in Van Soest and
Kooreman (1987). footnote p. 224.
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Chapter 3
A FRAMEWORK FOR THE ESTIMATION AND TESTING OF LIFE CYCLE
MODELS USING MICRO DATA
1. Introduction
A commonly used framework for studying dynamic consumer behaviour  is
the Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH) originally stated by Modigliani and Brumberg
(1955)· According to the LCH consumers choose consumption in each period  by
maximizing  an  intertemporal  utility function subject to a lifetime wealth
budget constraint. From an econometric point of view this way  of  modelling
became especially attractive since the seminal paper of Hall (1978). In that
paper the first order conditions of  the  consumer's  optimization  problem,
assuming expected utility maximization, are used to obtain population moment
restrictions, whose sample analogues can be used in estimation and  testing.
Hall  derived  his  results  for  a  relatively  simple  consumer's decision
problem, dealing with only one consumption good, an intertemporally additive
(von Neumann-Morgenstern) expected utility function, and no other
constraints than the lifetime wealth budget constraint. His  analysis  has
been  extended  in several ways. For instance, by the inclusion of more than
one good per period (see, e.g., MaCurdy (1983), Browning, Deaton  and  Irish
(1983),  and  Blundell  and  Walker  (1986)),  by  allowing for (additional)
liquidity constraints (see,  e.g..  Muellbauer  (1983).  Zeldes  (1989)  and
Alessie,  Melenberg  and Weber (1988)), and by incorporating habit formation
(see, e.g., Spinnewijn (1981), Muellbauer (1986), and Winder (1988)). Again,
in these extended models the first order conditions are often used to derive
population moment restrictions. Estimation and testing of the model can then
be  performed by applying the generalized method of moments (GMM), using the
sample analogues of the population moments, as presented  in,  e.g.,  Hansen
and Singleton (1982). For an overview of life cycle consumption models, see,
e.g.. Blundell (1987b, 1988) or King (1985).
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Life  cycle  models can be estimated and tested on the basis of macro
data (as is done by Hall  (1978)),  in  which  case  the  model  is  usually
formulated  in terms of a representative consumer; alternatively, life cycle
models can be estimated and tested on the basis of micro data, in which case
the  modelling is in terms of the individual consumer. In order to avoid the
complications arising from the aggregation over individual consumers and  to
deal  with  possibly  heterogeneous  consumers,  we  will concentrate on the
latter case. We shall make the assumption that the available data set  is  a
panel  consisting of  n  consumers  who  are  sampled  from a population of
consumers at the beginning of period  1,  and  who  are  followed  during T
periods.
In the modelling there are two steps to be taken. The  first  one  is
modelling forward looking consumer behaviour. Given the consumers'
optimization  problems,  one  may  be  able  to  derive population moment
restrictions. However, these  restrictions  are  in  terms  of  planning
variables, such  as  planned  consumption  next  period.  Usually,  planning
variables  are not observed, but (to be) realized quantities are. The second
step is the imposition of conditions which ensure that the population moment
restrictions remain valid in terms of realized quantities.
The main contribution of the present chapter is the modelling of  the
forward  looking  consumer  in more or less general terms, but in such a way
that the derivation of Euler equations, and population  moment  restrictions
based  thereon, remains straightforward. We shall allow for habit formation,
and various types of constriants, such  as  nonnegativity  constraints,  and
liquidity constraints. Also the incorporation of human capital, cf. Ghez and
Becker (1975), will be allowed for. The main interest will be the life cycle
model  with  expected  utility,  although  other  utility  functions can, in
principle, also be dealt with. Our way of  modelling  is  such  that  it  is
possible to  derive  the  first  order  conditions  by  means of a Lagrange
multiplier rule, as given by, for instance, Neustadt (1976).  This  approach
generalizes  the  calculus of variations technique as used by, for instance,
Hall (1978) and Hadley and Kemp (1971): the use  of  a  Lagrange  multiplier
rule results in  additional moment restrictions if one looks in other
directions than in case of the usual calculus  of  variations  approach.  By
choosing  "suitable  directions"  one  may  still  be  able  to obtain Euler
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equations (and population moment restrictions based  thereon)  in  terms  of
observables  only,  even  if  one  simultaneously  allows for, for instance,
nonnegativity constraints, and liquidity constraints.
The optimization problem  of  the  forward  looking  consumer  is
formulated using a vector space consisting  of  consumption  functions  with
variables  such  as  income  and  prices  as  their  arguments. These latter
variables are  assumed to be uncertain and exogenous,  i.e., the consumer is
supposed to know the probability  distribution  of  these  variables
(uncertainty) ,  but is not able to influence this probability
1)
distribution  (exogeneity).  The range of the consumption functions is taken
to be a k-dimensional Euclidean space, with k the number of goods times  the
number  of  periods  to  come.  The  standard approach is to assume that the
components of the consumption functions concerning a particular  period  are
functions  of  all  uncertainty  inducing variables up to and including that
period. For the case of more than one good per period,  we  will  generalize
this by allowing the components of the consumption functions pertaining to a
particular period and a particular good to be dependent upon all uncertainty
inducing variables up to that period and only upon a subvector (possibly the
whole vector) of the variables inducing uncertainty in that period. Such  an
adaptation is necessary if a consumer is assumed to plan at the beginning of
a period, whereas not all of the  uncertainty  inducing  variables  of  that
period have already been realized. A consequence of this adaptation is that,
apart from intertemporal Euler equations, the first  order  conditions  also
result  in  intratemporal  population moment restrictions, which replace the
deterministic intratemporal relationships between marginal  utilities  which
would otherwise arise.
The modelling of the forward looking consumer results in  intra-  and
intertemporal  population  moment  restrictions  stated in terms of planning
variables of the forward looking consumer. In order  to  be  able  to  apply
these  moment restrictions, we shall require, as sufficient conditions, that
the moments are also valid in terms of (to be)  realized  quantities,  since
planning  variables  are usually not observed. First of all, we shall impose
that the modellings of the consumption decisions of the various periods  are
such  that  plans  made in earlier periods can and will be realized in later
periods. For the life cycle model with expected utility we shall ensure this
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time-consistent  consumer  behaviour  by  constructing the modellings of the
consumption decisions of later periods on the basis  of  the  modellings  of
earlier periods.
Secondly, given a panel consisting of n consumers, who  are  followed
during  the periods 1 to T, with T considered to be fixed, the imposition of
the Rational Expectations Hypothesis means that the  consumption  quantities
(and  other  relevant quantities) of periods 1 to T are supposed to be drawn
from the probability distributions the consumers have  in  mind.  To  ensure
that  the sample moments, which are constructed using the panel, converge to
the population analogues, we shall impose that the  n  consumers  are  drawn
randomly  in the first period, and that the consumption quantities and other
quantities of periods 1 to T are drawn independently over the  n  consumers.
Subsequently,  if, on the basis of the consumers' optimization problems, the
population moments are chosen such that they satisfy particular
restrictions,  their  sample analogues can be used in estimating and testing
the LCH, applying, for instance, GMM.
This independence assumption is a rather severe one. For instance, it
means that we  have  to  exclude  the  possibility  of  aggregate  shocks. 2)
Formally. the  independence  assumption  also  requires that the underlying
population (from which is sampled at the beginning of  period  1)  is  large
enough.  In  the  formulation  of  the life cycle model which we present, it
turns out that a large enough population, together  with  the  independence
assumption,  implies that the ex ante probability distribution the consumers
are assumed to make use of, and the  ex  post  probability  distribution  of
realized  quantities, will coincide. In practical situations, however, it is
possible that the population is not large enough, or, more generally, it  is
possible  that  the independence assumption is not satisfied, so that the ex
post probability distribution does not coincide with the ex ante probability
distribution.  We  can simply ignore this problem, assuming that the ex ante
and ex post probability distributions are  close  (in  some  sense),  as  is
usually  (implicitly)  done in empirical applications. Alternatively, we can
restore  the  equivalence  between  ex ante and ex post probability
distributions  by  imposing  a stronger version of the Rational Expectations
Hypothesis: we can  postulate  that  consumers  already  know  the  ex  post
probability  distribution  and  make use of this probability distribution in
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the determination of their consumption. We shall discuss this stronger
version of the Rational Expectations Hypothesis, and its consequences, if it
is used in estimation and testing of life cycle models.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: in section 2 we
describe the model of the  forward  looking  individual  consumer  for  each
period  under  consideration.  We present a more or less general formulation
and  then  we  focus  on  the  life  cycle  model with expected utility
maximization. In section   3 we derive the first order conditions
corresponding to the optimization problem of the individual forward  looking
consumer.  Again we first present a general derivation, and then we focus on
the life cycle model with expected utility. The background  material  needed
as well as some technical details are presented in an appendix. In section 4
we present and discuss conditions which ensure that the moment  restrictions
based  upon  the  first  order conditions of the optimization problem of the
forward looking consumer can be used in  estimating  and  testing  the  life
cycle model, using, for instance, GMM. Section 5 concludes.
2. Model formulation
2.1 Introduction
In this section we model the behaviour of the individual forward
looking  consumer  for  each of the periods 1 through T over which we assume
data are available. We shall characterize each consumer in  period  t  by  a
state  variable st E St' with St the set of possible states in period t. The
consumption decision concerning period t will be represented by a vector qt.
By  characterizing  a  consumer  in period t by means of st we mean that the
modelling will be such that q  = q (st). Thus qt is supposed  to  vary  only
through
st' Each  st  might  represent  a  single consumer. But it is also
possible that there is some underlying set It of individual consumers, and a
mapping gt : It -* St which assigns to each i € It an s = gt(i) E St. In this
construction St satisfies St = gt(It). We  shall  take  the  set  S   to  be
3)
t
finite, whereas the set It is allowed to be infinite.
The Life Cycle Hypothesis (LCH) states that in  deciding  upon  qt  the
consumer  will  take into account future periods as well, i.e., the consumer
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will base the consumption decision regarding  q   on  comparing  consumption
bundles  of  the  form  (qi,...,qI,) '. where L denotes the lifetime (or, more
4)generally, the  planning  horizon)  of  the consumer. Consequently, the
consumer's choice in period t can be modelled as
Max Ut<qt,···, List)
(2.1.1)
s.t. (qi....,qi)' E Dt(st)'
where  Ut(.;st)  denotes the utility function of a consumer characterized by
st and where Dt(st) is the consumer's choice set. The function Ut<.;st)  can
take many different forms. In  empirical  work  one usually chooses this
function to be an expected  utility function, but  the  utility  functions
suggested  by.  for  instance. Selden (1978) or Kreps and Porteus (1978) may
also be used. In this chapter, however, we  shall  focus  on  a  preference
ordering which can be represented by an expected utility function.
Notice that the variable st' which is in (2.1.1) included  in  both  Ut
and  Dt' represents the only possible variation over consumers in period t's
problem formulation. This is why  we  call  variable  st  period  t's  state
variable,  cf.  also  Jovanovic  and  Rosenthal (1988). Optimization problem
(2.1.1) will lead to a solution that can be represented as (qi.....qQ)'(st)'
i.e.  depending  upon st' resulting in period t's consumption choice q (st).
Within this framework   (qi:+l ....,q )'(st)   has   to be interpreted as planned
consumption  in  the sense that the consumption vectors qt(st), 7=t+1,...,L,
need not be actually realized in periods t.  What  we  actually  observe  in
period r, 1 > t, is, within the present framework, not qt(st)' but qt(st).
In this section we shall present  a  possible  formulation  of  (2.1.1)
which makes application of a Lagrange Multiplier rule straightforward. In
section  3  we  derive  first  order conditions and population moment
restrictions,  but in terms of (qi,".,q )'(st)' t=l,...,T. The construction
of  moment  restrictions  in  terms  of  what  we  actually  observe,  i.e.,
qt(st)'....gr(ST). will be carried out in section 4.
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2.2 Individual consumer behaviour
Consider  a  consumer  at  the  beginning  of  period t, t E {1....,T}.
Suppose there are m different goods (m E N), and suppose  initially,  mainly
in  order to ease the exposition, that at the beginning of each period t the
consumer decides upon the consumption of these goods, by choosing  a  vector
qt  E  Rm,  where  qjt'  j=l.....m,  is  the  chosen  quantity of good j. In
subsection 2.4 we shall relax  this  assumption  by  allowing  for  planning
within period t as well. The state variable st of each period, except sl' is
supposed to be determined by the following three factors: the state  of  the
previous period, the  consumption  decision  of the previous period, and a
vector of input variables, the realization of which takes place  during  the
previous period. Thus, for each t € {2,...,T},
s    f (s (2.2.1)t =  t  t-1' t-1'wt-1)'
for  some function ft' and where
w denotes the vector of input variables.t-1
One of the components of the state variable is usually non-human wealth. But
other characteristics, such as taste shifters, are often included as well. A
major example of an input variable is, of course, income. But  prices  or
interest rates may also be included. We shall assume that the realization of
the input variable of period t, wt' takes place during period t, but that it
is  not  yet  known at the beginning of period t, the moment the consumer is
supposed to make the consumption decision qt.
On  the  basis  of  (2.2.1) and the assumption that the optimal qt will
satisfy q1=q1(81), we shall assume that a consumer, who decides upon  qt  by
also  taking  into  account qt+i,···,qL as planning variables, will take qr,
t=t+1,...,L, to be dependent upon the input variables w '...,w1.  Before  we
turn  to the description of this dependence we make the following assumption
with respect to the input variables w '...'wL' future with  respect  to  the
beginning of period t.
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(Al) Assumption concerning the input variables
For  each  t  €  {1,...,T},  the  consumer  takes  the  vector of input
variables  future  with  respect  to  the beginning of period   t,
vt=(wi'...,wj )'.  as a random vector which takes its values in a finite
set Vt(st)'
We now describe     in     what  way   (q;; . . . . ,q L) ' is supposed to depend  upon
wt, , ,wL.  Denote  by I 7=t+1,...,L,  the  projection  operator  whichtr'
projects  vt upon (wi....,w,1-1)'' so that iTtz(Vt(st)) is the set of possible
outcomes of (wi....,w.;_1)'· Denote by L("tr(Vt(st) ) •Rm)    the   set   of   all
functions  with  domain  m  (V (s )) and range R . For ease of notation also
tr  t  t
define w  :V(s) - * {0} by H  (v )=0. so  that  we may identify Rm withtt-  t t tt  t
L(N  (Vt:(st)).Rm).  The  consumer's choice set or budget set is now supposedtt
to be a subset of the following vector space of consumption functions.
(A2) Choice of vector space
The consumer's choice set in period t, t € {1,...,T}, is  a  subset  of
the vector space
Ct(st) = {(qi:.....qi.)'; qr E L("tr(Vt(st)'Rm). r=t....,L}.
In  order  to obtain the choice set as a subset of Ct(st) we will impose two
restrictions. The consumer's choice set is first restricted to be  a  subset
Bt(st)  of Ct(st)• consisting of consumption functions that have their range
contained in the set
Qt =  xER ;b t 3 x i b t componentwise }, (2.2.2)
(L-t+1)xM
with b,S E R . The choice set is further restricted(L-t+1)*m-t   t                                              by means of
constraint functions. We do this in the following way.
(A3) Assumption concerning the choice set
The  choice  set  of period  t,  t  € {1....,T}, is a subset of Bt(st)
determined by means of Nt constraints,5  which may be represented by
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*jt(st): Bt(st) 4 Ijt(st)'
j=1,...,Nt
#jt(st)(qt·qt+1·····qL) E Zjt(st) C Ijt(st)'
6)
where Ijt(st) are topological vector spaces, with Zjt(st)  convex  sets
with nonempty interiors.
Define It(s )=IT t I  (s )   zt(st)=ITit Z  (s. ) and write  *t(st)   =t   j=1 jt  t ' j-1 jt  t '
(*lt(st)'"'0Nt't(st)). The choice set or budget set can be written as
Dt:(st)  =  {(qj·qi:+1·····qL)'E Bt:(st)Cct(st);
(2.2.3)
*t(st)(gt·gt+1· .... qL) E Zt(st) C It(st) 
To  complete the description of the consumer's decision problem we will
describe the preference ordering of a consumer represented by st. We  assume
that the consumer has a preference ordering over the set Bt(st) which can be
described by means of some function Ut(st) :Bt(st)  -0 R.
(A4) Assumption concerning preference ordering
For each period t, t € {1,...,T}, there exists  a  preference  ordering
over  the  subset  Bt(st)  of  C (s )  which can be represented by somet  t
mapping Ut(st):  Bt(st) 4 R.  such that qa € Bt(st) is preferred to  or
considered indifferent with qb E Bt(st) iff Ut(st)( a) 2 Ut(st)( b)'
The preference ordering given in assumption (A4) is a general  one.  In  the
next section we shall specialize it to an expected utility function.
The consumer's problem is now defined for each t E {1....,T}, combining
(2.2.3), which defines Dt(st)' and (A4), as follows
(P)  Consumer's optimization problem in period t. t E {1,...,T}
In each period t, t=1....,T, the consumer characterized by st' solves
Max {Ut(st) (qt·qt+1·-···qI,); (qi·qi:+1·····q )'E Dt(st)j'
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The  present model formulation makes only sense, if problem (P) has at least
one solution. So we add the following assumption.
(A5) Existence of a solution
For each t € {1....,T} the optimization problem (P) has a solution.
The  model  formulation  presented  so  far makes an application of the
literature dealing  with  Lagrange  multiplier  rules  straightforward.  But
before we turn to the derivation of the first order conditions, we shall
specialize the formulation to the life cycle model with expected utility.
2.3 The life cycle consumption model with expected utility
The multi-good life cycle model with expected utility is  in  its  most
simple  form  usually stated in the following (or an analogous) way. In each
of the periods t, with t running from 1 to T, a  consumer  is supposed to
maximize  an intertemporally additive expected utility function subject to a
lifetime wealth budget constraint:
Max   Etxt= tur (q·r)
(2.3.1)
s.t. IL   i  p,q  <a+I L    i  v
1. t tr '[ T - t t=t+1 tr-'T'
where
EtI =tur(qz) : Intertemporally additive expected utility function, with
L  the  consumer's   life   time,   u1(.)   period   t's
intratemporal  utility  function, and Et the conditional
expectation operator,
q1  = (q11,···,qm1)': m-dimensional  vector  of  quantities of goods in
period 1, 1=t,...,L,
PT  = (Plt'...'Pmt)': m-dimensional price vector of the goods in period
T, t=t,...,L,
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y   : Nominal non-property income in period 1, T=t'...,L,
r1  : Nominal interest rate relating periods 1 and 1+1, 7=t,...,L-1,
itt = 1,
itt = HjIl (1+r )-1
, 7=t+1,...,L,
at  : Non-human wealth at the beginning of period t.
We assume al to be given; at' t=2,...,L, follows from
at = (1+rt-1)(at-1-P -l t-1+ Yt-1 ' (2.3.2)
At the beginning of each period t, t € {1,...,T}, the consumer  has  to
decide  upon  qt,  at  which  moment  a   is  assumed  to be known. As inputt
variables we shall take in this section yt, pt, rt, and a  vector  of  taste
shifters,  zt+1'  1  2 t. The vector of taste shifters of period t, zt' will
play a role as part of the state variable in period t. The  realizations  of
the  input variables are supposed not to be known at the beginning of period
t. Suppose that the intratemporal utility functions corresponding to  period
t's expected utility function are specified as
u1(q ) = (1+e)t-Tu(q1.zt;8), 7=t.....L, (2.3·3)
with  e  E  R.  the  time  preference  rate,  and 8 € R  a vector of unknown
parameters.
We  shall take as the vector of individual state variables in period t,
t=1,...,T,
St = (at.zi)'. (2.3.4)
and as the vectors of input variables in period 7, 7=t,...,L,
w·r = (yr,p ,rt,z4+1)' • (2.3.5)
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but if one wishes, one may consider some of the components of (2.3·5) to  be
known with certainty as well. Notice that for these choices of s and w, st+1
will satisfy, cf. (2.1.1), for t=2,...,T-1,
st+1 = (at+1'zI+1)' = ((1+rt)(at-Pi(lt+ yt)'zI+1)'· (2.3·6)
We now discuss the imposition of assumptions (Al)-(A5) of the  previous
subsection. Assumptions (Al) and  (A2),  dealing with, respectively,
finiteness of the set of possible values of the input variables, Vt(st)' and
the  vector  space  of consumption functions, Ct(st)' can easily be imposed.
Subsequently, the subset Bt(st) of Ct(st)
of bounded consumption functions
is obtained by suitable choices of bt and St' cf. (2.2.2).
We shall impose assumption (A3) by first introducing  a  mapping  *(st)
with  domain  equal  to  the  Cartesian  product  of  the  vector  space  of
consumption functions, Ct(st)' and an additional auxiliary set of  functions
from  Vt(st)  to  Rr.  for some r. This mapping *(st) is then used to define
*t(st). At this stage the present construction may seem cumbersome,  but  it
will  help  us  at  a  later  stage, when dealing with time-consistency, cf.
section 4. The additional auxiliary set of  functions  will  be  denoted  by
Kt(st).  It  is  in  fact  only  introduced in order to contain a particular
function which we will present now. Define,  for ·r=t,...,L,  krt(st) :  Vt(st)  4
Rm by krt(st) (vt)  = it:tpt' and define kb(st)  :  Vt(st)  4 R by kb(st) (vt)  = at
+  IL=titr 'r  Collect these functions to obtain
kt(st) : Vt(st) 4 Rm*(L-t+1)*R,
(2.3.7)
kt(st)(vt) = (ktt(st)(vt)'•   •k:t(st)(vt)'·k (St)(vt))'.
Now let Kt(st) = L(Vt(st)'Rm xR), the set of  functions  with  domain
X(L-t+1)
Vt(st:)   nd  range  Rr, with r=mx(L-t+1)+1. Notice that kt(st) E Kt(st). The
mapping *t(st) is defined as follows
7)





The mapping *t(st) is now obtained from *t(st) by defining
*t(st) (qt...., L) = 01:(st) ( t' "' ' L'kt(st) ) (2.3.9)
If we introduce furthermore
Zt(st) I {z(.) E L(Vt(st))•R); z(.) 2 0}, (2.3.10)
it  can  easily  be  seen that assumption (A3) is satisfied with Nt = 1, and
with the space L(Vt(st).R) endowed with the inner product
<f,g> = I . f(v)g(v), f, g E L(Vt(st)'R) (2.3·11)
v E Vt(st)
In order to  deal  with  assumption  (A4)  we  shall  assume  that  the
expectation  operator  of  model  (2.3.1) is the expectation with respect to
some, possibly subjective, probability distribution Pt(st)' the  support  of
which  is  taken  to  be contained in the set Vt(st). The vector st may thus
include variables which affect the consumers' (subjective)  probability
distributions.  Notice  that,  by  taking  Pt(st) to depend onZy upon st' we
assume that the consumer considers  this  probability  distribution  of  the
future  input  variables  to  be  exogenously  given, in the sense that, for
instance, the consumption decisions  have  no  impact  on  this  probability
distribution.
Let  9 (Vt(st)) be  the  set  of  all  probability  distributions  over
Vt(st).  Then  we have Pt(st) C f (Vt(st)). Similarly to the construction of
*t(st) we shall first introduce a preliminary mapping Ut(st) which will have
as its domain the Cartesian product of the sets Ct(st) and 2 (Vt(st)) and an
additional auxiliary set of functions from Vt(st) to Rr, for  some  r.  This
latter  set  will  be  denoted by Lt(st) and will be presented by giving the
functions it should contain. This construction also turns out to be  helpful
in  section  4, when dealing with time consistency. Define, for t=t+1....,L,
the functions trt(st) i  Vt(st) 0 Rm' ,  with m' the dimension of the vectors of
taste  shifters  zt  by  17t(st)(vt)  =  z. For notational convenience also
·r
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introduce the mapping L   (s  ):V  (s )+R '  by 1   (s  ) (v )  = zt. Collect theset t t t t tt  t   t
functions to obtain
Lt(st) i Vt(st) 4 Rm'x(L-t+1)
(2.3.12)
Lt(st) (vt)  =  (ttt(st) (vt) ' • " ' •LLt(st) (vt)')"
Let  Lt(st)  = L(Vt(st)'K- ), i.e., the set of functions with domain
-m'x(L-t+1)
Vt(st) and range Rr, with r = m'x(L-t+1). Recall, cf. (2.2.2),  that  Qt  is
the  range of the consumption functions contained in the set Bt(st). Suppose
that we have Gt: Qt*Rm'x(L-t+1) 0 R defined by
 t(qt·····qL;zt'  ,'zL) = It=t(1+P)t-,ru(qt,zrie).
Write P{G} as a shorthand notation for JQ G(w)  dP(w),  for  a  probability
distribution P with support Q. Then we define Ut(st) by
Ut(st) : Bt(st) x Lt(st) x 9 (Vt(st)) 4 R,
(2.3.13)
Ut(st) (qt· ··· ·gL·Lt(st) 'Pt(st) ) =
Pt ( st) {Gt C qt '"tt C ' ) ' "0 ' L 'TrtL C ' ) ittt (st ) (4)'"0'1Lt (st)(')}·
It is now straightforward to obtain the objective function. We  just  define
Ut(st) by
Ut(st) (gt' ····gL)  = Ut(st) Cqt, "0 'qL'Lt(st) 'Pt(st))' (2.3.14)
To deal with assumption (A5) we introduce an assumption which will also
be needed in section 3.
(EU) Assumption concerning expected utility
Rm'*(L-t+1) -* R isFor each t E  {1....,T}  the  function  ut  :  Qtx
continuously differentiable in the  components  corresponding  to
(qi.....qi)'.
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With  this  assumption  it  follows  that  the mapping Ut(st) of (2.3.14) is
continuous. Also, it can easily be shown that the constraint function *t(st)
given  by  (2.3.9)  is  continuous,  whereas  the  set Zt(st) of (2.3.10) is
closed. Moreover, the set Bt(st) is compact. As a consequence,  if  the  set
Dt(st)' i.e. the consumer's choice set, is nonempty, assumption (A5) will be
satisfied.
This completes the description  of  the  life  cycle  model  with
intertemporally additive expected utility and  only  the  life  time  wealth
budget  constraint  in  terms of the formulation of the previous subsection.
Notice that the modelling strategy in this subsection can easily be  applied
to other life cycle models with expected utility functions. For example, any
function Gt satisfying condition (EU) can be used in  the  expected  utility
function. Furthermore, the model can easily be extended to include leisure
as an additional decision variable. Moreover, other constraints, such  as
nonnegativity constraints  and  liquidity constraints, can  be  formally
introduced similarly to  (2.3.8)-(2.3.10).  See  also  Adang  and  Melenberg
(1991) and Melenberg and Alessie (1989).
2.4 Intratemporal uncertainty
So  far  we  made  the assumption that at the beginning of period t the
consumer chooses qt E R m and plans  qT,  1  >  t,  with qr=qT(wt,...'wr-1) .   This
is quite a strong assumption. Indeed, if one includes the price vector Pt in
the vector wt of input variables, this would mean that the consumer  has  to
decide  upon  the  consumption of period t without having the possibility to
take into account the realization of the price vector  (and  similarly  with
respect  to  qt, pr and w1). An alternative way of modelling may be that the
consumer decides upon q  after  knowing  the  realization  of  the  complete
vector wt (and similarly with respect to q1 and w1), with the interpretation
that the consumer decides upon consumption at the end of the period,  if we
maintain the assumption that the realization of wT takes place during period
7. However, we consider this alternative to be an extreme case as well. We
would like to allow for the possibility that, if, for instance, the price of
some good is known at the beginning of the  period,  whereas  the  price  of
another  good  is  not  known  before  the end of the period, a consumer may
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already  decide  deterministically  upon  the first good. whereas the
consumption of the other good may be planned by making it dependent upon its
price. A similar possibility should also be allowed in case of  other  input
variables.  We  shall  therefore  generalize  the  model  in such a way that
different components of q  may depend upon different components of  wt'  and
similarly   with   respect  to  qt  and  w1.  Thus,  next  to  intertemporal
uncertainty,  we  will  allow  for,  what  one  might call, intratemporal
uncertainty.
Formally, introduce the projections n i=l,...,m, r=t,...,L, whereitt
nitt denotes the projection of vt upon the good-i specific components of wt'
and where rrit·c' 7>t, are the projections of vt  upon  wt'...'wt-1,  and  the
good-i  specific  components of w . Thus, corresponding to each good in each
period we introduce a projection  mapping.  We  modify  assumption  (A2)  as
follows.
(A2') Choice of vector space: Intratemporal uncertainty
The  consumer's  choice set in period t, t E {1,...,T}, is a subset of
the vector space
Ct(st)={(qi.....qi.)'; girEL("it·r(Vt(st)),R), i=l,....m, ·r=t.....L}.
Other modifications of the model formulation of the previous subsections, if
necessary at all, are straightforward. For instance, the construction of the
mappings Ut(st) and *t(st) can now be performed by just composing q withiT
Nitr instead of NtT.
Notice that this way of modelling encompasses both extreme cases
mentioned  at  the  beginning  of this subsection. One can always choose the
projections N in such a way that one of both extreme cases is obtained.
We  are  now able to conclude the modelling part by restating, also for
later reference, the life cycle model with expected utility in the  form  we
are  considering  it. For each period t € {1,...,T} the consumer is supposed
to solve problem (P), such that assumptions (Al) to (A5) (with (A2) replaced
by (A2')) are satisfied and such that Ut(st) satisfies
Ul:(st) ( t' ' ' ' L) = Ut(st) ( t' ''' ' L'lt(st) 'Pt(st) )• (2.4.1)
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with
Ut(st) : Bt(st) x Lt(st) * 2 (Vt(st)) 4 R
(2.4.2)
Ut(st) (qt· ··· · L'Lt(st) 'Pt(st) ) =
pt(st){Gtcltc )'  ''dL(');Lt(st)( ) •
with q·r =    git· · · · ·q r) ' ' 1  = t..... L.  where  qi ,  i=l....,m. is the
composition  of  qir with NitI, with Lt(st) € Lt(st) = L(Vt(st),R ) for some
Lt(st) and for some r, where ut satisfies assumption (EU), and where
*t(st)(qt,·.·· L) = 0t(st)( t'"'' L'kt(st))• (2.4.3)
with
*t(st) : Bt(st) x Kt(st) + It(st)'
(2.4.4)
with kt(st) E Kt(st) = L(Vt(st).RS) for some kt(st) and some s.
3. The first order conditions
3.1 The general case
In this section we shall discuss the derivation of first order
conditions  together  with  population  moment restrictions based upon these
conditions  for  problem  (P).  We  shall  first  present  the  first  order
conditions and the corresponding moment restrictions in general terms before
we specialize in the next subsection to the life cycle model  with  expected
utility. Some additional assumptions are imposed to make an application of a
Lagrange Multiplier rule both  possible  and  tractable.  However,  in  this
subsection  we  shall  not  deal with the technical details. In the Appendix
(see A.1) we have collected  the  material  needed  to  apply  the  Lagrange
multiplier  rule.  This  material  is  mainly based upon Neustadt (1976, ch.
III).
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Applying  a  multiplier  rule  requires  the  existence  of the Gateaux
differentials of Ut(st) and *t(st) evaluated at the optimum of problem  (P).
If there is more than one optimum we need the existence of the differentials
evaluated at the optimum chosen by the consumer.
(A6) Existence of differentials
For each t € {1....,T} the Gateaux differentials  of  both  Ut:(st)  and
*t(st) exist at the optimum of problem (P) chosen by the consumer.
In order to obtain the first order conditions in the required form, one
has to impose some normalisation condition. There are several possibilities,
cf. Takayama (1985. ch. 1). Here we shall impose  a  condition.  taken  from
Neustadt  (1976),  which  is  usually supposed to be satisfied in life cycle
models, and which makes  the  necessary  conditions  also  sufficient.  This
normalisation  condition  requires  the  utility function to be concave, the
constraint set to be convex, and also requires  the  existence  of  a point
inside  the  subset  of the  choice  set  or  budget  set determined by the
constraint functions. The precise  formulation  is  given  as  normalisation
condition (N) in the Appendix (see A.2).
(A7) Normalisation condition
For  each  t  €  {1,...,T}  the problem (P) satisfies the normalisation
condition (N) presented in the Appendix.
The  first  order conditions become especially tractable if the optimal
solution is not on the boundary of the set
Bt(st) ...., if qQ  denotes  the
.-
optimal  solution  of  problem (P), then qQ should satisfy &t < qo < St' cf.
(2.2.2).  If  q   satisfies  this  restriction  it  is  called  an  internal
point.
8)
(A8) Internal solution assumption
For  each  t  E  {1,...,T}  the  optimum  of  problem (P) chosen by the
consumer is an internal point of Bt(st).
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Let  us now turn to the first order conditions in general terms. Denote
the  optimal  solution  of  problem (P) chosen   by the consumer   by
(q , ...,q ) ' (st) .   Let   DUt(st) ":   Ct(st)  +R b e the Gdteaux differential of
Ut(st)  at the point  (qi.....qL)'(st)  and let D*t(st)  :  Ct(st)   4   It(st)   be
the GAteaux differential   of   *t(st)  at  (q .....q ) ' (st) ' According to  the
first order conditions there exists a Lagrange Multiplier At(st) E  It(st) ,
*
where  It(st)   denotes  the  dual  space  of St(st)' such that for all ht E
Ct(St,
DUt(st) '(ht)  + At(st) oD*t(st) '(ht)  = 0, (3.1.1)
together possibly with some additional restrictions, as discussed in the
appendix, cf. A.1.3.
We can use (3.1.1) to construct population moment restrictions.  Denote
the population distribution over the set St by P . Then there should holdS,t
for any choice ht E Ct(st) as population moment
Ps.t[Dut(st) "(ht) + At:(st) 'D*t(st)"(ht)] =
0 (3.1.2)
9)
As a population moment restriction (3.1.2) is, in general, not of much help,
since it is in terms of   (q '...'qi.)' (st)'   i.e., in terms of planning
variables which are usually not observable.  By  specializing  to  the  life
cycle  model with expected utility, this population moment restriction turns
into a form which suggests the introduction of some  additional  assumptions
so  that  it  becomes a population moment restriction in terms of observable
quantities (for particular choices of the h-functions).
3.2 First order conditions in the life cycle model with expected utility.
In order to obtain (3.1.1)  in  case  of  the  life  cycle  model  with
expected  utility  we  have to ensure that assumption (A6) is satisfied. The
other two assumptions will just be imposed.
If  assumption  (EU)  of  subsection  2.3  is  satisfied by ut then the
Gateaux differential of Ut(st) can easily be derived. This is  done  in  the
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Appendix  (see A.3). It turns out that the GAteaux differential at the point
(q ,...,q )' is given by
10)
DUt(st) : Ct(st) 4 R
(3.2.1)
DUt(st)(ht' ..''hL)  =  pt(st) {It=tD.C t( t'"' ' Lizt' . . . 'zL) ' 1  '
where Dr t : QtxR
0 R  denotes the vector of partial derivatives ofm'x(L-t+1)
u   with  respect to the components corresponding to the vector qt; where z
'C
is a shorthand notation for Ltz(st); where qr  =  (al·c,...,am·r)'  and  61  =
(fil·c'...'hmr)'.   with qi·r and hi·r the compositions of qi·r and hit with "itt'
respectively.
In  life  cycle  models  the  mappings  *t(st) are usually chosen to be
affine, i.e., one chooses *t(st) of the form *t(st)  =  *lt(st)  +  0at(st),
where   #Lt(st) is linear   in  (qi,...,qi.) ' (and therefore called the linear
part) and where 0at(st)  does not depend upon  (q;:,...,q )'.  It can easily   be
shown  that  in  the  case  that  *t(st)  is  an  affine mapping the Gateaux
11)differential of *t(st)  at  (qi·····qi.) is given by
D0t(st) : Ct(st) 0 It(st)
(3.2.2)
D*t(st)(ht',, 'hL) = 0lt(st)(ht'"''hL)'
In case of the lifetime wealth budget constraint.  cf.  (2.3.8)-(2.3.9).  it
follows that
L   a
D*t(st) (ht' "' 'hL) = -Ir=tkrt(st) '14. (3.2.3)
A  similar  derivation  is  possible in case of, for instance, nonnegativity
constraints and liquidity constraints.  The  analysis  can  also  easily  be
extended  to  nonlinear mappings, although such an extension may enforce one
to impose certain regularity conditions to ensure differentiability.
Finally,  we  need the dual of It(st). If we only have to deal with the
lifetime wealth budget constraint. we have St(st) = L(Vt(st)'R), with  inner
product  given  in  (2.3.11).  Since this is a Hilbert space its dual can be
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taken to be the space itself. In case of more than one constraint  the  dual
of  It(st),  which then is the Cartesian product of Ijt(st)' j=l....,Nt. can
be based upon the duals of Ijt(st). This is described in the  Appendix  (see
A.4).
The first order conditions (3.1.1) can now easily seen to become, if we
restrict  ourselves  to  the lifetime wealth budget constraint, and denoting
the optimal solution by (q ....qL)'(st)'
Pt(st){It=tDtut( t(st)'' ''qL(st);zt'   'zL)'h11 +
(3.2.4)
<-It=t krat(st)'ht;At(st) >=0•
where qt(st)   =   (qlt(st),"' •qmr(st) ) ' '   qi'C(st)   =     qit(st) 'wit'[ ; with  <.;.>
the  inner  product  defined in (2.3.11); and with At(st) E L(Vt(st)'R), the
Lagrange Multiplier. The other notation is similar as in (3.2.1).
Let  us  illustrate  how  one  can  apply  the  first  order conditions
(3.2.4). In order to  obtain  the  standard  Euler  equation  relating,  for
instance, good  1 of period t to good 1 of period t+1, choose h such that1t
hlt("ltt(vt)) =  1/Pit,  choose  hl,t+1  such  that  -hl,t+1("lt,t+1(vt))  =
(1/P. )(1+rt)'  and  choose  the other h's identically zero. Substituting1,t+1
these choices into (3.2.4) results in
Pt(st){DltG .filt - Dl.t+16;.fil,t+1  =
0, (3.2.5)
where D11Gt denotes, for 1=1,2, the composition of the partial derivative of
Gt   (with   respect   to   the   component   corresponding   to   ql )  and
(q·r(st) ' •  *  •qI.(st) ' ;z,;,...,z )', and where hlt: denotes the composition   of
h    with n and similarly with respect to h Notice, however, thatlt 1tt' 1,t+1'
these choices of the h's are only possible if  Hltt(Vt(st))  "includes"  Pit
and  ilt,t+1(Vt(st))  "includes" p. t+1 (and rt by assumption). Thus, if one
assumes that a consumer chooses q ldeterministically (q  E R ), and  if  the
price  vector  Pt  is  supposed  to be  included  in the vector wt of input
variables (and similarly with respect to qt, p , and w )  the above  choices1 ,
are not possible, since then, for instance, h should be a real number. The1t
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choices h and h become possible as soon as one allows q to  dependlt      l,t+1                                        1t
upon p and q. to depend upon Pl,t+1'lt      1,t+1
Let us now consider the special case N
itt="jtt , for all i,j,  and  such
that each n projects vt upon (w '...'wt)', thus including w1. That is,itt
suppose the consumer decides upon  qt  after  the  realization  of  wt'  and
similarly  with  respect  to qt and wT. Assume in addition that the expected
utility function is intertemporally additive. In this case one  can  choose,
using as auxiliary functions glt' g2t' with  it("itt(vt)) = 1/P i=1 2it'    ' '
-0 - -' -
illt = Zlt [Dltut'Zlt - D2tut'Z2tl'
(3.2.6)
-0 -0 -
h2t = - 2t [Dltut' lt - D2tut' 2tl'
using  a similar notation as in (3.2.5). Notice that this choice is possible
due to the assumption of intertemporal additivity. This results in
Pt(st)  [Dlt t' lt - D2tu:g2t]2} = 0, (3.2.7)
or, equivalently,
I lt, t ilt - D2tu 'i2tl I 0 (3.2.8)
We thus obtain deterministic relationships. That is, for  each  possible
realisation  of  the variables occurring in (3.2.8), this equation should be
satisfied. However, these relationships usually impose too many restrictions
to  be  satisfied  in empirical applications, indicating misspecification of
the model. See also Adang and Melenberg (1991).
Notice.  that  the  choices  (3.2.6) are not possible if we impose that
rT trT , for all it j. However, if we assume that q depends upon p anditt  jtT                                             lt                lt'
q2t  depends upon p2t, we can still choose hlt = glt' h2t = -g2t'  resulting
in
I. - -0
Pt(st) {Dltut' lt - D2tut'g2t  = 0, (3.2.9)
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with g the composition of g with TT and analogously with  respect  tolt                     tt       1tt'
g2t.  These  are  moment  restrictions  that can also be used in testing and
estimating the life cycle model.
To  illustrate  the  life  cycle  model  with  additional  constraints,
consider the special case in which there are two goods (m = 2),  which have
to satisfy nonnegativity constraints. Suppose  that  one  of  the  two
nonnegativity constraints, say the first one, is never binding, whereas  the
second  one may be binding. It is easy to see that the analogon of the first
order condition (3.2.4) becomes
Pt(st){It=tDtut( t(st)'"''qL(st);zt'"''ZL)'hr  +
(3.2.10)
(< -2 =t kft(st)'57;At(st) > + It=t<h21;K21(st) 21) = 0,
with <.;.>21 the inner product of L("2tf(Vt(st))'R).  defined  similarly  to
(2.3.11).   and   K21(st)   E  L("2tr(Vt(st))•R)  the  Lagrange  multipliers
corresponding to the nonnegativity constraints q >0,      7      = t, . . . ,L. In21 -
addition  to (3.2.10) there  should also hold (cf. A.1.3, and the comments
following it):
< 21(st);A27(st),27 = 0,
T = t,...,L, (3.2.11)
A2T(st) nonnegative.
Notice that the conditions (3.2.10) and (3.2.11) form the  analogon  of  the
Kuhn-Tucker conditions obtained in the standard case. Euler equations
relating the first good over time can be obtained in a similar way as in the
life cycle  model  without  binding nonnegativity  constraints.  However,
intratemporal and intertemporal Euler equations including  the  second  good
will  contain  the  non-observable  Lagrange multipliers A21(st)' 1 2 t. But
there is a possibility to relate good 1 in period t+1 and good 2 in period t
in  such  a  way that these Lagrange multipliers do not show up. Notice that
(3.2.11) implies that K27(st) equals zero for those  v  E   2tz(Vt(st))  for
which q2t(st)(v) > 0. Thus, if we choose
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h2t("2tt(vt)) =   2t(st)("2tt(vt)) t'
(3.2.12)
hl.t+1("1, t, t+1 (vt) ) = - 2t(st) ("2tt(vt)) ' (1+rt)/Pl,t+1'
and the other h's equal to zero, it easily follows that
Pt(st){D2tGt'fi2t - Dl,t+1Gt'fil,t+1  =
0, (3.2.13)
which  is  a first order condition without the Lagrange multipliers K21(st).
So even with additional inequality constraints it remains possible to obtain
Euler  (-like)  equations,  which  can be  used  in  applications.  For  an
application using moment (3.2.13), we refer to Adang and Melenberg (1991).
Obviously, the  same  technique  can  also be used if other inequality
constraints are present. The above examples illustrate how one  can  proceed
in  such  cases  to  obtain  Euler  equations in observables only. Sometimes
additional restrictions turn out to be helpful. For instance, Melenberg  and
Alessie (1989).  applying  Alessie  et  al.  (1988).  derive  first  order
conditions for the case in which liquidity constraints  are  also  included:
due  to  earnings-related  bounds.  these  authors  are able to obtain Euler
equations without unobservable Lagrange multipliers.
4. Population moment restrictions
4.1 Introduction
In  this section we impose (sufficient) conditions which will guarantee
that the Euler equations (and moment restrictions) derived on the  basis  of
the  theory  of  the previous section. can be used in estimating and testing
the life cycle consumption  model.  First  of  all,  we  shall  ensure  that
consumers  behave  time  consistently (in the sense of Strotz (1956)), i.e.,
loosely speaking, we shall ensure that consumption plans of earlier  periods
can  and will actually be realized in later periods. We shall carry this out
for the life cycle model with expected utility as given by  (2.4.1)-(2.4.4),
by  constructing  the  models  of  periods 2 to T on the basis of period l's
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model. This construction turns out to be rather straightforward, due to  the
functions kt(st) and lt(st)' introduced in subsection 2.3.
Once time  consistency  has  been  guaranteed,  we  can  formulate  the
statistical  experiment  on  the  basis  of  which we suppose sampling takes
place. The situation we consider, consists of sampling randomly n  consumers
from P the population distribution over Sl' and subsequently following
S,1'
these n consumers during the periods 1 to T, we we shall consider  T  to  be
fixed.       If we assume      that the actual    (wi ....,w*)' are drawn (by "nature" )
from the probability distributions N1,T+1(Pl(sl)), independently over the  n
consumers, we obtain a random sample consisting  of  n  drawings
(si,wi....,w )'. Using, in  addition,   time  consistent  behaviour  of  the
consumers,      we can ensure      that the sample moments converge    (for   n  0  -)    to
their population analogues, which are the moments derived on  the  basis  of
the theory of section 3.
We shall assume  that  we  are  actually  sampling  randomly  from  the
underlying  set  Il  of  individual  consumers. By assuming that this set is
large enough, the described sampling scheme  becomes  formally  possible.
12)
In  this  case  the  ex  ante  probability distribution Ps,i and the ex post
probability  distribution of actually (to be) realized quantities
(w ,...,w*)' will coincide, due to the assumption that Vt(st) is finite.
However, in practical situations the set Il may not be large enough  so
that the equivalence  between  the  ex  ante  and  ex  post  probability
distributions is not guaranteed. We can simply ignore  this  as  a  problem.
Alternatively,  we  can  restore the equivalence between ex ante and ex post
distributions by strengthening the  usually  applied  Rational  Expectations
Hypothesis  (REH): we can impose that consumers know the ex post probability
distribution and use it  as  ex  ante  probability  distribution.  We  shall
discuss this version of the REH in some detail.
In the next subsection we shall first introduce conditions, which  will
ensure  time  consistent  consumer behaviour. Next, we discuss in subsection
4.3 the construction of moments on the basis of the theory of section 3, and




In  this  subsection  we  shall  link  the  optimization  problems  (P)
satisfying  (2.4.1)-(2.4.4)  of  the periods 1 to T in such a way that time-
consistent consumer behaviour will be ensured. We do  this  by  constructing
period  2's  optimization problem on the basis of period l's problem, period
3's problem on the basis of period 2's, and so on. Loosely speaking, the
construction  will be such that any possible planning in a particular period
can be realized in later periods and, conversely, any  possible  realization
could  have been planned in earlier periods. Making, in addition, use of the
recursive nature of expected utility, cf. Kreps and Porteus (1978), it  will
follow  that  any optimal solution in a particular period is also optimal in
later periods, and conversely.
Let  period  l's  problem. as defined in (2.4.1)-(2.4.4). be given. The
construction of  period  2's  problem  formulation  based  upon  period  l's
optimization  problem  formulation will be as follows. We take as period 2's
state variable
82 = (si·wi)'· (4.2.1)
i.e., we just enlarge period l's state  variable  by  including  period  l's
input variable. The set V2(s2) is now defined as follows:
V2(s2) = V2(sl'wl) = {(w ....,w )';(wi·····wL)' E Vl(sl) . (4.2.2)
To  construct  (2(s2)  we  have  to define I for suitable i and T. First,iZT
denote by #2 the projection of (w;.....w )'  on  (w ,....w )'.  Then  define
"i2t  such  that  "i210"2  =  "ilt'  1  2 2. Thus, the good-i specific input
variables used in period l's problem formulation are chosen to be  the  same
in  period 2's problem formulation. The construction of (2(82) now becomes
obvious. B2(s2) follows once we have defined Q2, cf. (2.2.2), which we do by
using b2 and 62 being, respectively, b. and 6  without the first m elements.
-1 -    1
We now turn to the construction of U2(92) and 02(82). First, define the
realization of ql in case of (si,wi)' as qI(sl'wl). where it is assumed that
the i-th component only depends upon the good-i specific input variables  of
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period   1.   Next,   let  Pl(sl'wl)  be  the  conditional  distribution  of
(w ,...,w )' given wl, which is obtained from Pl(sl).  Finally,  consider  a
Cq ,...,q ) '   C   (2(82) • and define   qr   =   (al·r'... ' m·r)''   with   air the
composition of q. with  the  projection  of w '..., w -1,  and  the  good-i11                           1
specific  input  variables in period 7, on w2' ..,w1 and the good-i specific
input variables in period T. Then define both U2(s2) and *2(s2)• as follows
U2(s2)(q2•"'• L't2(s2)'P2(s2)) =
(4.2.3)
61 (sl) (qI (sl 'wl) ' 2' . . . 'aL'll (sl 'Wl ' ' ) •p (Sl 'Wl))'
 2(82)( 2""• L'k2(82)) =
(4.2.4)
01(sl)(qI(sl'wl)•32'...•GL'kl(sl'Wl'.))'
Thus,  we  take  P2(s2)  =  1(sl'Wl)'  ' 2(92)  = Ll(sl)(wl.·)' and k2(S2) =
kl(sl)(wl•.). Finally, set I2(82)  =  51(sl)•  and  Z2(s2)  =  Zl(sl)·  This
completes the construction of period 2's problem formulation on the basis of
period l's problem formulation.
The  same  construction  can  also  be  used  to  obtain period (t+1)'s
optimization problem on the basis of period t's  optimization  problem,  for
t=2,...,T-1: just replace in the above construction 1 by t and 2 by t+1.
This completes the construction of the optimization problems of periods
2  to  T  on  the  basis of period l's optimization problem. As noticed this
construction together with the recursive  nature  of  the  expected  utility
function suffices to  guarantee time consistent consumer behaviour. We can
now turn to the construction of population moment restrictions and  sampling
schemes on the basis of which we can use these moment restrictions to test
and estimate the life cycle model.
4.3 The construction and use of population moment restrictions
In this section we first describe  the  standard  approach  applied  to
estimate  and  test the life cycle model. This approach consists of assuming
that consumers know the ex ante probability distribution. Within the present
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framework the formal model turns out to be such that the ex ante and ex post
probability distributions coincide. But in practical situations  the  formal
model  may  not  always be applicable. We shall, therefore, also discuss the
life cycle model with a known ex post probability distribution where this ex
post distribution is used as ex ante distribution.
Suppose we are given,  on  the  basis  of  section  3,  for  each  t  €
{1.....T}, and each st E St' a mapping
n
Gt(st) : "t.T+1(Vt(st)) 0 R t, (4.3.1)




Let Pi,1 be the population distribution  of  Il'  and  suppose  that  n
individual  consumers  are  drawn  randomly from Pi,i· This induces a random
sample from Ps,i, the population distribution of Sl. These n  consumers  are
followed  during  the periods 1 to T (with T fixed). Assume that for each of
these n consumers     (wi ····,w )     is a drawing from the distribution
"1.T+1(Pl(sl)), where these drawings are independent over the consumers.
The   assumption   that   for      sl      E s l'       (wi . . . . ,w  ) 'i s a drawing     from
Trl,T+1(Pl(sl))   follows,  if  one  postulates  rational  expectations:  the
probability distribution consumers have in mind is the correct distribution.
The  assumption  that  the drawings are independent across consumers implies
that we obtain a random sample
{(si,wi.....w ) ; j E {1.....n}}, (4.3.3)
from the "mixture" of H1,T+1(Pl(sl)) with respect to Ps,i· If we denote this
"mixture"  by  Ml'  then  for any function g with domain vectors of the form
(s' w' ....W,;,)'. sl E Sl' (w;....,w.;.)' € r,     (V (s )) and range R, i.e.,1' 1' 1,T+1  1  1
     1 = xsl€ Sl"l,T+1(Vl(sl)) 0
R. (4.3.4)
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h : 9 -DR
1
(4.3.6)
h(sl'wl•   •WT) = "1.T+1(Pl(sl))[g(sl• )]'
Consider   now the function H:9 1   -4  R  . with components H l. . . . 'H. wherep.
each of the components is of the form
Hi(sl'wl.   •wT) = Zi(st)'Gt(st)(wt•···•wT), (4.3.7)
for  some  t  E  {1,...,T},  with  Zi : St + R, and where we make use of the
construction of st as given in the previous subsection, i.e.,
St = (si,wi·····w )'.t 2 2. (4.3.8)
The functions Zi are usually called instruments.  In  order  to  obtain  the
components  of  the  function  H.  the  function Gt(st) may by multiplied by
instruments which depend upon st' Notice that st is the state variable of  a
consumer  known  at  the  beginning  of  period  t.  An  instrument which is
multiplied by Gt(st) is thus only allowed to depend upon input variables and
consumption  functions  the  realizations of which are known at least at the
end of period t-1 (or beginning of period t).
Under the conditions imposed, the sample moment
Ij=lH((si·wi ·····W.I.) ) (4.3.9)
will,       for      n     -* .0, converge with probability   1 (with respect   to  Ml)    to   the
population analogue Ml[H].  Using  (4.3.2),  it  easily  follows  that  this




Thus,  the  sample moments given in (4.3.9) can, in principle, be used in an
application of, for instance, the Generalized Method Moments estimation
technique,  cf.  Hansen and Singleton (1982). Generally, the function H will
include (planned) consumption functions qt(st)' r k t, t E {1,...,T}. But if
we  assume time consistent consumer behaviour, for instance, by means of the
construction of the previous subsection, we may substitute the  actually
realized  consumption  quantities  of  period  1  for q1(st)(wl'...'wt), 1 =
1,...,T, so that in case of suitable choices for  H  we  can  obtain  moment
restrictions  in terms of observables only. These moment restrictions can be
used in testing and estimation of the life cycle model.
In  order  to be able to ensure the independence assumption, we have to
impose that the set Il is large enough, since then the  sampling  scheme  is
formally  possible.  The assumption that the set Il is large enough implies,
at least if the independence assumption  is satisfied, that the ex ante
probability  distributions  Pl(sl) and the ex post probability distributions
of (to be) realized quantities  {w;.....w*)'  E  Vl(sl). will  coincide.  In
practical  situations, however, the set Il may not be large enough, or, more
13)generally, the independence assumption  may  not  be satisfied. We can
simply  ignore  this  as  a problem, assuming that the ex post and ex ante
probability distributions coincide sufficiently well. Alternatively, we  can
restore the equivalence between ex  post  and  ex  ante  probability
distributions by strengthening the Rational Expectations Hypothesis: we  can
impose  that  consumers  know  the ex post probability distribution and that
they use  this  probability  distribution  in  the  determination  of  their
consumption. To formalize this, we  shall postulate a somewhat different
sampling experiment. We now postulate that the drawings (si,wi,···,w;:)'  are
random  drawings  from  the  ex  post  population  distribution  of actually
realized quantities. This is a possible construction, if we assume  that  we
still  sample randomly from Il' but, in addition, postulate the existence of
a mapping, with domain Il' satisfying i + (s',wi,···,w*)'. For instance,  we
can  assume  that  Il  =  IT'  and  take as mapping the function gT given in
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subsection 2.1. This construction makes  sense  whether  Il  is  finite  or
infinite.
Denote the ex post population by Q  and  let  the  ex  post  population
distribution be given by P. An element w€Q i s o f the form
W I
(Sk.Wi.....Wt)'. (4.3.11)




with  Ps,l  the marginal distribution of sl' and with pwls,i the conditional
distribution of (wi.....w, )' given sl' both obtained from P. The probability
distribution Pwls,i is, of course, the ex post probability distribution of s
E Sl. We now impose that the  ex  ante  probability  distribution  Pl(sl)  a
consumer  characterized  by sl E Sl makes use of in the optimization problem
of period 1, satisfies,
"1.T+1 Pl(Sl   = Pwls.1'
(4.3.13)
thus, we impose the equivalence between the (relevant part of the)  ex  ante
probability distribution and the ex post probability distribution. With this
assumption, it is obvious that the sample moments given by (4.3.9) can still
be applied in an estimation and testing the life cycle model by means of the
Generalized Method of Moments, of course, if  we  remain  assuming  time
consistent consumer behaviour.
In (4.3.13) the ex post probability distribution determines the ex ante
probability  distribution. Obviously, this  is  quite a strong assumption.
which may even have undesirable consequences. This can easily be illustrated
by  considering  the  case  in  which  the  sets Il and Sl are in one-to-one
correspondence. Notice that such a situation easily will occur in  practical
applications .      In     this     case the decompostion   (4.3.12)   of the probability
distribution P over Q results  in  a  degenerate  conditional  probability
distribution  Pwls,i·
This means, that if I and S are in one-to-one11
correspondence, we have, within the present framework, to  assume  perfect
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foresight!  Thus,  in  order  to apply the assumption that consumers already
know the ex post population  distribution,  but  without  having  to  impose
perfect  foresight,  it becomes essential that the state variables st can be
postulated to be  such  that  they  do  not  contain  too  much  information
concerning individual consumers.
We are now in a position to conclude the present section. Ideally, we
would  like  to  have the situation in which the set Il is large enough, or,
more generally, that the independence assumption is satisfied, so that there
is no need to impose the condition that the ex ante probability distribution
has to be set equal to the ex post probability  distribution.  In  practice,
however,  the  set  Il  may  not  be  large  enough, or, more generally, the
independence assumption may not be satisfied, so that in  testing  the  LCH,
using  the  Euler equation approach in combination with GMM, one also has to
assume restrictions on the ex ante probability distribution. In a  practical
situation,  however, the imposition of conditions on the ex ante and ex post
probability distributions may be too demanding, for instance, because of
the  choice of the state variable. In such a case one should be very careful
in interpreting the outcomes of standard GMM-tests, which test the  validity
of  the  population moments. If  the  ex  post  and  ex  ante  probability
distributions do not coincide, then, obviously, the sample analoques of  the
population moments need not converge to the population moments. Tests, which
suggest that the population moments are  not  valid,  need  not  necessarily
imply a violation of the LCH, but may possibly indicate that the conditions,
which have to be imposed in order to test the LCH, are violated.
5. Summary and conclusions
In this chapter we studied the estimation and testing of the life cycle
model on the basis of micro data on individual households which are supposed
to be sampled at the beginning of the first period  and  followed  during  T
periods. We  first formulated, in  rather  general  terms, the model of a
forward looking individual  consumer  who  was  supposed  to  be  completely
characterized  by  a state variable. We next focused on the life cycle model
with expected utility. We also allowed for the possibility of  intratemporal
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uncertainty  next  to  intertemporal uncertainty. The first order conditions
were derived by applying a Lagrange multiplier rule. On the basis  of  these
first order conditions one  can  easily  construct  population  moment
restrictions which are, however, stated in terms of planning  variables.  By
assuming  time-consistent  consumer  behaviour  and  by  assuming  that  the
consumers are sampled randomly  from  the  population  distribution  at  the
beginning of the  first period, and  the  input  variables  are  drawn
independently over the  consumers  from  the  probability  distribution  the
consumers have in mind, it becomes possible to use sample analogues of these
population moments in terms of actually realized quantities.
However, independence  of  the  drawings of the input variables across
consumers is a severe assumption. An  alternative  assumption  is  possible:
consumers  know the ex post probability distribution. The latter assumption,
however, implies perfect foresight, if one chooses the  state  variables  in
such a way, that  by  means  of  these  state variables, one can identify
individual consumers. Thus. the alternative  assumption  makes  only  sense.
without  having  to impose perfect foresight, if one is assumes that not all
consumers differ in their states, and thus in their consumer behaviour.
Concluding,  we believe that an empirical testing and estimation of the
life cycle model is very well possible, but one should be  very  careful  in
interpreting  a  possible rejection of the hypothesis, since, in order to be
able to test the hypothesis econometrically, one also  may  have  to  impose
rather  severe  additional assumptions, which do not necessarily follow from
the LCH itself.
APPENDIX: THE DERIVATION OF THE FIRST ORDER CONDITIONS
A.1 The Lagrange Multiplier rule
Neustadt  (1976.  ch.  III)  and  also  Luenberger  (1969.  pp 249-250)
formulate (generalized) Lagrange multiplier rules for optimization  problems
of the following form:
Maxc {U(c); c€B l C 82• *(c) E Z C I}, (A.1.1)
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where  82  is  a  subset of a real linear vector space C. I is a real linear
topological space (e.g., a normed linear vector space), Z is  a  convex  set
with nonempty interior, and where   U   and   * are functions .U:8 2   +R.    and   * :
82 + I. Notice the similarity between (A.1.1) and (P).
We first need some preliminary results. Define for ECC and e€C,
cone(E-e)  =  {  9(c-e);  c  €  E,  a € R,  0 >0 } . (A.1.2)
Let there be given some function F:E C C  + X, with X a linear topological
space (i.e.. R or I in our case). The Lagrange multiplier rule is stated  in
terms of Gateaux differentials. The definition of GAteaux directional
differentiability is as follows (see Neustadt (1976. p45)).
Definition A  function F: E C C +X i s GAteaux directional differentiable
at a point e  E E, with E finitely open in itself14), if  there
is a (necessarily unique) function




Some  comments  are  in  order.  Firstly,  DF(e )  is  called  the   GAteaux
directional  differential  of  F  at  e . Secondly, the set E is taken to be
finitely open in itself to ensure that for all h € cone(E-eQ), e +Eh E E for
all  €  sufficiently  small. A sufficient condition for a set to be finitely
open in itself is  that  it  is  convex. Thirdly, if e is an  internal
15)                                                   0point, then  cone(E-e ) becomes the whole space C. Finally, if DF(e )(.)
is linear in h then the differential  is called GAteaux differential
16)
(without the adjective directional).*
Let I  denote the dual  space  of  I,  i.e.,  the  set  of  linear  and
continuous functions from I into R (see, e.g., Dunford and Schwartz (1958)).
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Denote by Cl(B) the closure of the  set  B.  The  Multiplier  rule  for  the
optimization  problem  (A.1.1)  in  the  form  we  are going to use it is as
follows (see Neustadt (1976. ch. III)):
Multiptier rute.
Let  c  be an optimal solution of problem (A.1). Suppose that Bl and 82
are finitely open in themselves. Then, if the Gateaux differentials  of
U     and      *     exist, a necessary condition   is that there exist   a   ER,   20,
*
and X E S, not both zero, such that
aDU(cl)  + A•D#(cl):  cone(Bl-cl) 4 R (A.1.3a)
(vc€cone(Bl-cl))   C   (0DU(cl) +A•D*(cl))(c) 3 0) (A.1.3b)
(vz€Cl(Z)) ( A(z) 2 A(*(cl)) ) (A.1.3C)
DU(c ) denotes the Gateaux differential of U(.) at c , D*(c ) is the GAteaux*
differential  of  *(.)  at  the same point, A€I  is the so-called Lagrange
Multiplier, and X°DA(c ) denotes the composite function of A and D*(c ).
This is certainly not the most general form of multiplier rule that can
be found  in,  for  instance,  Neustadt  (1976).  We  nevertheless  restrict
ourselves  to  this  form  since it corresponds very closely to the standard
multiplier rule in R'. For example, if c  is an internal  point  of  Bl'  so
that      cone (Bl-c ) =C,    then the inequality   sign   in   (A.1.3b)   can be
replaced   by
an equality sign. Moreover, if the set Z is also a  cone  containing  the
17)
origin then (A.1.3c) is equivalent with
A € -(Cl(Z))*, A(*(cl)) = O, (A.1.3C')
where -(Cl(Z))' = {k€I*; k(z) 2 0 for all zEZ }.18)
A.2 Normalisation
The multiplier rule (A.3)      contains the parameter     a by which
DUt(qt,qt+1,···,qL) is multiplied. To ensure that a is unequal to zero, and,
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therefore,  can  be  set  equal to one. one has to impose some normalisation
condition. We will present a possibility that is usually assumed to hold  in
expected utility  models  and  which  makes  the  necessary conditions also
sufficient. The normalisation condition is taken from Neustadt (1976). First
call  *t(st)  to  be Zt(st)-convex if for all K E [0;1] and all x.y € Bt(st)
there holds
*1:(st)(SAX+(1-34)y) -IA*t(st)(x) + (1-34)*t(st) (Y)] E Zt(st)'
with Zt(st) a convex cone  which  contains  the  origin.  The  normalisation
condition becomes
(N) Normalisation condition
Ut(st) is concave; Zt(st) is a closed convex cone with nonempty interior
and Zt(st) contains  the  origin;  the  constraint  function  *t(st)  is
Zt(st)-convex;  and  Bt(st)  contains  a  point  (qt'·····qL)' such that
*t(st)(qt·····qL).€ Int[Zt(st)1.
Other  normalisations,  which  do not make use of a concave utility function
and a convex constraint set, can be applied as well. See for an example, for
instance. Luenberger (1969. ch. 9).
A.3 The Gateaux differential in case of condition (EU)
To  ease  notation  we  shall,  contrary  to the main text, neglect the
possible dependence of the various functions and sets on st' by omitting any
reference  to  st'  In case of the expected utility hypothesis it is easy to
prove under assumption (EU) that the Gateaux differential of Ut  exists  and
takes  the  expected  form. We do this in the following theorem. In order to
avoid cumbersome notation we  will  omit  the  possible  dependence  of  the
utility  function  on taste shifters, since the presence or absence of taste
shifters doesn't matter in the proof. We also will use the  notation  q1(st)
and hT, cf. section 3.
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Theorem A.1 Under Assumptions (EU) the Gateaux-differential of the  function
Ut:    Bt-*  R de
fined   by
Ut(qt·qt+1·····gL) = Ptut( t""' L 
*
at  the  point  ( qi,*qi+l····, qL)'  E  Bt is given by the linear
function
*                 **
DUt( qt.*qt+1····· qL) : Cone(Bt-( q · q +1.....*qL)') 4 R
defined by
*          *                              *
DUt( qt, qt+1,···, qL)(ht'ht+1'"''hL) =
Pt  {4=t Drut("qt'... ''qL) 'fir}
where     Drut:      Qt  -1 Rm denotes the vector of partial derivatives  of
u  with respect to the components corresponding to the vector q1.
Proof. The  set  Bt  is convex, and, therefore, finitely open in itself. Now*
let (h ,hi+l·····h )' E Cone(Bt - ( qi·*qi+i···.·*qL)') be arbitrary.
Then   for   E  sufficiently  small,  say,  cie ,  there  holds  that*   *          *
C  A· g +1····, qL)'+ 6(hi·hi+1•····h' )'€ Bt. Next as a consequence
of  the  once  continuous  differentiability  of  ut(.),  there holds
pointwise that
-1 - *- *-
lim&10 8  [ut(( qi..... qQ)'+6(hi..... L)') -
*- *-
u C qt·····  L)]
I =tDTGt(  t'"'' qL)'fir
Furthermore, by an application of the mean-value theorem,
1       *          *                                            *
IE- [Ut(( qi····· ql )'+6(hi·····hQ)')-Gt( qt'"I'  L)11 i
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MI (h .hi+1·····fiL)'1.
with  M E R sufficiently large , and where |.| denotes the standard
19)
norm of R" . Since
Pt'(Si,h'  Q)'|     <   - .    we
can apply   the
X(L-t+1)
t+1""'
dominated  convergence  theorem,  so that for any sequence {e  ' with
6 1 0, it follows thatn
limE 1OPteil[ut(( qi.....*qQ)'+En(h&,"..fiL)')-ut<  t'""  L)1
n
*
- ptxt=tDz t(  t'"'' qL)'fir.
Since this holds for all sequences #En} with Enl 0, it also holds for
Ej0.  Noting that the limiting function is linear in (hi,hI+1,,.*'hL) '
finishes the proof.                                                 0
Notice  that  condition (EU) does not require concavity, so that the theorem
is  also  valid  for  non-concave  expected  utility functions satisfying
assumption (EU).
A.4 The dual space of EL(sl)
N
t  *The dual space of 1Tj=lijt(st) is (isomorphic to) ITj=:trjt(st) (see
* N
Neustadt (1976.p 34)). This means that z.E [|T t I  (s )]   if  and  only  if
t.   j=1 jt
there are linear functions zjt€Ijt(st)• j=1,...,Nt'   such   that
N-          Nr  t   -
zt(zlt'',''zNtt) = Lj=lzjt(zjt)· for every (zit·····zA t)'  E  K jtljjt(st)·
If Z is  not  only  convex with nonempty interior, but also a closed cone
t *
containing the origin, then 1  E -(Zt(st))  if and only if there are Ljt E -
N
(Zjt(st))*,  j=l....,Nt,  such  that lt(zlt'...'zNtt) = Ij ltjt(zjt) for all
(             , E ITNt z  (s).Zit.....Zitt)
j=1 Jt  t
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Notes chapter 3.
1) Sometimes one refers to this kind of  uncertainty  by  using  the  term
"riskiness", in order to distinguish it from the situation in which the
probability distribution is  not  assumed  to  be  known.  This  latter
situation is then referred to by the term uncertainty.
2) To avoid this consequence one could, for instance, model the life cycle
model within the framework of complete markets, as is done by Altug and
Miller (1990). Alternatively, one could  average  over  time,  assuming
stationarity,  as  suggested,  for  instance, by Chamberlain (1984). In
this chapter we make (implicit) the assumption  that  markets  are  not
complete, and  that  the  number  of  periods  in  the  panel  is  not
sufficiently large to be able to average over time.
3) In  this  chapter  finiteness of the set St is actually not yet needed,
contrary to the next chapter.
4) In  fact,  L  may  depend upon st' but we will neglect this dependence.
Usually this will not matter if we assume  that  for  all  possible  st
there  holds  L 2 T, as we will do. Alternatively, one could include in
the state variable st  an  index  representing  the  life  status,  and
interpret L as the maximal life time.
5) To  avoid  too  cumbersome  notation,  we  will  neglect  the  possible
dependence  of Nt upon st. Alternatively, one could interpret Nt as the
maximum number of constraints in period t.
6) To  avoid  too cumbersome a notation we shall write (qt,···,q ) instead
of   ((qi; . . . . , qL)')in  case  of the evaluations of functions in particular
points. The same convention will also be used in case of other
arguments.
7) If  fl:A+Rb  and  f2:A-*Rb for some set A and some b€N then we mean by
fl(.)'f2(.) the mapping g:A-*R defined by g(a) = fl(a)'f (a).
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8) For the exact definition of an internal point we refer to the appendix.
9) Recall that P[G] is a shorthand notation for JQ P(w) dP(w).
10) The dependence of DUt(st)  on  (qi, ....qi,)'  is not represented to avoid
too cumbersome notation, but should be kept in mind.
11) This follows immediately from the definition of Gateaux
differentiability.
12) Large enough actually means uncountable.
13) For instance, due to aggregate shocks.
14) A nonempty set ECC is said to be finitely open in itself, if for every
e EE and every finite  subset  {el'..,'en}CE  there  is  a  number  E>O
(possibly   depending  on  el.el•...•en)  such  that  el+Ii=lki(ei-el)€E
i
whenever 0<X <E for each i.
15) e   is an internal point of the set E i f for every e€C there exists a
A  (possibly depending upon e  and e) such that e +Ae € E whenever 0  3
XIAO'
16) If cone(E-e ) 0 C, a function f:cone(E-e )-DX is said to be linear if it
is the restriction to cone(E-e ) of a linear function from C into X.
17) Choose c and -c and use the linearity of aDU(cl)+AoD*(cO).
18) (A.1.3.c) implies (A.1.3.c') since  if Z is a cone then 0€Cl(Z) and
20(c )€Cl(Z), so that A (*(cl))=0 and  (vz€Cl(Z))  (A (z)2>. (0(cl))=0).
The converse is obvious.




ON  THE INCORPORATION OF INTERDEPENDENT PREFERENCES IN DEMAND SYSTEMS AND IN
LIFE CYCLE CONSUMPTION MODELS
1. Introduction
In the construction of micro econometric models of consumer behaviour
it  seems  reasonable  to  take  the  following  three aspects into account:
demographic effects, i.e., the effects on consumer behaviour  of  the
composition of households; habit formation, i.e., the effects of consumption
of previous periods; and preference interdependence, i.e., the effects  of
the  behaviour  of the other consumers. To the first two aspects quite a lot
of attention has already been paid in the econometrics literature. Actually,
the  models  of  the previous two chapters are very well suited to deal with
both demographic effects and habit formation. For instance, in case  of  the
life cycle model, one can  use  a  utility  function  which  is  not
intertemporally additive, if one  wishes  to  incorporate  habit  formation;
demographic effects  are  easily modelled by means of the functions Lt(st)'
cf. (2.3.12)-(2.3.13) of chapter 3. However, whereas the fact that  consumer
preferences  are influenced by the behaviour of others is well-documented in
the  psychological and sociological literature, the third aspect,
interdependent  preferences,  seems  to  be  of  secondary importance in the
econometrics literature. Exceptions are, for instance, the empirical studies
of demand systems by Alessie and Kapteyn (199la). and Kapteyn et al. (1989).
and the labour supply study by Kapteyn and Woittiez (1989).  These  studies,
in  which interdependent preferences are incorporated following proposals by
Gaertner (1974) and Pollak (1976). suggest that  preference  interdependence
plays a major role.
In this chapter we present a possible way of  modelling  interdependent
preferences  in  both a static demand system and in a life cycle consumption
model, following  the  lead  of Gaertner (1974) and Pollak (1976).
Incorporating  interdependent  preferences  essentially consists of ensuring
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the existence of a fixed point, and. in case of a static demand system, also
calculating  this  fixed  point explicitly. For instance, in a static demand
system consumption is the endogenous variable, but, at  the  same  time,  it
also  enters  as  explanatory variable: consumers are supposed to make their
consumption decisions on the basis of the  consumption  decisions  of  other
consumers in the population.
Our starting point for a static demand system is the study  by  Kapteyn
et al. (1989).  We  use (a simplified version of) their specification of a
demand system, and we use their approach for the modelling of interdependent
preferences.  which  is based upon Gaertner (1974) and Pollak (1976). But we
do not  follow  these  authors  in  their  stochastic specification, which
essentially  consists  of  formulating  the  way  in which the population is
supposed to be generated by drawings from some  underlying  superpopulation.
After  imposing  conditions  on the superpopulation and the way in which the
actual population is drawn from the superpopulation, these authors derive
the  reduced form equations of consumption (more precisely: the fixed point)
and  they  show  how  to  estimate  the  parameters  of  the reduced form
consistently.  We  simply impose conditions on the actual population itself,
and ignore the possible existence of  an  underlying  super-population.  The
calculation  of  the  fixed  point  turns  out to be a simple application of
elementary functional analysis. Estimation  and  testing  of  the  resulting
reduced  form  equation (i.e., fixed  point)  can  be  done after imposing
standard distributional assumptions.
A  static demand system is often considered to be the second stage in a
life cycle two-stage budgeting framework, where the first stage consists  of
the  intertemporal  decisions  concerning  total expenditures. Incorporating
preference interdependence in a static demand system  generally  will  imply
that  the  indirect utility functions, on the basis of which the first stage
decisions will be made, will not only be a function of someone's  own  total
expenditures,  but also a function of consumption of the other consumers. In
other words, incorporating interdependent preferences in  the  second  stage
usually will  imply  interdependent preferences in the first stage as well.
Consequently, it becomes also essential to ensure the existence of  a  fixed
point  in  the  modelling  of  the  first  stage  decision.1   Ensuring  the
existence of a fixed point in case of some particular life cycle models  has
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already been done before, see, for instance, Jovanovic and Rosenthal (1988),
and related work. In the present chapter we shall ensure the existence of  a
fixed  point  in  case  of the rather general model of the previous chapter,
whose formulation is not captured by these works.
If  one  estimates and tests life cycle models using the Euler equation
approach in combination with GMM, as  discussed  in  the  previous  chapter,
guaranteeing  the  existence  of a fixed point suffices: there is no need to
calculate explicitly the fixed point as in  the  case  of  a  static  demand
system, since the population moments derived from the first order conditions
remain the same,  except  for  a  reparametrization  of  some  part  of  the
parameter  vector  through  which  one  postulates  the  interdependence  of
preferences to work. One can derive and use the same population moments, at
least if one not only assumes that consumers are affected by the consumption
decisions of others, but, at  the  same  time,  if one also assumes that
consumers do not take into account their possible influence on the decisions
of others. Since  the  decisions  of others. in  case  of  interdependent
preferences. is usually assumed only to enter through reference group means,
this assumption seems to be acceptable  for  many  modellings  of  reference
2)
groups.
In ensuring the existence of a fixed point in the life cycle model.  we
shall, in addition, also  allow  for  the  possibility  that  aggregate
consumption quantities have an influence on variables, such  as  prices  or
income, which  are  usually  treated  as  exogenous,  uncertainty  inducing
variables in life cycle models, cf. chapter 3. If  one  postulates  that
consumers also neglect their possible influence on these  aggregate
consumption quantities, the population moments, derived from the  consumers'
optimization problem, again remain the same.
The remainder of the chapter is  organized  as  follows.  In  the  next
section  we  consider  the  incorporation of interdependent preferences in a
static demand system. In  section  3  we  consider  life  cycle  consumption
models. Section 4 concludes. In the main text. we shall assume that the sets
of possible states, in which consumers may be, are finite. In  the  appendix
we  also  deal  with a continuum of possible states for the case of a static
demand system, since in such a  case  one  may  wish  to  impose  particular
distributional assumptions, cf. chapter 2, requiring a continuum of possible
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states. Corresponding distributional assumptions usually are not required in
case of estimation and testing life cycle models using GMM, cf. chapter 3.
2. Incorporating preference interdependence in a demand system
In  this  section  we  shall  discuss  a  possible way of incorporating
preference interdependence in a demand system following the lead of Gaertner
(1974)  and  Pollak  (1976),  and  inspired by  the study of Kapteyn et al.
(1989). Our starting point is a demand system of the form
q = f(x,€;8). (2.1)
with q E R' the vector of consumption quantities of m goods, x a  vector  of
explanatory variables, including  total expenditure, E a vector of error
terms, and 8 a vector of unknown parameters. Without  further  modifications
it is usually straightforward, after  imposing  some  distributional
assumptions, to estimate and test equation (2.1). The aim of this section is
to  modify  system  (2.1)  by  including  interdependent  preferences. To be
precise, we will assume that e - (ei,e;)' E R . k some positive integer, and
we will consider the case in which el is the subvector of parameters through
which the consumption of consumers is  supposed  to  be  influenced  by  the
consumption of other consumers.
Let s = (x'.E')' and let S be the set of possible s. We shall take  the
set  S  to  be  the  population,  i.e., we shall assume that the consumption
decision is fully characterized by s. The  population  distribution  over  S
will  be  denoted  by P. To indicate that x corresponds to a particular s we
shall write x  instead of x, and similarly, we shall  write  Es  instead  ofS
E.We  shall  assume  that  the  population  S  together  with the population
distribution P is the result of the following operation. Underlying (S,P) we
assume  the  existence of a set I of individuals together with a probability
distribution PI over I. We assume the existence of some (measurable) mapping
f which assigns to each i€I a n s€S.I n this construction, s= f(i) forms
the characteristics that matter in the analysis. Notice that S satisfies S =
f(I),  and  that  the  probability distribution P satisfies P = f(PI), where
f(PI) denotes the induced probability distribution obtained from PI using f.
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In the main text we shall take the set S to be a finite one, whereas no
restrictions are imposed on I. In the appendix we consider the case in which
S      is   taken   to   be a closed.   but not necessarily finite, subset   of   R .   with  1
some positive integer. The results presented in  the  appendix  include  the
results  of the main text as a special case, if we consider S to be a finite
subset of R*.
In order to introduce preference interdependence, following the lead of
Gaertner (1974) and Pollak (1976) (cf. also Kapteyn et  al.  (1989)),  first
introduce  the set f (S), which is the set of probability distributions over
S. Next define a mapping S 4 9 (S) which assigns  to each s E S  a P s €9 (S).
The probability distribution Ps is assumed to represent the weights attached
by   element   s   E   S   to the elements   of the population.   Let  h   :    S  -*  R      be     some
function. Then Ps(h) will denote the expectation of h with respect to Ps' In
particular,   let   g   :   S  -D  R'  be the function which assigns   to   each   s   E     S      the
corresponding vector of consumption quantities, which we shall denote by qs,
thus qs = g(s). Then Ps(g) can be interpreted  as  representing  (component-
wise)  the  weights  attached  by s E S t o the consumption quantities of the
elements in the population.
In  order  to  incorporate  interdependent  preferences  in  (2.1), the
parameter vector 81 of the demand system (2.1) will be replaced  by  a  term
which is taken to be dependent upon Ps(g). Let 81 be a p-dimensional vector.
Let 61 be a mapping with domain R  and range R . Then we will  consider  the
following reparametrization of 81:
81 =  l Ps 3  ' (2.2)
Substituting this choice into (2.1) results in
qs = f(xs·Es;( 1(Ps( ))"02)')• (2.3)
for s € S.
Let L = L(S,R") be the set of functions with domain  S  and  range  R".
Define the mapping H:L+L which assigns to each gl €L a g 2€L where  2
satisfies
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g2(s) = f(xs'Es;(61(Ps( 1))"82)')· (2.4)
Then we can write equation (2.3) as the following equation.
g = H(g). (2.5)
It follows that representation (2.3) and, similarly, representation (2.5) is
possible     if the mapping     H      :       L     4     L      has a fixed point.    In the present
formulation of the model the existence of a fixed point can generally easily
be guaranteed. For instance, if it is possible to restrict H in such a way
that its domain and range become of the form {f € L; (vs€S)(f(s)E[b;b])},  ,
6  E  R , then continuity of the mapping H will guarantee the existence of a
fixed point.
Without  further  restrictions the fixed point function g is an unknown
parameter  belonging  to  a parameter  space  of  dimension  m times the
cardinality  of  S.  One  may  wish  to  impose  restrictions that lower the
dimension of the parameter space. This is, for example, possible if one
chooses  the  specification  of  H in such a way that the fixed point can be
calculated explicitly. We shall consider a possibility which is  based  upon
Kapteyn et al . (1989).
In the example we consider, the mapping H is assumed to be the  sum  of
two mappings Hl and H2'  i.e.,  H =H l  + H2'  with Hl  :  L - *L given by
Hl(h)(s) = fl(xs;82) + Es' (2.6)
for h E L. and with H2 given by
H2(h)(s) = B.ps(h), (2.7)
for  h  E  L,  where  B is taken to be a diagonal matrix of dimension m. The
components of the matrix B are called measures of conspicuousness by Kapteyn
et  al.  (1989). The higher a component Bi of B is, the more the consumption
of good i is influenced by the consumption of others. Notice that we take Hl
to  be a constant mapping (i.e., not depending upon h). We shall write Hl(h)
= f, with
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f(s) = fl(xs;02) + Es' (2.8)
To complete the specification of H we have to specify  Ps'  Kapteyn  et  al.
(1989)  argue  that  Ps  can  be approximated by a convex combination of two
particular probability distributions taken from f (S). Initially,  we  shall
impose  the  hypothesis  that  this approximation holds exactly. Later on we
shall modify this assumption. The  first  probability  distribution  of  the
convex  combination is just the population distribution P; the second one is
the probability distribution over the consumer's social group, by  which  is
meant  a  subset  of  the population sharing particular characteristics. The
latter probability distribution can be obtained by  partitioning  S  into  K
subsets, with  K  some  positive  integer, where each subset is some social
group. Denote these K groups by Z(1),...,Z(K),  and  suppose  that  each  of
these  sets  has  positive  probability (with respect to P). Then the second
probability distribution for  s  E Z(k) is  just P the conditional
Z(k)'
probability  distribution,  obtained  from P, given that s E Z(k). Thus P
3)
S
can be represented by
Ps = x'p + (1-K).I:=lIZ(k)(s)P (2.9)Z(k)'
with IZ(k)(.) the usual indicator function, and with K E [0;1]. Notice that,
if  x = 1, the reference group is taken to be the whole population, whereas,
if K = O, the reference group is just the social group.
Before  we  calculate  the fixed point of (2.5), in case of the present
example, we shall derive some preliminary results. Notice first  that,  with
the  particular  choice  for  Ps  represented  in (2.9), it follows that the
mixture of P  with respect to P is just equal to P itself.  The  mixture  is
defined4   by  giving the expectation of elements of L. Denote initially the
mixture by A. Let h€L b e some function. Define h€L b y h(s) = Ps(h). Then
A(h) is defined by A(h) = P(h). To see that A = P, notice that h. in case of
(2.9), satisfies
h(s) = ps(h)  = A.P(h) + (1-K).I =IIZ(k)(s)Pz<k)(h).
Consequently, we obtain for X(h)
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A(h) = P(h) = *.P(h) + (1-*).I =lp(Z(k)) P    (h) = P(h).
' Z(k)
Thus A(h) = P(h), from which we conclude A = P.
To  proceed, first notice that H2 is a linear mapping. Next, consider L
= L(S,R ) equipped with the norm
IhIL = P(Ih I), (2.10)
where |h  is considered to be the composition of h and the standard norm  of
Rm.   Thus,    |h|   is the mapping  S  + R given  by
1111(s) = /(Ij=lhj(s)),
for  h  =  (hl'.' 'hm)" Alternatively, we can write |h|L = P(<h.h> ), if we
take <...> to be the standard inner product of R , and if we use  a  similar
convention  concerning  the composition as in the case of the norm. We shall
show that H2 E f (L,L),  with £ (L,L) the space of linear bounded mappings
5)
with domain and range L, with L equipped with the norm given in (2.10).
Let gl E L(S.R"), and g2 = HZ(gl). Then
| 2|L = P|£:2| = IS <g2(s);g2(s)>  dP(s) = Is <B.Ps(gl);B.Ps(gl)>  dP(s)
= IS <Ps(gl);82.Ps(gl)>1 dp(s).
Let X be the largest eigenvalue (or, equivalently, diagonal element) inmax
absolute value of the matrix B. Then
| 2|L = Is <Ps(gl):82.Ps(gl)>1 dP(s) s
(2.11)
|Amax|'fS <PsCgl ; sC l > dP(s),
where |.|, in case of a real number, denotes the  standard  norm  of  R.  We
shall  use  the symbol |. | for both the norm in R and the norm in R , unless
confusion might arise. The right hand side of equation (2.11) can be bounded
further, using Jensen's inequality, as follows.
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Is <Ps(g1):Ps(g1)>  dP(s) - Is 'Ps(gl)1 dP(s) i
(2.12)
IS  s(' 11) dP(s).
Since  P is the mixture of Ps with respect to P, the right hand side of this
latter inequality satisfies
IS Ps('£ill) dP(s) = P(lgll)· (2.13)
Combining (2.11). (2.12). and (2.13) we obtain
'H2( 1)|L = | 2|L S 'Xmax|'| 1|L' (2.14)
Thus, H2 is a continuous linear mapping, and its norm satisfies
'H21 3 'Amax|' (2.15)
where | . | denotes   the   norm   of the space      f   (L,L) .
We  shall  make the assumption that |Amax| < 1, which implies |H21 < 1.
Let I:L- *L b e t h e identity mapping.   Then     we can apply, for instance,
Dieudonna  (1969), result (8.3.2.1), to guarantee that the mapping I-H2 is a
homeomorphism, and that its inverse. (I-H2)-1, is equal to the  sum  of  the
absolutely convergent series
II=0   i; '
Thus  equation (2.5), in terms of the present example, can now be written as
follows:
g = (I-H2)-1(Hl(g)) = (I-H2)-1(f) = C.0 113(f). (2.16)
Notice that, given formulation (2.7), we only used so far that  the  mixture
of P with  respect  to  P  equals P, and that B is a diagonal matrix with
S
A   | < 1. However, diagonality of B is not needed.  In  the  general  casemax
that  B  is  some  (mxm)-matrix,  we  only  need to require that the largest
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eigenvalue of B'B (in absolute value) is strictly less  than  one.  If  i
,     max
denotes  this  eigenvalue,  the analogon of (2.15) is |H21 3 'Smax|'. On the
basis of (2.13) it follows that, instead of imposing that the mixture of  Ps
with  respect  to  P  is equal to P, we can also impose that (2.13), with an
inequality,  is  satisfied. However, in  the  sequel,  we  shall  restrict
attention  to a diagonal matrix B and P being the mixture of Ps with respect
to P.
We  are  now going  to  use  the  chosen formulation of Ps. Using this
formulation, equation (2.16) makes the calculation of an explicit expression
for g more or less straightforward. Recall that f(s) = fl(xs;82) + es' i.e.,
we can write
f = fl + pre, (2.17)
with fl(s) = fl (xs;82), and pre (s) = es. So,
(I-H2)-1(2) = (I-H2)-1(21) + (I-HZ)-1(prt). (2.18)
We shall calculate the two terms of the right hand side of  equation  (2.18)
separately, starting with the latter one.
-1
In order to calculate (I-H2)  (prE)' we shall make two assumptions. The
first one is  that Es is independent of xs' and E(es) = 0· Thus. we impose
that P(prs) = 0. This assumption, however, can easily  be  replaced  by  the
assumption  E(Es 1 xs)  = 0, with obvious modifications. The second assumption
is that the sets Z(k), k=1*...,K, are chosen such that P (pr£) = 0.  ThisZ(k)
latter assumption  can  be guaranteed by making the partitioning {Z(k); k E
{1.....K}} on the basis of xs only. To be precise. let  ZA(k)  =  prx(Z(k)).
where prx is the projection mapping of s onto xs' and let ZB(k) = pre(Z(k)).
Under the assumption that the partitioning is only on the basis of xs  there
should hold ZB(k) = ZB, i.e., ZB(k) does not depend on k. This is equivalent
to stating that ZB = pr6(S). Thus,
PZ(k)(Pre) = [l/P(Z(k)].IZ(k) Es d P(s) =
= [1/P(Z(k)] f     J   E  d P(Es) d P(xs) IZA(k) ZB  s
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= 0,
since JZB Es dp(es) = Eks) = 00
Using  that P(pr£)  = 0 and Pz<tc (prE) = 0, k=l.....K, it follows that
H2(pr&) = 0, and, therefore, that
11&(pre) = 0, n 2 1.
Consequently, we have
(I-H2)-1(prs)  = C=OH (prs)  = I(prs)  = pre · (2.19)
Thus, (I-H2)-1 just maps pr£ into itself.
Next,  we  calculate  the other term of the right hand side of equation
-1
(2.17), i.e.. (I-H2)  (fl). First, consider H2(21).
H2(21)(s) = B{ 't.P(fl) + (1-x).I:=1Iz(k)(s)Pz(k)(21)} =
(2.20)
= B{ A.P(fl) + (1-*).k(s) },
where k:S- * R m i s defined as
-K
k(s)  = 2.k=lIZ(k)(s)PZ(k)(fl) (2.21)
Next, consider H (fl) = H2(H2(fl)),
H2(H2(fl))(s) = B{ *.P( B[*.P(fl)+(1-x).k] ) +
(1-*).FK T (S)P ( B[*.P(fl)+(1-*).k] ) } =-k=l-Z(k) Z(k)
. 82  A.I *.P(fl) + (1-x).P(k) 1 +
rK
(1-x).[ K·lk=lIZ(k)(s)PZ(k)(P(fl)) +
(1-*).IK I (s)P (P(k)) ] }. (2.22)k=1 Z(k) Z(k)
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Notice that
P(k) = IK=lp(Z(k)).Pz(k)(fl) = P( 1)' (2.23)
and that, for each L € {1....,K},
PZ(,t) Ck) = [l/P(Z(,t)] IZ(,t)IkIZ(k)(s)PZ(k)(fl) dP(s) =
= [1/p(z(t)] fz(,t) pz(L)(fl) d P(s) =
= Pz(,t) (fl). (2.24)
Substituting (2.23) and (2.24) into (2.22) results in
H2(HZ(fl))(s) = 82{ A.P(21) + (1-x).IK (S)PZ(k)(fl) 3, (2.25)k=lIZ(k)
Using this result for H2, it follows that, for n 2 1,
H (fl)(s) = Bn{ *.P(fl) + (1-x).I =1IZ(k)(s)PZ(k)(fl) }. (2.26)
or, in a more concise form,
H (fl)(s) = B { A.P(fl) + (1-x).k(s) }. (2.27)
Thus. for (I-H2)-1(fl) we find
(I-H2)-1(fl)   =  C=oii:(fl)   =   fl   +  I;;=1Ii (fl)   =
=  l + II=lBn{ K.P(fl) + (1-K).iI } =
= fl + (Im-B)-18{ *.P(fl) + (1-*).k }, (2.28)
where Im is the m-dimensional identity matrix.
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Combining equations  (2.19)  and  (2.28)  results  in  the  following
expression for the fixed point of equation (2.5), in terms  of  the  present
example:
g = (I-H2)-1(f) = fl + x(Im-B)-1BP(fl) + (1-K)(Im-B)-1Bk + pr£.  (2.29)
This can also be written as
g(s) = fl(xs;82) + A.(Im-B)-18.P(21) +
(2.30)
(1-*). (Im-B)-1B.I .lIZ(k)(s).PZ(k)(fl)  + ss'
for s E S.
To  consider  the  consequences  of  the  incorporation  of  preference
interdependence,  notice  that  without  preference  interdependence,  i.e.,
assuming B=O,w e would have  obtained  g(s)  =  fl(xs;82)  +  6.  WithoutS
preference  interdependence  a  change  in  an  exogenous variable only acts
through fl(xs;82). With preference interdependence (of the  particular  form
presented)  a change in an exogenous variable may also act through P(fl) and
PZ(k)(fl)' k=l,...,K. If a change in an exogenous variable only  concerns  a
particular  s  the  effect  through  the expectations over  1 usually can be
neglected, but if a change is "population-wide" or "social  group-wide"  the
effects through  the expectations over fl should not be neglected. In these
latter cases there is, therefore, an additional effect. See also the
discussion in Kapteyn et al. (1989).
To complete the example, let us consider a very simple  formulation  of
fl(xs;82)' disregarding possible demographic effects and habit formation:
fl(xs;82) =6+3 Ys' (2.31)
with  ys  total  expenditure  (or  some transformation of it), and 6. r € Rm
vectors of unknown parameters. Equation (2.30) now becomes, using a somewhat
more conventional notation,
g(s) =6+ Tys + *· (Im-B)-1B. (6 + r;) +
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(2.32)
(1-x).(Im-B)-1B. (6 +  s) + Es,
where  9  denotes the population mean of Ys, and where Ys denotes the social
group mean of ys in the social group of s. Writing
60 = [Im + (Im-B)-1B].6 + x (Im-B)-18. rP,
(2.33)
TO = (1-K)[(Im-B)-18].1.
the reduced form becomes
qs . 60 + rys + Yoys + Esl (2.34)
Equation (2.32) contains as parameters of interest 6, r, A, and the diagonal
elements  of  the  matrix  B. The parameters y and the K different Ys can be
considered as nuisance parameters. The parameters cannot be estimated
simultaneously  on the basis of equation (2.32). However, since the nuisance
parameters are just population moments, they can be estimated in advance  by
means  of the corresponding sample moments. But still not all the parameters
of interest can be identified. On the basis of the reduced form parameters
of  (2.33)  only  7  can  be recovered. However, similarly to Kapteyn et al.
(1989), an ordering in the diagonal elements of the matrix B can be obtained




where  the  subindex i refers to a component of the corresponding vector or
matrix. Using (2.35) it follows that, assuming K € (0;1),
Bi > Bj  **  Croi 'i) > (Toj/'j)' (2.36)
Thus the "amount of conspicuousness" of a particular good i compared to that
of  good  j  follows  on  the  basis of the reduced form parameters. Notice,
furthermore, that the presence or  absence  of  interdependent  preferences,
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given  the  present  formulation,  can be tested on the basis of the reduced
form. The hypothesis that there is no preference interdependence. i.e., Bi =
6)
0, i=l,...,m, implies r = 0, i=l,...,m.i0
Notice  that  a  possibility  to  identify  the B's (and the other
parameters),  is  to  assume  that K is known. For instance, one might model
that the social groups suffice in the explanation of preference
interdependence, i.e., one might model Ps = IkI (S)P In this case weZ(k) Z(k)
have K = 0, and the parameters are identified.
So  far,  we  have assumed that the representation of Ps given by (2.9)
was exact. An extension of the theory, in which the representation by  (2.9)
is just an approximation, is easily obtained if we model
7)
P  =P  +11, (2.37)S    S    S
where P denotes  the  systematic part, modelled by (2.9), and where p  isS                                                                          S
what might be called  an  error-measure.  The  measure v is  supposed  toS
represent  the  deviation  of  element  s's  reference group distribution in
comparison with #s. By imposing suitable conditions, an expression (more  or
less) similar to equation (2.29) may be obtained for g.
We present a simple example which results exactly in  equation  (2.29).
Firstly, let the mixture of p  with respect to P be the zero measure, i.e.,S
if A denotes the mixture, let X(h) = 0 for all  suitable  h. Thus, loosely
speaking,  averaged over the population Ps is correct. A consequence of this
assumption is that the mixture of Ps with respect to P remains P, so that  g
can  still  be  calculated  on the basis of (2.16). Secondly, let ps satisfy
p (2) = 0 for all s E S. This condition says that  the  systematic  part  fs
weights  f correctly. Finally, let ps for each s E S satisfy the restriction
p (h) = 0, for any h which is constant on Z(k), k=l,...,K, i.e., vs(h)  =  0
is imposed for any function h which satisfies
h(s) = IK   h I (s), h  E Rm. k=l.....K. (2.38)k=1 --k Z(k)
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This  condition  implies  that  Ps(Z(k)) = Ps(Z(k)) for all s E S. Thus, the
systematic part weights the social groups correctly. With  these  conditions
it easily follows that
H2(f)(s) = B{*P(fi)+(1-K)k(s)} + Bps(f) =
=
B{AP(f;)+(1-*)k(s)}, (2.39)
and, for n 2 2,
H (f)(s) = Brl{*P(fI)+(1-*)k(s)} + Bnps{*p(fi)+(1-x)k(s)} =
= Bn(*p(fi)+(1-*)k(s)}. (2.40)
Thus, we simply obtain equation (2.29) for g.
Instead of the conditions we imposed on ps,  one  may  wish  to  impose
conditions which are somewhat weaker. Generally, the calculation on the
basis  of  (2.16)  remains possible, although perhaps somewhat more
complicated.  The restrictions we imposed were just intended to simplify the
calculations.
This concludes the study of  the  incorporation  of  preference
interdependence within a static framework. We  have  presented  a  framework
which can be used to incorporate interdependent preferences. We applied this
framework to a particular example, based upon Kapteyn et al. (1989).
3. Incorporating preference interdependence in life cycle models
In this section we discuss the incorporation of preference
interdependence  in  a  life cycle model of consumption, again following the
lead of Gaertner (1974) and Pollak (1976). We consider a life cycle model in
which  consumers  are  supposed  to  maximize  expected utility subject to a
lifetime wealth budget constraint, and possibly other  constraints  such  as
nonnegativity constraints  or  liquidity constraints. Similarly  to  the
approach in the previous section, we assume that some part of the  parameter
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vector,  by which the utility function is characterized, is modified to take
preference interdependence into account.
Since  the seminal paper of Hall (1978), estimation and testing of life
cycle models is often performed using  GMM  applied  to  population  moments
which  are  derived  using  the  first  order  conditions  of the consumers'
optimization problems. Given such an estimation approach, it will suffice to
ensure  that  somehow a fixed point exists, in order to deal with preference
interdependence within a life cycle framework. Once the existence of such  a
fixed point has been established, we can use in GMM the same Euler equations
and  population  moments  based  on  these  (with  the  parameters  properly
redefined) to  test  and  estimate  the  life cycle model. Guaranteeing the
existence of a fixed  point suffices, at least if one allows for the
possibility that  consumers are influenced by the (averaged) consumption of
their reference group, but not  conversely:  we  have  to  assume  that  the
consumers  do  not  take  into  account  the possible influence of their own
consumption decisions on averages over reference groups. In case of a finite
population  this  assumption  might  imply suboptimal behaviour. But. if the
reference groups are, for instance, modelled similarly as  in  the  previous
section,  we  consider  neglecting  the  possible  influence  of consumption
decisions on reference group means acceptable, at least if the social groups
are not too small.
The incorporation of interdependent preferences will  be  analogous  to
the  approach  adopted  in  case of the static model: we shall assume that a
consumer in each period takes into  account  the  consumption  decisions  of
other  consumers  in that same period. Due to the intertemporal character of
life cycle models this approach also implies dependence upon the consumption
decisions  of other consumers in past and future periods. In addition, since
in a life cycle context a consumer is supposed to  plan  future  consumption
bundles, the consequence of this approach is that a (rational) consumer will
take into account, in  deciding  upon  the  consumption  quantities  of  a
particular  period, the planned consumption quantities of other consumers of
future periods. The consumer, however, is supposed to take  the  (planned)8)
consumption  quantities  of  other  consumers  as given. making the consumer
possibly somewhat irrational.
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In  ensuring  the  existence  of the fixed point it seems reasonable to
incorporate also the possible influence of aggregate consumption on  present
and future variables, such as income or prices, that in turn might influence
future consumption decisions.  But  again,  to  arrive  at  the  same  Euler
equations  and moments, the  assumption  will  be  imposed that consumers
neglect their possible influence on aggregate consumption.
The formulation of the life cycle model we use as starting point can be
found in chapter 3. We repeat the model formulation for the sake of
convenience,  but we refer to chapter 3 for details. Consider the population
in period 1, denoted by Sl. The  set  Sl  will  be  assumed  to  be  finite.
Underlying  the  set  Sl  we  assume the existence of a set Il of individual
consumers with probability distribution P . We assume the existence of a
i,1
mapping fl:  Il + Sl' which assigns to each i E Il an s = fl(i). The set Sl
satisfies Sl = fl(Il)'  and  the  population  distribution  over  S.,  P
1    S,1'
satisfies     P s,1=f- (P i,1) .   Contrary  to  Sl we allow  for the possibility  that
Il contains a continuum of individual consumers.
A  consumer characterized by s E Sl' is supposed to solve the following
optimization problem
Max {Ul(s)(ql·····qL); (qi·····qi.)' € Dl(s)}, (3.1)
where
Dl(s) = {(qi,···,qL)' E 81(s) C Cl(s);
(3.2)
*1(sl)(q1····,qL) E Zl(s) C Il(s)}.
with Cl(s) the vector space as given in assumption (A2') of chapter 3, Bl(s)
the subset of Cl(s) determined on the basis of (2.2.2) of chapter 3. Il(s) a
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where  Ul(s) and *1(s) are mappings defined in equations (2.4.2) and (2.4.4)
of chapter 3, respectively. The function 11(s) in  (3.3)  has  domain  Vl(s)
(which  is  the set of possible input variables for s E Sl in period 1). and
range Ra, for some nonnegative a, and the function kl(s) in (3.3) has domain
b
V (s)  and  range  R ,  for  some  nonnegative  b.  Pl(s)  in  (3·3)  is the
1
probability distribution over Vl(s) the consumer makes use of in  evaluating
the (expected) utility function.
The incorporation of preference interdependence will be by  choosing  a
particular  form  for  the  function 11(s). By modifying il(s) we can ensure
that a time consistent modelling results by an application of subsection 4.2
of  chapter 3, in  which  the  optimization problems of periods 2 to L are
constructed starting from the optimization problem  of  period  1.  In  the
present  subsection  we shall, therefore, only model period 1, assuming that
the modellings of period 2 to period L are carried out by an application  of
subsection 4.2 of chapter 3.
Before we introduce preference  interdependence  we  have  to  do  some
preliminary work. Define
Cl = Ks € Sl Cl(s). Dl = Ws E Sl
Dl(s). (3.4)
The  set Dl C Cl can be interpreted as the set of possible consumption plans
in period 1 over the population. Any Q E Dl will be considered as a mapping
with  domain  Sl'  and  range  such that Q(s) E Dl(s), for s € Sl· Q(s) just
represents a possible consumption plan (of the form (qi·····qL)') in  period
1  of  s  €  Sl. To indicate that a Q€D l consists of components related to
different periods, we shall write Q = (Qi'...,Qt.), with  Qt(s)  representing
the  consumption  plan concerning period t, t = 1....,L,  of element s € Sl.
The incorporation of preference interdependence will now be  such  that  any
element s € Sl is able to weight somehow any possible Q € Dl.
The weighting of a Q€D l will be assumed to be by means of  a  set  of
probability  distributions. To introduce these probability distributions, we
first define the sets over which these distributions will be defined. Recall
that  Vl(s)  denotes the set of possible realisations of input variables for
element s € Sl. Let Vlt(s) be the set  of  possible  realisations  of  input
variables, obtained from Vl(s), up to and including period t. Define
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Vt = Is E Slvlt(s).
(3·5)
i.e., we define the set 9t to be the set of possible initial states (s E Sl)
and input variables up to and including period t (v E Vlt(s)), where we take
each element of Vt to be of the form (s',v')', s E Sl' v € Vlt(s).
For a Q E Dl' with Q= (Ql.···,QL), Qi is now supposed to  be  weighted
by  element  s  €  Sl by means of a probability distribution R(s), with R(s)
E 9 (91)· Notice that  1 is the set of possible initial states together with
the  possible  realisations  of  the  input  variables of period 1. Thus the
weighting is not only over Sl' but also over  the  input  variables  of  the
first  period.  We assume this type of weighting in order to be able to deal
with intratemporal uncertainty as introduced in chapter 3. At the  beginning
of  period 1 a consumer s € Sl
need not know the realisations of all the
input variables of period 1. In order  to  be  able  to  weight  a  Ql,  the
consumer, therefore, also has to weight the input variables of period 1.
For any function h  :  91 -' Rm write R(s) (h)  for the expectation   of   h
with  respect  to R(s). Any Ql can be considered as a mapping defined on 91,
at  least  after  composing  Ql,  componentwise,  with  suitable  projection
operators. See chapter 3 for details. Thus, we can define the expectation of
Ql with respect to R(s). We shall write this expectation simply as R(s)(Ql),
introducing a slight abuse of notation.
Next, consider a Q t E  {1....,L-1},  being  a  component  of  Q  =t+1'
(Qi,o, 'QL)  €  Dl' Such a Q will be assumed to be weighted by means of at+1
probability distribution R(s,wl'...,wt)  E f (9t+1)'  with  s  E  Sl'  and
(w ,...,wi)'  €  Vlt(s). Notice that Q can be considered to be defined ont+1
9   ,  again  possibly  after  composition  (componentwise) with suitablet+1
projection mappings.  For each s  E Sl and (wi····,w )' E Vlt(s) we shall
write  the  expectation  of  Qt+i  with   respect   to   R(s,wl'...'wt)   as
R(s,wl'...,wt)(Qt+i),  again introducing a slight abuse of notation. Notice,
furthermore, that we allow the evaluation of Q to  be  dependent  on  thet+1
input variables which realisations are known at the beginning of period t+1.
It is likely that (at least some of) these  input  variables  influence  the




We  are  now  able  to  complete the description of the way in which we
model the incorporation of interdependent  preferences in the  life  cycle
model by defining     1 1(s) .    Let   Ll (s)b e defined   as the mapping  Vl (s) -D  KmxL
which assigns to each vl = (wi·····w )' E Vl(s), given a Q€ Dl'  with  Q  =
(Qi,  .,QL)' the vector
(R(s)(Ql)'·R(s,wl)(Q2)'•···,R(s.wl•,"•wL-1)(QL)')" (3.6)
Notice that at this stage of the modelling 11(s) depends on the particular Q
E Dl considered. To express this dependence we shall write  11,Q(s)  instead
of  Ll(s). Notice. furthermore,
that in the expected utility function the
expectation  is  taken  with  respect  to  Pl(s),  which  is  a  probability
distribution over Vl(s). Thus, roughly speaking, the (wi,··
,
)' in (3·6).,WL-1·
are averaged out with respect to Pl(s).
The  weighting  in  (3.6)  is over consumption plans, determined on the
basis of period l's optimization problems. Notice, however, that if  the  ex
ante  and ex post distributions coincide, the weighting is actually over the
(to be) realized consumption quantities. As discussed in  chapter 3, there
are  several  ways  to  ensure  the  equivalence  of the ex ante and ex post
probability distributions. In this  section  this  equivalence  is  used  as
motivation  to choose the form (3.6), in order to incorporate interdependent
preferences.
The  life  cycle  model  will  be modified somewhat further. It will be
assumed that a possible Q E Dl not only influences the utility function of s
E  Sl  through 11(s) = Ll,Q(s), but also through Pl(s), i.e., we shall allow
for the possibility  that  Pl(s)  is  a  function  of  Q.  To  express  this
dependence  we  shall  write  Pl,Q(s). We shall assume that, for all Q € Dl'
Pl,Q<S) E 9 (Vl(s)). The reason for the introduction of this modification is
that  we  wish  to allow for the possibility that aggregate quantities based
upon Q. such  as  aggregate  consumption,  may  influence  the  probability
distributions  Pl(s), s E Sl. The present formulation, Pl(s) = Pl,Q(s), is a
general formulation to allow for this possibility.
With  the  two  modifications of the life cycle model introduced, i.e.,
Ll(s) = Ll,Q(s) and Pl(s) = Pl,Q(s),  the  consumer's  problem  can  now  be
described as follows. cf. the model formulation (P) of chapter 3.
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(P)  Model formulationQ
Given  a  possible  Q  E Dl C Cl' a consumer characterized by s E Sl is
supposed to solve (3.1), with il(s) defined using (3.6), and with Pl(s)
= Pl,QCS), where Q is considered to be fixed.
Thus, the modelling is such that the consumer characterized by  s  E  Sl  is
supposed  to  consider  Q  as given, i.e., in maximizing (3.1) it is assumed
that the consumer neglects the possible
effect of different  (qi,...,q )'  E
Dl(s)  on  11.Q(s) and Pl,Q(s). In a population with only a finite number of
consumers this assumption might induce  suboptimal behaviour. But without
this  assumption  the  problem  formulation  obviously will become much more
complicated. Moreover, if the effect  of  a possible  Q  is  only  through
population  means  or  reference  group  means,  where  these means are, for
instance, modelled by using not too small social groups  of consumers, the
assumption  of an exogenous Q seems acceptable. Alternatively, we may assume
that the underlying set Il contains a continuum of individual consumers  and
has  a  continuous  probability  distribution. In this case we can avoid the
imposition of suboptimal behaviour, since an  individual  consumer  is  then
modelled to have probability mass zero.
On the basis of the  model  constructed  so far, we obtain   a
correspondence  (a  multi-valued  mapping) K which assigns to each Ql € Dl a
subset of Dl containing functions Q2 representing optimal consumption  plans
of  the  optimization  problem  (P)Q, with Q = Ql· To complete the model, we
have to ensure the existence of a fixed point for this correspondence.  This
will  be  done  by means of an application of the Fan-Glicksberg fixed point
theorem (see Fan (1952). Glicksberg  (1952)). We refer  to  Jovanovic  and
Rosenthal (1988) and related work for ensuring the existence of fixed points
for somewhat different formulations of the life cycle model.
In order to apply the Fan-Glicksberg fixed point theorem, notice first
that, according to assumption (A2') of chapter 3, for each s E Sl' Cl(S)  is
the vector space
{(qi·····qL)'; qi·r E L("il·c(Vl(s)),R), i=l....,m, 1=1.....L}. (3·7)
Equip each L(wilt(Vl(s)),R) with the inner product
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<f.g>  = Iv E N     (V  (s) )  f(v)g(v),    f.  g € L("ilt(Vl(s) ),R). (3.8)
ilz  1
With these inner products the space Cl(s), as product space, also becomes an
inner product space. Consequently, the space
Cl = Hs € Sl Cl(s).
considered as product space, is  also  an  inner  product space. Secondly,
assume that each Dl(s), s € Sl' is a non-empty, closed subset of 81(s), with
81(s) defined on the basis of (2.2.2) of chapter 3. Since 81(s) is  compact,
Dl(s) is under this assumption also compact. Consequently, the product
Dl = Ks E Sl Dl(s).
is  also  compact.  Thirdly, assume that for each Q E Dl and each s E Sl the
solution set of the optimization  problems  (P)Q  is  convex.  This  can  be
guaranteed, for instance, by requiring that the optimization problems always
have a unique solution. or by imposing that the sets  Dl(s),  s  €  Sl.  are
convex, and  the  expected  utility functions are concave. Finally, we need
upper semi-continuity of the correspondence K. This will be  established  by
an  application  of  the  Maximum  Theorem.  We will impose conditions which
ensure  that the expected utility function as function  of  Q  and     (qi....,qi) '
is  continuous  for  each  s  E Sl' If this is ensured an application of the
Maximum Theorem will imply that the correspondence Ks' which assigns to each
Ql  €  Dl  the  set of optimal Q2(s), s E Sl' is upper semi-continuous, from
which upper semi-continuity of K will follow.
Assume  that the function ul as given in condition (EU) of chapter 3 is
continuous   in  all its arguments, and assume  that the mapping  Dl  -4  9  (Vl (s) ) ,
given   by  Q  -4  P l,Q(s) is continuous . Consider  now the mapping
Dl x Cl(s) 0 R.
given by
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CQ·(qi·····q )') 4 ul(s)(qi·····gL'll,Q(s),Pl,Q(s)) =
Pl,QCS){61( t( ')""' LC ') ill,QC    ' (3.9)
(cf. equation (2.4.2) of chapter 3). Let {Qn·(qi·····qi.)A} be such that
(Qn·(qi····,qi.)A) 0 (Q, (qi·-··• L')')• (3.10)
for   n   -*  m.    Then,   we   have
Pl,Q CS) 0 Pl,Q(s), (3.11)n
and, for any {vn} C Vl(s), with v  -0 v E Vl(s) (if n 0 -), we have in R
61(q1,n(vn),···,q   (v )·,t   (vn))-1 ul(q1(v)...., L(v);ll,Q(v)), (3.12)
L,n  n ' 1,Qn
for n 4 -, with (qi····q )A = (qi,n·····qi )'· Application of theorem (5.5)L,n
of  Billingsley  (1968)  now  results  in continuity of the mapping given in
equation (3.9) for each s € Sl. For any s E Sl  the  correspondence  Ks  is,
therefore, upper semi-continuous, by an application of the Maximum Theorem,
implying upper semi-continuity of the correspondence K, using Berge  (1966),
theorem VI.2.4.
Thus, we have proven
Theorem 1. The correspondence K has a fixed point.
This completes the model formulation for period 1:  consumers  s *E  Sl  are
assumed  to  solve  problem  (P) , for a particular fixed point Q  E Dl. The
problem formulations for the periods 2 to L now follow by an application  of
section 4 of chapter 3.
The life cycle model to be  tested  and  estimated  using  the  present
framework can, therefore, be considered to be a model of consumers in
*
equilibrium (represented by the fixed point Q ). Consumers are  supposed  to
solve their  respective  optimization  problems  neglecting  the  possible
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*
influence of their own decisions on the variables  upon  which Q depends.
These  latter  variables  are  assumed to be aggregate quantities, which are
assumed to remain (almost) unaffected by different individual decisions. The
derivation of Euler equations and, more generally, population moments, to be
used in estimation and testing the life cycle model applying GMM  can  still
be  done  using  the  theory of chapter 3. The assumptions imposed guarantee
that in deriving the first order conditions of the optimization problems the
*
fixed point Q  may be "neglected".*
The derived fixed point Q  exists under rather weak  conditions,  given*
the  setting  of  chapter  3.  Notice,  however,  that Q  generally will not
satisfy particular extra restrictions. For instance, in  estimating  and
testing  life  cycle  models one may wish to average over both consumers and
time. But averaging over time requires stationarity  in  some  sense,  which
*
might  not be satisfied by any fixed point Q , unless the model of chapter 3
satisfies particular restrictions.
To complete the study  of  the  incorporation  of  interdependent
preferences in life cycle models, let us  shortly  reconsider  the  standard
life  cycle  model, with the corresponding moments as discussed in section 3
of chapter 3. Suppose that  these  moments  include  the  unknown  parameter
vectors  et'  one  for  each period t, t € {1,...,T}. Assume, similar to the
previous section,    that we model   et   =    (eit' 8 t)'  '    and   that we reparametrize
as  follows, in terms of period l's optimization problem, in such a way that
we obtain the modelling given in this section,
011 = 611(R(s)(Ql)),
(3.13)
Blt = 6lt(R(s,wl'  .•wt)(Qt)), t=2.....T.
If, in addition, we model R(s) and R(s,wl'...,wt)' t 2 2,  similarly  as  we
modelled Ps in the previous section (but without error measure),  we can in a
first round obtain consistent estimates of the reference group  means  using
their  sample analogues. In  a  second round we can estimate the remaining
parameters using the moments as derived in chapter  3,  with  the  reference
group means replaced by their sample analogues.
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Thus the same population moments which are  used  in  analyses  without
preference  interdependence  can  also be used in the present framework. One
should only take care of correct standard errors of the  estimators  of  the
parameters in the second round. But this is a  standard excercise in
econometrics.
4. Summary and conclusions
In  this  chapter  we  studied  the  incorporation of interdependent
preferences  in  both a static demand system and a life cycle model. In case
of a static demand system we not only have to  ensure  the  existence  of  a
fixed  point,  but  we also have to calculate it explicitly, at least, if we
want to reduce the dimension of the parameter space. We calculated this
fixed  point  for  the  specification  used  by  Kapteyn et al. (1989). But,
instead of the stochastic part of  their  specification,  we  introduced  an
alternative  specification  which makes the calculation of the fixed point a
simple application of elementary functional analysis.
In case of a life cycle model we only needed to ensure the existence of
a fixed point, at least, if we are prepared to assume that consumers do  not
take  into  account  their  possible influence on population or social group
aggregates. This part of the chapter is  closely  linked  to  Jovanovic  and
Rosenthal  (1988)  and  related  work.  In these papers conditions are given
which ensure that in particular life cycle models fixed points exist.  Since
these  models do not capture the model presented in chapter 3, we introduced
conditions which ensure the existence of a fixed  point  for  the  model  of
chapter 3.
Concluding,  we  can  state  that  the incorporation of preference
interdependence  in  both  static  demand  systems  and life cycle models is
rather straightforward, although one might  have  to  impose  more  or  less
strong assumptions. Nevertheless, there seems to be no reason to avoid
interdependent preferences in empirical studies using static demand  systems
or life cycle consumption models.
A possible drawback of the interdependent preferences studied  in  this
chapter is the extreme rationality that is imposed: in deciding upon present
consumption, consumers are not only supposed to take into account their  own
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future  consumption  plans,  but  also  the  present  and future consumption
decisions of the other consumers in the population. Alternatively, one might
be  interested  in  interdependent  preferences  that  are  not anticipated,
similar to myopic as opposed to rational habit formation. In such cases,
however,  one  should  be  aware of the possibly resulting time-inconsistent
consumer behaviour.
APPENDIX: A DEMAND SYSTEM WITH A CONTINUUM OF STATES
In this appendix we briefly discuss the theory of section 2 in case the
population S is taken to be a closed subset of R , for some positive integer
1. The aim of the appendix is to give  sufficient  conditions  which  ensure
that  the  mapping g, which assigns to each s a qs, is a measurable mapping.
Once this has been established the mapping g can  be  used  to  construct  a
statistical  model  on  the  basis  of  which  estimation and testing can be
performed. The measure theory which we apply can be found in Tjur (1980).
The population distribution is assumed to be an element of 2 (S). i.e.,
an element of the set of probability measures on  S  which  we  take  to  be
equipped  with the vague topology. We shall allow for those constructions of
the mapping S.9 (S), which assigns  to each   s   a   P , which satisfy   theS
following measurability condition:
(Al ) The mapping  S  -*  9 (S) given  by  s  +  Ps  is  such  that for every    E     >     0
there  exixts  a  compact  set  K  C  S  such  that  P(K\S) <E and the
restriction  of the mapping  s  +  Ps   to  K is continuous.
Notice  that this requirement is fullfilled, in case of equation (2.9), if K
= 1, i.e., if we take as mapping Ps = P, since then the mapping s  +  Ps  is
obviously continuous. In case of K = 0, i.e., in case of the mapping
S t
I =l IZ(k)(s).PZ(k)'
the  requirement  is fullfilled if, for instance, the boundaries of the sets
Z(1)t o Z (K) have probability zero, since   then the mapping s- ,P s i s almost
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surely  continuous (with respect to P). The general case K E [0;1] satisfies
assumption (Al) if both extreme case satisfy assumption (Al).
The mixture  of  Ps with respect to P is still equal to P. In order to
show this for the present case we have to perform the derivation as given in
the  main  text in terms of functions g with domain S and range R, which are
continuous and have compact support. It is obvious that the results  of  the
main text remain applicable.
The space L = L(S,R ) is taken to be the space of integrable  functions
(with  respect  to  P)  with domain S and range R". The space f (L,L) is the
space of linear continuous mappings with domain and range L =  L(S,R=).  The
mapping H  = Hl + H2 is now assumed to be defined on L. Its range is also L
if we assume that f E L. That H2(h) € L, for h € L, follows from a result on
mixtures,  see Tjur (1980), chapter 6. Equation (2.13) can now be derived in
terms of gl and g2 = H2(gl)' with gl' g2 E L, without further modifications.
Result  (2.15)  then also follows. Equation (2.16) is, therefore, also valid
in the present case. The explicit calculation of g, as  given  in  the  main
text,  can easily be extended to the present case. The generalisation (2.37)
does not introduce new problems.
Thus,  under  the  conditions  stated, we have shown that g:s v q s i s
measurable. Actually, it follows that g is integrable with respect to  P  as
well under the conditions stated. Notice, however, that in econometric
applications one may wish to impose additional restrictions, such as P|g12 <
m.   This may require a strengthening  of the conditions imposed.
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Notes chapter 4.
1) Notice that only in special cases the modelling of chapter 3 allows one
to derive a two-stage  budgeting  result. Obviously, it  is also of
interest  to  be able to ensure the existence of a fixed-point, if two-
stage budgeting is not possible.
2) Notice  that a similar assumption (with obvious modifications) actually
also has to be imposed in case of a static model.
3) For some function h:S- *R w e thus have
PZ(k)(h) = (1/P(Z(k)) . IZ(k) h(s) dP(s).
Notice, furthermore, that  the  present construction differs somewhat
from the approach adopted by Kapteyn et al.  (1989),  who  exclude  the
consumer  whose  social group is calculated. However, if the sets Z(k),
k=1,...,K,  are not too  small,  the  difference seems negligible.
Moreover, if  one increases the number of consumers to infinity, as is
done by Kapteyn et al. (1989) in order to apply asymptotic  theory,  an
incidental parameter problem will occur in the setup used by them.
4) The definition can be found in, for instance, Tjur (1980).
5) In  the  main text we take the set S to be finite, so that H2 E M (L,L)
follows from  linearity  of  H2.  However,  the  subsequent  derivation
remains  the  same  if one takes the set S to be a closed subset of R",
see the appendix. Moreover, the derivation results in an upperbound for
the norm of H2' which will be needed in the sequel.
6) Of course, the results may change, if one includes demographic effects
or  habit  formation.  The  presentation  in the present form is mainly
intended to give an illustration.
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7) We  consider  this  extension of the modelling, since in Kapteyn et al.
(1989) the analogon of equation (2.9) also does not hold  exactly.  Due
to  the stochastic specification, our way of modelling differs somewhat
from the approach by Kapteyn et al. (1989).
8)   Notice that, similar     to the distinction between myopic and rational
habit formation, one could also model that the consumer does  not  take
planned  consumption  bundles  in his reference group into account, but
only present (or past) reference group means.
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Chapter 5
"A THEORY OF PREFERENCE FORMATION" RECONSIDERED
1. Introduction
Van  Praag  (1968)  developed  the  Welfare  Function  of Income (WFI),
assuming that to each income level there corresponds a welfare level. Due to
this  direct  link  between  income  and welfare, the WFI  is  a suitable
instrument in welfare analyses, at least if one is able to measure the  WFI.
Van  Praag  (1971) proposes a measurement procedure which consists of asking
people to assign income levels to  particular  verbal  qualifications,  like
"bad", "sufficient", and "good". Under appropriate conditions the answers to
this so-called Income Evaluation Question (IEQ) can be used to estimate  the
parameters  by which one postulates that the WFI is determined. It turns out
that under certain conditions the form of the WFI can be approximated  quite
well  by  a lognormal distribution function. Thus, using this approximation,
only two parameters have to be estimated to locate someone's WFI.
Kapteyn  (1977) proposes a theory by which the formation of preferences
as represented by the WFI can be explained (cf. also, for instance, Van  der
Stadt  et  al. (1985)). Essentially, this preference formation theory claims
that someone's WFI  is  the  income  distribution  over  the  population  as
perceived  by  this  person.  If somebody compares himself mainly with other
persons (his reference group), who have higher incomes,  the  theory  claims
that  this  person will assign a low welfare level to his own income. If, on
the other hand, someone compares himself mainly with other people with lower
incomes, the theory claims that this person will assign a high welfare level
to his own income.
In  chapters 7 and 8, we present some empirical applications of the use
of the WFI and this preference formation theory. But before we turn to these
empirical  applications,  we  shall  first  reconsider  in  this chapter the
preference formation theory and in chapter 6 comment on the  measurement  of
the WFI.
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In this chapter we start reconsidering the preference formation  theory
as  developed  by Kapteyn (1977) by first stating the theory within a static
framework. After presenting the theory, we shall discuss an  application  of
the theory: the  calculation  of  the  Leyden  Poverty  Line  (LPL). For a
discussion of this poverty line, see, for instance, Hagenaars (1986).  Next,
we  shall  comment on one of the assumptions underlying the theory. A person
is supposed to use his perceived income distribution  to  evaluate  his  own
income,  but  he  is also supposed to use this same distribution to evaluate
other incomes. However, people with other  incomes  may  compare  themselves
with  quite  different  people  than  is  reflected  by the perceived income
distribution of the person under consideration. We shall allow for  a
correction  which  turns  out to result in a different interpretation of the
relevant parameters, and, consequently, possibly  in different LPL's,
depending upon  how  one  calculates  these  poverty  lines  in  practical
situations.
After  discussing  the  theory  within a static framework, we turn to a
dynamic framework, in which the theory by Kapteyn was originally formulated.
Again,  we  first  present  the  formulation  as  given by Kapteyn. Within a
dynamic framework one first fixes a period, say a  year.  The  WFI  is  then
claimed  to reflect the perceived income distributions of the present year's
and past years' populations, which are weighted in some sense. In  addition,
also the future can be assumed to be reflected in the WFI. In this case, one
includes the perceived distributions of expected  income  of  future  years'
populations in the weighting scheme, cf., Van Praag and Van Weeren (1983).
This dynamic theory has a drawback: it neglects the fact that  to  each
individual  (or  household)  there corresponds a lifetime income. This means
that, according to this theory, two individuals with the same lifetime
income but different income streams are assumed to evaluate incomes
differently, even if the other characteristics of these two individuals  are
the same. But, unless income streams cannot be smoothed, both individuals at
each moment have the same "command over resources", at least on the basis of
income.  If  one  postulates  that  welfare  is  derived  from "command over
resources", cf., for instance, Hagenaars (1986), then it seems reasonable to
require,  if  the  only  difference  between  two  individuals consists in a
different income stream, and the possibility for  smoothing  income  streams
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exists, that the two individuals evaluate incomes equally, i.e., that their
WFIs are equivalent.
We  shall  consider  an  alternative preference formation theory, based
upon lifetime incomes, but still using the idea that the WFI  reflects  some
perceived  income  distribution.  We  shall  especially  consider  the ideal
situation in  which  income  streams  can  be smoothed, SO that, loosely
speaking, lifetime  incomes  can  be  measured equally well in each unit of
time. Stated more precisely, if incomes can be smoothed, the  same  lifetime
income  corresponding  to  different  income streams will result in the same
lifetime utility, at least if individuals are supposed to solve a life cycle
consumption  model  as  presented  in  chapter  3.  Thus,  if incomes can be
smoothed the same lifetime income corresponding to different income  streams
represents  the  same  "command  over  resources".  We  shall simply measure
lifetime incomes in the same unit of time as one uses in the measurement  of
the WFI.
At a particular moment somebody's lifetime income may be uncertain.  We
shall,  therefore,  allow  for uncertainty. In line with chapter 3, we shall
(most of the time) assume that  the  probability  distribution  of  lifetime
income is known, and that it cannot be influenced. Given this assumption,
our first step consists of a generalization of the theory presented within a
static  framework. We postulate that at a particular moment, neglecting past
influences, it is  a  lifetime  income  distribution  over  the  population,
averaged  over  the  possible  future  states, that is reflected in the WFI.
Since habit formation is likely to play a major role  in  the  formation  of
preferences, the  next  step  consists  of postulating that at a particular
moment, the WFI is an updating of the previous period's WFI by means of  the
present period's averaged lifetime income distribution. Using  this
framework, we shall give a reinterpretation of the equations derived in  the
standard theory.
By introducing uncertainty as a possible source  in  the  formation  of
preferences, it becomes possible to analyze the situation in which people do
not compare themselves explicitly with other people in  order  to  obtain  a
perceived income distribution. Without  such comparisons, somebody's
preferences are solely formed on the  basis  of  possible  lifetime  incomes
according  to  someone's  lifetime  income distribution. The lowest possible
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lifetime income, according to this distribution, is  then  evaluated  worst,
the highest  possible  lifetime  income  is  evaluated  best.  Using  this
framework, we shall derive equations for both parameters of the  WFI,  which
turn out to be quite simple.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In the second
section  we study, within a static framework, the explanation of the Welfare
Function of Income on the  basis  of  the  preference  formation  theory  as
developed by Kapteyn (1977). In section 3 we shall comment on the assumption
that people not only use their perceived  income  distribution  to  evaluate
their  own income, but also the incomes of other people who might have quite
different reference groups. In section 4 we discuss Kapteyn's theory  within
a  dynamic framework, the  framework  in  which  the theory was originally
formulated. In section 5 we shall make use of lifetime incomes. First, we
give  an  alternative  interpretation  of  the equations usually derived, by
introducing  another  source  in  the  formation  of preferences, namely,
uncertainty.  Then we discuss the situation in which uncertainty is the only
source in the formation of preferences. Section 6 concludes.
2. Static analysis
In this section we present the explanation of the Welfare  Function  of
Income  (WFI), developed by Van Praag (1968). on the basis of the preference
formation  theory  as  developed  by Kapteyn (1977) within a   static
framework. After  the  presentation  of  this  theory we shall discuss an
1)
application of the theory which consists of the calculation of the so-called
Leyden Poverty Line (LPL).
Denote the population by S. We shall assume that S is a finite set. The
case  in  which  S  is a closed but not necessarily finite subset of R , for
some positive integer k, can be  dealt  with  following  the  lines  of  the
appendix  of  the preceding chapter, where we discussed the incorporation of
preference interdependence in a demand system.  Similarly  to  the  previous
chapter, we  shall  assume  that  the  population  S  and  the  population
distribution P follow from the  following  operation.  Underlying  (S,P)  we
assume  the  existence of a set I of individuals together with a probability
distribution PI over I. We assume the existence of some (measurable) mapping
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f  which  assigns  to  each i€l a n s E S.I n this construction an s= f(i)
forms the (exogenous) characteristic that matter  in  the  analysis.  Notice
that S satisfies S = f(I), and that the probability distribution P satisfies
P = f(PI).
Let   Y   be a closed subset of [O;-), which consists of possible incomes
which elements s E S are assumed to evaluate. Since usually one  has  to  do
with  household  incomes,  we  assume that it is income per equivalent adult
that is evaluated. Assign to each s a Us € 9 def(Y) ' where f def(Y) denotes
the  set of defective probability measures over Y, i.e., the set of measures
with mass less than  or equal to one. The measure U is  supposed  toS
characterize the Welfare Function of Income (WFI) of s E S, Us' i.e.,
US<y) = Us({xEY; xjy}), y EY. (2.1)
The  WFI  U  of s E S can thus be considered to represent the measurement ofS
the appreciation of income (per equivalent  adult)  on  a  [0;1]-scale.  The
specific  form  of  equation (2.1) is a consequence of axioms imposed by Van
Praag (1968). Actually. Van Praag (1968) gives arguments. for the case  Y  =
[0; oo), under which the measure    s   can  well be approximated   by a lognormal
probability distribution. Using this form of the WFI its measurement can be
performed as proposed in Van Praag (1971). See also, for instance, Van Praag
and Kapteyn (1973) and Van Herwaarden and Kapteyn (1981). The  next  chapter
also provides additional details.
To state the preference formation theory as developed by Kapteyn (1977)
introduce a mapping S 4 9 def (S),    given  by  s   -4 ps, where Ps represents   the
weights attached by element s€S t o the elements of the population.
One  of  the  components  of  s  is  supposed  to be Ys• the income per
equivalent adult  of s€S. Define  by  y the mapping  S- * [0;-) given  by  y:     s
4  y . Denote by y(S) the range of this mapping, which is a finite subset of
[0;-). For each s E S w e can obtain  from  Ps,  using  the  mapping y.  the
induced  measure  y(Ps). The measure y(Ps) can be interpreted as the measure
which represents the weights attached to the incomes per equivalent adult in
the population.
The preference formation theory  of  Kapteyn  (1977)  hypothesizes  the
equivalence  of  the  measures  Us and y(Ps)· for all s E S. We shall assume
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that Y is the support of Us and that S is the support of Ps· The  hypothesis
then  also  includes  the  equality  Y  = y(S). To interpret the hypothesis,
consider for each s E S the evaluation of income per equivalent adult Y, Y E
Y:
Us(y) =  s({xEY; xiy}) = 7(ps)({xEY(S); xjy}). (2.2)
The hypothesis, therefore, claims that the WFI of element s E S i s nothing
else than a perceived income distribution.
The next  step  in  the  modelling  is to consider the integral with
2)
respect   to the measures   Us   and   y (Ps)of the mapping L:Y-D R given   by     L(y)
= log(y). The reason to consider the integral of the mapping 1 is that using
the measurement procedure as suggested by Van Praag (1971) the integral of L
with  respect  to  Us' to be denoted Us(L). can be measured easily, see. for
instance, the next chapter. Let the measurement of Us (t)  be  given  by  As'
then we can write
;As    =    us (t)     + e s· (2.3)
where  es  denotes  the  measurement  error.  Writing the integral of 1 with
respect to y(Ps) as y(Ps)(1), the hypothesis Us = y(Ps)' implies
Us(,t,  I ycps)(t). (2.4)
Combining (2.3) and (2.4) we obtain
As = v(ps)(1) + Es' (2.5)
In empirical applications, cf.,  for  instance,  Hagenaars  (1986)  and
Kapteyn  et al. (1988), Ps is often considered to be represented by a convex
combination  of  the  following three probability distributions taken
from 9 (S),  where 9 (S) denotes the set of probability measures over S. The
first one is just P, the population distribution. The second one is 6 ,  the
S
Dirac measure at s E S, which satisfies Ss(g)  = g(s), for functions g :S+
R. The third one is a probability measure over the social group of  s  E  S,
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where  a  social  group  is defined to be a subset of the population sharing
some characteristics. To obtain this social group measure, partition S  into
K  social  groups  Z(1),...,Z(K),  with K some positive integer. Assume that
each of these sets has a positive probability, i.e., P(Z(k)) > 0, k=1,...,K.
Let P for each  k  E  {1,...,K}  be  the  conditional  probability
Z(k)
distribution, obtained from P, given that s E Z(k).  The  third  probability
3)
measure  is  now given by P if s € Z(k). Thus, we obtain as choice for
Z(k)
Ps the following probability measure.
 s = BIP + B268 + B3 .IIZ(k) (s)P (2.6)Z(k)'
with I (s), k = 1,...,K, the usual indicator functions.
Z(k)
If  (2.6)  holds  exactly. substituting (2.6) into (2.5) results in the
following equation:
As = Blp(Loy) + B268(L'y) + B3I:=1Iz(k)(s)PZ(k) (' 'y)) + Ss =
(2.7)
= Blp(,toy)) + B2log(ys) + 03I:=1IZ(k)(s)Pz(k) (L'Y)) + Ss·
Notice that 1•y is the mapping S +R given   by   (L•y) (s) = log(Ys) .    Thus
equation  (2.7) says that Ks is explained by the expectation of log(Ys) with
respect to a convex combination  of  three  probability distributions, the
population distribution, the  Dirac  measure  corresponding  to s, and the
probability distribution of the social group of s.
After incorporating family equivalence scales,  equation  (2.7)
represents the basic equation which is used in several empirical studies  to
construct statistical models to estimate, test, and  apply  Kapteyn's
preference formation theory within a static framework, see, for instance,
Hagenaars (1986). Kapteyn et al. (1988) and Muffels et al. (1990).
In order to estimate and test equation  (2.7)  one  usually  postulates
that s = (Ys'xI,Es)'' with xs a vector consisting of components on the basis
of which the family equivalence scales and social groups are constructed. In
addition, the  error  term  is  assumed to be stochastically independent of
(ys,xA)', usually satisfying the moment restriction
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E(es) = P(pre) = 0, (2.8)
where pr6 is the projection mapping which projects s on Es. Using (2.7)  one
subsequently  obtains a probability distribution over (As,Ys,xA)'. which can
be used in testing and estimation.  Alternative  distributional  assumptions
are, of course, also possible.
Abstracting from family  equivalence  scales  equation  (2.7)  contains
three  parameters  of interest (Bl' B2' and B3)' and K+1 nuisance parameters
(P(loy). P (loy), k=l,...,K). The parameters of interest and the nuisance
Z(k)
parameters  cannot  be  estimated  simultaneously  on  the basis of equation
(2.7). But since the nuisance parameters are just  population  moments  they
can  be  estimated  in advance by means of the corresponding sample moments.
After substituting the resulting estimates of these nuisance  parameters  in
equation (2.7). the  parameters  of  interest  can  be  estimated. Notice,
however, that this approach generally requires a correction of the  standard
errors of the parameters of interest, see also chapter 7.
Equation (2.6) gives an exact representation.  We  shall  allow  for  a
somewhat more  general  way  of modelling4  by assuming that the measure Ps
does not satisfy (2.6) exactly, but only approximately. We shall do that  by
defining
P  .f  +11 (2.6)'S    S    S
where  Ps denotes the systematic part, represented by (2.6), and where vs is
what might be called an error-measure, representing the deviation of Ps from
the systematic part Ps.
Let A denote the mixture of p with respect to P. This mixture  isS
defined by giving  A(g), for any g:S- *R: first define5  h(s) = ps(g)· s
E S; then define A(g) = P(h). We shall impose that A is  the  zero  measure,
i.e.,  for  all suitable g we have A(g) = 0. Consequently, we obtain instead
of (2.7)
As = Blp('toy)) + B2log(ys) + /3I:=1IZ(k)(s)PZ(k)(Loy)) + 2-s· (2.7)'
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with 2  =s  + vs(loy).  The  term  ps(Loy)  can be  considered  to  be  anS    S
additional  error term, since the expectation of this term with respect to P
equals X(loy) = 0. Additional assumptions may ensure that the new error term
remains independent of the covariates.
Let us now discuss an application of the theory. Once  equation  (2.7)'
has  been  estimated  the  results can be used to calculate a Leyden Poverty
Line (LPL) for element s € S. The LPL is based on the notion that poverty is
a  state  of  low  utility.  See Goedhart et al. (1977) for a discussion. An
element s E S i s defined   to   be poor, given some welfare level      a,      if     its
income (per equivalent adult) Ys is such that
US (ys) S 01, (2.9)
Under   the   assumption  that  the  approximation  of  Us  by  a  lognormal
distribution is correct this expression can be rewritten as follows. Let  u
OC
be  the orth quantile of the lognormal distribution, i.e., *(log(uQ)) = 0,
with 0 the distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Then
according to the LPL element s€S i s poor if its income ys satisfies
(log(ys) - hs)/as i log(ug) . (2.10)
where  Gs  together with As locates the lognormal distribution corresponding
to element s E S. Inequality (2.10) can be written as
Ys i exp(As + as.log(ug)) . (2.11)
Thus, element s is considered to be poor according to the LPL if its  income
satisfies inequality (2.11).
To obtain the poverty line in terms of income not corrected for  family
size,  suppose  one  models  Ys -  s/fs' where ys represents the uncorrected
income and where fs represents the correction for family size of element s E
S. Inequality (2.11) now becomes
Ys i exp(Ks + log(f ) + es . log(uo:) ) . (2.12)
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In  order  to  apply  equation (2.12) in policy evaluations one usually
first substitutes the systematic part of (2.7)' into  (2.12).  Subsequently,
the resulting equation is usually modified to deal with a reference group or
social group common to all elements s E S. The common  reference  or  social
group is often taken to be represented by P. For instance, if one takes
Blp +B 6  +   TK  I    ts)P
2 s   BJ k=l Z(k) Z(k)
to  represent  the reference group of element s E S, this can be replaced by
the common reference group P in (2.12). With this modification  the  poverty
line becomes:
Ys 3 exp(p(,t„y)  + log(fs)  + as.log(up)), (2.13)
(where es is neglected).
If, on the other hand, one chooses the  same  social  group  for  every
element s E S, then one can replace
TK  I    (s)P-k=1 Z(k) Z(k)
by the common social group P. In this case the poverty line becomes:
9s S exp([(Bl+B3)PCL„y) + (1-B2)log(fs) + as.log(ua)]/(1-B2))•
(2.14)
- exp(P(,toy) + log(f ) + ds.log(ua)/(1-B2))
A comparison between poverty lines (2.13) and (2.14) is straightforward. For
instance,if one chooses   a   such   that   log(u   ) <   0,    then the latter poverty0/
line will be less than the former one, since 1/(1-B2) > 1.
This concludes the presentation of the standard theory within a  static
framework.  But  before we turn to the theory within a dynamic framework, we
shall discuss in the  next  section  a  modification  of  the  theory  which
consists  of  assuming  that  an  element (somehow) transforms its perceived
income distribution y(Ps), if incomes other than its own income have  to  be
evaluated.  We  consider  a  particular  transformation, which results in an
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equation similar to equation (2.7)', but with a different interpretation  of
the  parameters.  As  a  consequence  poverty line (2.13) will be different,
whereas poverty line (2.14) remains the  same  (in  terms  of  reduced  form
parameters).
3. An evaluation
The  preference  formation  theory  discussed  in  the previous section
claims the equivalence of the measures  Us  and  y(Ps).  This  includes  the
evaluation of the income ys of element s E S i n the following way.
US(Ys) = Us(<' E Y; y i ys ) = y<Ps)(<y E y(S); y S ys})· (3.1)
But  it  also  includes the evaluation of the income of, say, element t € S,
tts, on the basis of element s's perceived income distribution, i.e..
Us(yt) = Us(<y E Y; y i yt ) = y(Ps)((y E y(S); y i yt})· (3.2)
However, element s E S may well realize that element t E S,t t s,  compares
itself with quite different elements of S than occurs on the basis of y(Ps).
Stating it otherwise, element s€S i s supposed to use  its  own  population
weighting  measure  Ps also in evaluating the income per equivalent adult of
element t, whereas element t itself may use  quite  a  different  population
weighting  measure.  If  element  s  is aware of this, it may take this into
account by transforming  (somehow)  its  own  population  weighting  measure
before evaluating Yt.
In this section we shall make the assumption that on the basis of y(Ps)
element  s  €S i s able to evaluate its own income Ys' but an income level y
other than Ys may require some transformation of the  measure  y(Ps)  before
the  evaluation  of  that y is possible. We shall give a simple illustration
consisting of a possible transformation which is mainly motivated to give an
equation  similar to equation (2.7)', but with another interpretation of the
parameters of interest. To simplify the analysis we shall assume, right from
the start, that Ps € 9 (S), and thus that y(Ps) € 9 ([O;-)), s € S.
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Define by Ss a random variable which is distributed  according  to  the
probability  distribution  y(Ps).  The  income level ys is then evaluated as
follows.
US(Ys) = Pr{ 58 i Ys }' (3.3)
Consider now the evaluation of another income y, y € Y.  We  would  like  to
define  a  random  variable &8(Y) by which the income evaluation of y can be
represented in the following way.
ty).pr{ Ss(Y) Sy}. (3.4)
If we make the assumption that elements with incomes lower than Ys generally
will  give  elements  with lower incomes more weight, and that elements with
incomes higher than ys generally will give elements with higher incomes more
weight, it becomes reasonable to impose the following condition with respect
to Ss(Y).
is(Y) S Ss' if y i Ys•
(3.5)
58(Y) 2 Ss' if y 2 Ys.
In addition, it seems reasonable to impose that incomes less than ys will be
evaluated less and incomes higher than Ys will be evaluated higher according
to the WFI by element s E S. For illustrative purposes we will consider  the





Notice  first  that  the  extreme  case  r=0 corresponds to no trans-
formation at all, i.e., the case of the previous section. Next,  r  €  (0;1)
corresponds  to  the  case  in which incomes less than Ys are evaluated less
than Ys' and incomes higher than ys are evaluated higher by sES. The  case
r  =  1  corresponds  to  the  situation, in which all incomes are evaluated
similarly as Ys' by s E S, and the case 1>1 corresponds to  the  situation
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that  incomes  less  than ys are evaluated higher than Ys and incomes higher
than Ys are evaluated less by s € S. This is  the  reason  why  we  restrict
attention to the case r E [0;1).
To obtain an equation similar to  equation  (2.7)'  we  first  have  to
calculate Pr{ Ss(Y) f y} explicitly.
Pr{ Ss(y) S y} = Pr{ (y/Ys)r.is i y} =
= Pr{ (1/ys)'·Ss i yl-1 } =
= Pr{ [(1/ys)'·5s] i y }.
1/(1-1)
Thus, the random variable which is distributed according to Us' with
us(y) = pr{ [(1/Ys) 0,si
Sy }, (3.7)Y   .1/(1-1)
is now given by
is - I(1/ys)1·jsll/(1-r). (3.8)
The expectation of log(is) with respect to P can easily be derived.
E log(Es) = E log([(1/ys)'.Ssll/(1-1)) =
(3·9)
= -[T/(1-1)]log(Ys) + [l/(1-1)]E log(Ss).
Assuming that E log(Ss) still satisfies
E log(5s) = B P('t.Y) )  + B21og(ys)  + BJI:=lIZ(k) (s)PZ(k) (LOY) ) .
we obtain, as alternative for (2.7)'.
As = [Bl/(1-r)]P(1.y)) + [BZ/(1-7) - 1/(1-r)]log(ys) +
(3.10)
IB3/(1-r)]I = IZ(k)(s)PZ(k)(loy))  + Es'
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The  parameters 1, Bl' B2' and B) in equation (3.10) are not identified. The
model of the previous section can, therefore, be interpreted as a version of
this  model  in  which  one  fixes 1=0. However, if 1 0 0 the reduced form
parameters no longer represent the weights attached to the various "groups".
In  addition,  poverty  line (2.13) changes, contrary to poverty line (2.14)
which remains the same (in terms of the reduced  form  parameters).  Poverty
line (2.13) becomes
Ys 3 exp(p< «  + log(f ) + (1-1).as.log(ua)])· (3.11)
Poverty   line    (2.13)    is   thus only affected through   the term dslog(ua) .    If  one
chooses the welfare level a such that  log(u )  <  0  (which  is  the  usual
OC
practice  in the calculation of the LPL in policy evaluations), then poverty
line (3·11) will be higher than poverty line (2.13). The same effect is  to
be  expected  in  transformations  similar  to transformation (3.6). If one,
therefore, postulates that such effects occur,  using  poverty  line  (2.14)
without  any  corrections,  may result in an underestimation of this poverty
line and, therefore, in an underestimation of the number of the poor.
4. Dynamic analysis: Standard formulation
We now turn  to  the  preference  formation  theory  within  a  dynamic
framework. According to the theory of Kapteyn (1977) it is the evaluation of
income over some period, such as a year, that is reflected in the WFI. Fix a
particular period t in which the WFI is to be evaluated. Consider period t's
population, denoted by St. Similarly, denote by S1, 1 E  {...,t-2,t-1},  the
population  in  period  T.  Corresponding to each st E St the existence of a
sequence PT(st)'  1 E {....t-1.t}, is postulated with Pr(st)   € f def<St),
where   9  def (St) denotes      the      set of defective probability measures   on   ST.
Each P1(st) reflects  the  weighting  of  the  population  in  period  T  as
conceived of in period t by element st E St. Similarly as in the static case
one can obtain y(Pt(st))• which reflects the income distribution of period t
as  conceived  of  in  period  t  by  element st E St. Next. for each st the





These  numbers  represent  the  weighting of the present and past periods by
element st E St. Then Ut(st) is defined as follows
Ut(st) = It-_-ar(st).y<pt(st)). (4.2)
Thus Ut(st) can be interpreted as a perceived income distribution based upon
past and present experiences.
By choosing Pt(st) similarly as we did in case  of  Ps  in  the  static
model, and by assuming that a1(st) satisfies
t-1
(4.3)ar(st) = (1-a)a
it  is  possible, after applying a Koyck transformation, to obtain equations
which can be used to estimate and test the preference formation theory, cf.,
for instance. Van der Stadt et al. (1985).
Equation (4.2) does not yet contain a  reflection  of  the  future.  An
extension of the preference theory to incorporate the future can be found in
Van Praag and Van Weeren (1983). These authors include the  future  by  also
weighting  future  expected  incomes. Let ST denote the future population in
period 1. 1 > t. Let y : S1 +  [0;-)  be the mapping  s  + Ys' where  Ys
represents  the  expected  income  of  element  s  E  St·  Postulate now the
existence of sequences Pr(st)  E 9 def(ST),  r E Z,  and ar(st).  r E Z.  with
I;-_    ar (s t)     3 1. (4.4)
Then Ut(st) is modelled as
ut:(st) = It=_.ar(st).1(pr(st)) + I:=t+lar(st).9(pr(st)). (4.5)
Comparing (4.2) and (4.5) we see  that  the  future  is  incorporated  in  a
similar  way  as  the  past. Again, Ut(st) can be interpreted as a perceived
income distribution based upon past, present and also future "experiences".
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A  drawback  of  this  theory  of preference formation within a dynamic
framework, is that it neglects the fact that to each element st €  St  there
actually corresponds a lifetime income. According to the present theory, two
elements with the same lifetime incomes, but with different income  streams,
will  evaluate  incomes differently, even if their other characteristics are
the same. But, unless incomes streams cannot be smoothed, these two elements
at  each moment  have  the  same "command over resources", at least, on the
basis of lifetime income. If  one  postulates  that  elements  derive  their
welfare  from "command over resources", cf., for instance, Hagenaars (1986),
it seems reasonable to require that two elements, which only differ in their
income  streams,  will  evaluate incomes equally, at least if income streams
can be smoothed.
In the next section we shall, for the case that one identifies "command
over resources" with lifetime income, give a  possible  formulation  of  the
preference formation theory based upon lifetime incomes.
5. A dynamic analysis using lifetime income
In  this section we formulate a possible theory of preference formation
based upon uncertain lifetime incomes. We shall allow for uncertainty  in  a
way  similar  to  the  approach  adopted  in  case of life cycle models, cf.
chapter 3, i.e., we  shall  assume  that  the  probability  distribution  of
lifetime  income  is  known, and cannot be influenced. In the modelling that
follows, we first fix a particular period t  and  consider  how  preferences
over  lifetime  incomes (per equivalent adult) may be formed in a particular
period t, neglecting past influences. This part of the modelling consists of
generalizing  the  theory of section 2 to deal with uncertainty. To complete
the model we shall introduce some kind of habit formation in order to deal
with  past  influences.  After  the modelling, we shall relate the equations
obtained with uncertainty to  the  standard  equations.  Finally,  we  shall
discuss  the  situation  in  which  uncertainty  is the single source in the
formation of preferences.
Initially, we  shall  assume that lifetime incomes can be smoothed, so
that they can be measured equally well in each unit  of  time.  Stated  more
precisely,  we  mean  by  the possibility of income smoothing, assuming that
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elements solve life cycle  consumption  models  of  the  form  presented  in
chapter 3, that  a reformulation of the life cycle model which consists of
replacing  each  possible  income  stream  by  a  constant income stream,
corresponding  to  the  same lifetime income, will have the same solution in
terms of  consumption  quantities chosen. Thus, if  income  smoothing  is
possible,  the  same  lifetime  income,  corresponding  to  different income
streams, will result in the same  lifetime utility, and, therefore, Will
reflect the same "command over resources". We shall assume that lifetime
income (per equivalent adult) is measured in terms of the  reporting  period
which is used in the measurement of the Welfare Function of Income. To deal
with different lifetimes, we assume the existence of a finite maximal
lifetime  (L),  and  we  assume  that  each possible realization of lifetime
income per equivalent adult can be represented by the lifetime  income  over
the  entire  actual lifetime multiplied by the ratio of the reporting period
and the maximal lifetime L.
Consider a particular period t. Let the population in period t be given
by St' and suppose that period t's population distribution is given by  PS,t
E 9 (St).  Similarly  to the static case we shall assume that St is a finite
set. Underlying this set St' we can postulate the  existence  of  a  set  of
individuals It' which induces the probability distribution of St' similar to
the static case. This latter set It may be infinite.
Introduce a set St of possible future states of nature, considered from
the   point   of  view of period   t. By considering  St   as a subset   of   R't,    for   some
positive L , we can assume that one of the components, say, the first one, of
each E € Ot. represents a possible lifetime income per equivalent adult. The
other  components  of each s € St are assumed to be possible realisations of
other relevant variables, such as variables concerning differences in family
size. We shall assume that S  is a finite set as well.
Let Qt € 9 (St:XSt:) be the probability  distribution  over  St:*St:.  This
probability  distribution  satisfies  Qt = P .P-1 . where P-, denotesS,t Sis.t SIS.t
the conditional distribution of s E St given s € St' and where P denotesS,t
the  population  distribution  of  St'  We  shall  initially assume that the
probability distribution Qt is known. This is a similar assumption  as  made
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in  case  of  life  cycle models, cf., chapter 3. Later on we shall slightly
modify the assumption of a known Qt·
Introduce a mapping St*St  4 2 def(St*St)' given by (s,s) -* Ps,s,t'
where P  -   represents the weights attached by element (s,s) € Stxst to theS,S,t
elements  of the population St*St. One of the components of s is supposed to
be lifetime income per equivalent adult. We shall denote lifetime income  of
element  (s.s) € St*St by Ys,S,t' Define by yt : Stxot 0  0;-) the mapping
(s,s) -' ys,s,t. For each (s,s) € Stx t we can obtain from ps,s t' using  the
mapping
Yt,
the induced measure y. (P  -  ). This measure y. (P  - .) can bet S,S,t t  SIS,E
interpreted as the measure which represents  the  weights  attached  to  the
lifetime incomes per equivalent adult in the population Stxst.
For the sake of convenience we shall in the sequel  restrict  attention
to the case that   P - is  a  probability  distribution  containedS,S,t
in 9 (St:*St) · An element s € St  is now assumed to evaluate lifetime incomes
(per  equivalent  adult)  on  the basis of the expected income distribution,
where the expectation is taken  over  possible  yt(Ps,E,t)'  and  where  the
expectation is taken with respect   to  P s I s,t,   To  do so, notice that given  s  €
St. we have a mapping
Gs't : St -* 9 ([0;00))
(5.1)
Gs,t : s  -* YtCPs,9.t 
The probability distribution
PEI over St' therefore, induces for each s ES,t
S   a  probability  distribution
Gs,t(PJIs,t)
over 9 ([0:-)). The expected
income distribution can now be defined to be the element n € 9 ([o:-))S,t
which satisfies for any h : [0;-) 0 R,
6)
"s,t(h) = J.St Gs.t(s)(h) d Ps|S,t(s).
(5.2)
where G  .(s)(h) denotes the expectation of h with respect to Gs,t(s).S,t
More generally, one can assume that element s € St does not make use of
P-1 ,  but  makes  use of some subjective probability distribution. In theSIS.t
present analysis we shall only make use of PEls,t' but if one wishes so, one
can replace PEls,t by a subjective probability measure for each s E St.
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The formation of preferences in a particular period t by an element s E
St,  neglecting past influences, will be represented by means of the measure
UA,t. This measure is hypothesized to be
UA.t. ms,t. (5.3)
Based on this measure the Welfare Function of Income, representing  the
preference  formation  of  period  t  of  element  s  €  St becomes, for z €
yt(stxst)' neglecting past influences,
UA,t(z) = OA,t({ x E yt(Stxst); x i z}) =
(5.4)
= ms,t({ x E Yt(St*St); x S z}).
The measure UA,t' and the Welfare Function of Income based on  it,  can
be  considered  to  be formed on the basis of forward looking behaviour, not
taking into account possible past experience. We shall  consider  %,t  (and
U' .)  to be an updating in period t in the formation of preferences. Assume
S,t
that to each s E St we can assign the measure 0 . which is the measures.t-1'
on  which  the actual WFI in period t-1 is based. Then we postulate that the
measure U of period t, on the basis of which the actual WFI of  period  tS,t
is defined, is an updating of 0 by means of 0' in the following way.
S,t-1 S,t
0    = (1 - a ).0' + a .0 (5·5)S,t S,t S,t S,t  S,t-1
Notice  that  this definition also includes the determination of the support
of 0 . Thus, the measure 0 is assumed to be a convex combination of
S,t S,t
0'    and U . The parameter a € [0;1] can be interpreted as a memoryS,t S,t-1 S,t
parameter of element s € St. If a =1, then 0 =0 . and there  isS,t S,t s,t-1
no updating at all. The element s € St "remembers" U completely. If, onS,t-1
the   other   hand,    as,t   =   0, then element   s   €   St
only
makes      use      of        ,t     in
forming  preferences,  i.e.,  Us,t-1  is forgotten at all. Obviously, we can
postulate more general memory schemes  than  presented  in  (5·5)·  But  for
simplicity, we shall confine our attention to (5.5).
If we assume that period 1 has no past, we may postulate for period 1
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0    =0' S E S. (5.6)S,1 s,1'      1
Thus in this case. if  we  have  a  sequence  (sl'....sL)'  with  s   E  S,tt
t=1,...,L, such that




S,t s,t-1' S = St' t=2....,
L, (5.8)
with  starting measure Us,1, s = sl E Sl. In this case an element s E St has
formed its preferences in the first period and still uses the result of that
preference  formation  in  period t. Equation (5.6) is just one possibility.
Alternatively, we can, for instance, model a common past for every  element,
by postulating
Us,1 = (1-as,1)0 ,1 + as,1UO' (5.6),
where  we  take  0   to be independent of s to indicate that it is common to
every element.
So far, we have assumed that Qt is known. This assumption can easily be
relaxed. Assume, for instance, that Qt E Q t, with Q t a finite subset of
{Q€ 9 (St:*St); Q=P   .P-, }· (5.9)S,t sIS.t
Suppose that the probability distribution over the set Q t, to be denoted by
At, is known. Instead of
N we now have I
. for each Q€Q t·W e shallS,t s,Q,t
assume that the Q's are averaged out on the basis of At.   However,  similar
to P-1 we  might  replace  At by a subjective probability distributions Is,t'
As,t' s E St.
To average Q out, notice that we have a mapping, given s,
Hs, t   i  Q  t:  0 9 def(IO;-))'
(5.10)
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H    : Q  + I
S,t s,Q,t
The  required  expectation  is defined to be the element p
E 9 def(Io;-))S,t
which satisfies for any h : [0;-) 0 R
ps't(h)  =J Q t Hs,t:(Q)(h) dkt(Q), (5.11)
where Hs.t(Q) denotes the expectation of h with respect to Hs,t(Q)·
In  the  sequel  we shall, for the sake of convenience, take Q  to bet
known. But, as illustrated, the generalisation to the case Qt  unknown,  but
with At (or As,t) known, is straightforward.
In order to study the consequences of the present  theory  for  the  A-
equation.    cf.    (2.7) . define the mapping   LI : supp(0     )  -* R by LI(y)  =S,t
log(y), where supp(Us,t) denotes the support of 0 Consider a  particularS,t.
s E St. Denote the corresponding measurement of US,t by K Thus, we haves,t.
A      . 0     (1')  + E . (5.12)
S,t s,t t s,t'
where € denotes the measurement error. Corresponding to s E St we alreadyS,t
assumed the existence of U . We also assume the existence of  a  u
S,t-1 s,t-1
The measurement K will satisfy
S,t-1
As,t-1 =  s,t-1(' -1) + ss,t-1'
(5.13)
Let  Lt  : supp(Uj,t) 4 R be given by Lt(Y) = log(y).7) Then equation (5.12)
can be written as, using (5.5),
31    - a .U (1'  ) + (1-a ).0'  (1.)+E . (5.14)
S,t S,t S,t-1 t-1 S,t   S,t t S,t
Substracting equation (5.13), multiplied by a from  equation  (5.14)  we
S,t'
obtain




As,t = as,t·AS,t-1 S,t . s,t s,t s,t s,t-1 '+    (1-a          )    0'         (Lt)    +    (6           -a           .6 ) (5.16)
with  Us,t given by D    =u  .. Equation (5.16) can be considered to be theS,t    S,t
basic relation on the basis of which estimation and testing the  theory  can
be performed.
In order to study this relation in some more detail,  we  shall  assume
that  P - (the  measure underlying n ) is modelled similarly to (2.6),S,S,t S,t
i.e., we model for an (s,s) E St*St'
-Kt
 s,S,t = Bl t + B26s,s,t + B32.k=lIZ(k,t)(s.S)PZ(k,t)' (5.17)
with 6 - the Dirac measure corresponding to (s.s), and where Z(k,t). k  =
S,S,t
1,...,Kt' denote social groups, being a partitioning of St:xst. Recall   that




) (5.18)Z(k,t)  t  t
over s, i.e.,
Trs,t(Lt) = ISt IBl t(Lt'Yt) + B26s.8.tCtt' t) +
(5.19)
B36 =1IZ (k.t)(s,8-)PZ (k,t)(Lt 'yt)]  dps-Is,t(s).
This can also be written as
rls,t(Lt) = fat IBiQ,:(lt ' t) + B2log(ys.1.t) +
(5.20)
BJI =lIZ(k,t)(s,s)PZ(k,t)(1t 'yt)] dps|S,t(s),
or, in a more conventional form,
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"s.t(lt) = Bl t(Lt' t) + B2Es,t{log(Vs,s.t)   +
(5.21)
BE   FK3 s.t<*lc=lIZ(k.t)(s.s)PZ(k.t)(Lt"yt)] dps|S,t(s)},
where ES,t stands for the expectation taken with respect to Ps IE,t.
Equation (5.16) combined with (5.21) is, of course, a model in terms of
unobservables.  In  practical  situations  one  somehow  has  to replace the
unobservables by observables. A possibility to do this  is  by  linking  the
present  model and the standard model discussed in the previous section, cf.
also Van der Stadt et al. (1985), which will result in a reinterpretation of
the latter model.
In the standard formulation we would obtain, if we used the analogon of
(5.17),  a  model  equivalent  to  (5.16), but with the following expression
instead of (5.21),
Blpt(L 99t)   +  B log(ys.t)   +  B352 =lIZ(k.t)(s)pi(k.t)(' 1: „yt) • (5.22)
with Pt the population distribution over St' with y denoting  income  of
3.t
element   s   €   St in period t obtained   by the mapping  yt    :   St  -4   [O;-) •   with  LI:
yt:(st) + R given by L (y) = log(y).8  and  with  2(k.t)  a  partitioning of
St.  Equations  (5.21)  and (5.22) look very similar. The main difference is
that N is an expected perceived Zifetime income distribution  (considered
S,t
from  the  point  of view of period t), whereas in the standard approach one
uses the perceived income distribution of actual income in period t. Thus, a
straightforward  possibility  to  estimate  and  test  equation (5.16) is to
assume that (5.22) is a good approximation of (5.21). This  is,  of  course,
nothing else than a reinterpretation of the standard equations estimated and
tested: what is supposed to be actually estimated  and  tested  is  not  the
model  discussed  in  the  previous  section, but the model presented in the
present section.
Although this approach leads to a nice reinterpretation of the standard
modelling, it is quite ad hoc. Actually, if  panel  data  are  available  it
seems  perhaps  more  reasonable to use incomes over more than just a single
period, to approximate (5.21). For instance, if observations over T  periods
are  available,  one  could  use  incomes  averaged  over these T periods to
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construct an expression similar to (5.22) to approximate (5.21). However, it
is  obvious  that, at least if T is not very large, and if we want to assume
that it is an  expected perceived lifetime income distribution that  is
reflected  in the WFI, we cannot do without a, possibly rough, approximation
Of (5.21).
Once  the  role  of  uncertainty  in  the  formation  of preferences is
recognized,  we  can do, at  least theoretically, without an explicit
comparison  between  elements.  Assuming  that  elements  do  not explicitly




i.e., we take Bl = B3 = 0 and B2 = 1 in  equation  (5.17).  The  mixture  of
6 with respect to  Psls,t is simply Psls.t
itself, thus n becomess.2.t S,t
equal to Pals.t and (5.19) results in
"s.t(Lt) = Es.tlog(ys,s.t)' (5.24)
In this framework there is thus no explicit comparison between elements. But
obviously, there  is  an implicit comparison, given the particular form of
uncertainty used. For instance, if we assume  that  the  underlying  set  of
individuals  It  is large enough, and if we also assume that s is drawn from
P-1 , independently over the elements i E  It'  the  ex  post  probabilitysIS.t
distribution  over  (s,s)  E  St*St  will  (closely)  reflect  the  ex  ante
probability distribution.  Thus,  with  such  an  assumption,  a  preference
formation based upon the ex ante probability distribution becomes actually a
formation of preferences on the basis of the ex post distribution, which is,
of  course,  nothing  else  than  a comparison between the possible (future)
states of elements starting from the same  state  s  E  St.  To  illustrate,
consider  the  following  simple  example. Suppose there are two periods and
assume that in the first period all elements are in the same state. If the
ex  post  and  ex  ante  probability distributions coincide, then ex post an
element which realizes a state with a high income in the  second  period  is
likely  to  be "happy", whereas an element which realizes a state with a low
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income in the second period will be "unhappy". It is likely  that  elements,
which  are  aware  of  the  ex  ante  probability  distribution that will be
reflected by the ex post probability distribution,  will  evaluate  ex  ante
incomes  on  the  basis  of  the ex ante or equivalently ex post probability
distribution.
Making  no  explicit  use  of  comparisons between elements, therefore,
results in quite  a  different  situation  than  in  case  of  the  standard
approach. In the standard approach an element, which does not compare itself
with any other element, can only form its perceived income  distribution  on
the  basis of its own income stream. This means, for instance, that in order
to be able to evaluate a wide range of incomes, such  an  element  needs  to
have  quite  an  irregular  income stream. In the present framework the
perceived income distribution of an element is based on the lifetime  income
distribution  of  this element. The range of incomes such an element is able
to  evaluate  thus  depends  upon  the  support  of the lifetime income
distribution  which  may  be  substantial even if the income stream is quite
regular.
The  A-equation  becomes,  within  the  framework  without  comparisons
between elements. substituting (5.24) into (5.16).
As.t = as,tAs,t-1 * (1-as,t) Es.tlog(y )+ (€         )S,S.t s,t-as,t'Es,t-1
(5.25)
= as,tAs,t-1 + (1-as.t) Es,tlog(ys.Q.t) + us,t'
Equation (5.25) can be transformed into a testable and estimable relation if
we  are  prepared  to  make  assumptions  concerning  the  forms of a and
S,t
E   log(y  -  ). For instance, if we model  E .log(y )  =  f (s;8)  andS,t S,S,t S,t S.S,t       t
as,t  =  at(s;8)  for  some  functions  at(.:8)  and  ft(.;8). (5.25) can be
estimated and tested using  standard  econometric techniques, taking  into
account the correlation between K and u
s,t-1 S,t   2
In addition, the other parameter of the WFI, 1 can also be used in
2                  s.t'estimation  and  testing.  Let a be measured with measurement error nS,t S,t'2
and similarly, let a be estimated with error n DefineS,t-1 s,t-1'




1 :y 4 E log(y  -  )S,t s.t     S.S.t '
then, analogous to (5.25), we can easily derive
2
cs.t = as. t ,t-1 + "s.t((Lt-is,t)2) + (ns,t-as,tils,t-1)'
(5.27)
If we are also prepared to model n
s.t((Lt-is.t)2), for instance, by means of
gt(s;8).  then  (5.27),  combined with (5.25), can be used in estimation and
testing.
So far, we studied the ideal situation that incomes can be smoothed. If
income streams cannot  be smoothed, lifetime  incomes  can  no  longer  be
measured  equally  well  in  each unit of time, since then a lifetime income
corresponding to a non-smooth  income  stream  may  yield  another  lifetime
utility  than  the same lifetime income corresponding to a constant (or some
other) income stream. Consequently, also the income stream corresponding  to
the lifetime income may determine the "command over resources". The WFI
represents the evaluation of incomes measured  over  some  relatively  short
unit  of  time  (usually  a  month  or  a year). This means that without the
possibility of smoothing incomes it is no longer obvious which income stream
over  the reporting period used in the measurement of the WFI corresponds to
a particular non-smooth lifetime income.
A  possibility  which  leaves the results (5.25) and (5.27) essentially
unaffected, consists of introducing a mapping Hs,t  which  assigns  to  each
possible lifetime income an income stream measured in the time unit of the
WFI. The idea underlying the introduction of the  mapping  H     is  that  aS,t
constant  income  stream H  .(Y) will yield the same lifetime utility as theS,t
non-smooth income stream corresponding to Y. and, therefore, reflects the
same "command over resources". In the case income smoothing is possible, the
mapping H is supposed to satisfy. for lifetime income Y,
S,t
HS,t(Y) = (r/L).Y, (5.28)
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where L denotes the maximal lifetime and r denotes the reporting period used
in  the  measurement  of the WFI (cf., the introduction of this section). In
case income smoothing is not possible, the  impossibility  of  smoothing  is
likely to happen in case of lifetime incomes corresponding to income streams
rising over time. If that assumption is  correct,  we  may  expect H to
S,t
satisfy
H   (Y) S (r/L).Y, (5.29)S,t
with  strict  inequality for lifetime incomes that cannot be smoothed. It is
likely that the income stream corresponding to Y, at least if it is  rising,
initially  will  be  less  than H (Y)  and  ultimately  will be more thanS,t
H   (Y).
S,t
A  probability  distribution  over Y induces a probability distribution
over Hs,t(Y). Using this observation it is an easy  exercise  to  generalize
the  results  obtained in (5.25) and (5.27) to income streams that cannot be
smoothed. Notice, however, the  ad  hoc  character  of  the  mapping  Hs,t:
contrary  to the situation with income smoothing, the interpretation becomes
less clear-cut, although the applicability remains the same.
To  conclude, notice that after the estimation of (5.25) and (5.27) the
calculation of poverty lines can be performed on the basis of, for instance,
(2.13)  or (2.14). Notice, furthermore, that the transformation, as given in
section 3, makes no sense in  the  present  framework,  since  there  is  no
explicit comparison between elements. Finally, notice that the poverty lines
now concern lifetime incomes. Solely on the basis of, for instance, annual
incomes, one can no longer determine whether an element is poor or not.
6. Concluding remarks
In  this  chapter  we  reconsidered  the preference formation theory as
developed by Kapteyn (1977), which intends to explain the WFI,  the  Welfare
Function  of  Income, as developed by Van Praag (1968). First, we considered
the static case. After presenting the standard formulation, we commented on
one  aspect.  Someone  is  not  only  postulated to use her perceived income
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distribution in the evaluation of her own income, but also in the evaluation
of other incomes. But, at  least  in  a  static framework, other incomes
correspond to other persons, and other  persons  may  have  quite  different
reference  groups. We considered the consequences of a particular correction
which assumed that people with lower incomes  generally  compare  themselves
with  people  with  lower  incomes  and  conversely  for  people with higher
incomes.
Next,  we  turned  to  the  dynamic case. Again, we first presented the
standard formulation. We considered as major drawback of this theory that it
neglects the fact that to each individual (or household) there corresponds a
lifetime income. We, therefore, formulated an alternative preference
formation  theory,  based  upon lifetime incomes. Since lifetime incomes are
uncertain, we introduced uncertainty (of the kind also used in  chapter  3),
and  postulated  that the WFI reflects an expected perceived lifetime income
distribution. This resulted in a reinterpretation of the standard equations.
Due  to  the  particular  form of uncertainty used, there is already an
implicit comparison between  individuals  or  households.  Consequently,  it
becomes  possible  to  consider  the  case  in  which  there  is no explicit
comparison. Under appropriate conditions we can obtain equations,  not  only
2
for  the  parameter  K  but  also for the parameter d  of the WFI, which can
easily be estimated and tested, and, subsequently, applied.
Thus,  due  to  the  introduction  of  uncertainty  we  can arrive at a
modelling of the explanation of the WFI, which may serve as  an  alternative
to  the  original  formulation. A major assumption, that we imposed, is that
the probability distribution of lifetime  income  is  known  and  cannot  be
influenced. Obviously, this  is  a severe assumption. We already indicated
that the requirement, that the probability distribution of  lifetime  income
is  known,  can  be  weakened: It suffices to assume that people make use of
some,  possibly  subjective,  probability  distribution.  However,  with   a
subjective  probability  instead  of an objective one, the interpretation in
terms of an implicit comparison, as given in section 5, is no longer  valid.
Finally,  if  one  relaxes  the  assumption  that  people  cannot affect the
probability distribution of lifetime income, but, if one instead  makes  use
of  a  life cycle model with, for instance, human capital, one could use the
lifetime income distribution, which results, given the  optimal  consumption
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decisions.  Using  this  probability distribution, the analysis of section 5
remains the same.
This concludes our reconsidering of "a theory of preference formation".
In chapters 7 and 8 we shall discuss two empirical applications of the  WFI,
but  using  the  explanation  proposed  by Kapteyn (1977). The theory of the
present chapter is intended to give some help in  the  evaluation  of  these
studies. In  chapter 7, the WFI and its explanation are used to construct
household equivalence scales. On the basis of these  equivalence  scales  we
can look at standardized income distributions. Such income distributions
take into account differences in household size, and differences in material
needs between population cohorts. These income distributions are, therefore,
better suited to  study  differences  in  well-being  than non-standardized
income  distributions.  In chapter 8 the WFI and its explanation are applied
to calculate Leyden  Poverty  Lines  (LPLs).  In  the  theory  developed  by
Kapteyn,  reference groups play a major role. In chapter 8 we use answers to
a number of direct questions about reference  groups  of  individuals.  This
allows for a more sophisticated modelling of reference groups.
But before we turn to empirical applications of the WFI,  we  shall  in
the next chapter discuss and comment on its measurement.
Notes chapter 5.
1) In practical situations in which only cross section data are available,
one uses the derivation within a dynamic framework, as given in Kapteyn
(1977).  or Van der Stadt (1985). and. subsequently. one neglects those
parts of the derived equations which refer to past or  future.  In  the
present section, we consider a situation without past and future. Thus,
income in the present section can perhaps best be described as lifetime
income (without uncertainty).
2) In the case one takes Us and Ps to be  probability  measures,  one  can
replace integral by expectation.
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3) The present construction differs somewhat from the approach adopted  by
the studies mentioned. In these studies one excludes the household for
which the social group is calculated. However, if  the  sets  Z(k),
k=1,...,K,   are  not  too  small,  the  difference  seems  negligible.
Moreover, if one increases the number of households to infinity, as  is
done  in  the mentioned studies in order to apply asymptotic theory, an
incidental parameter problem will occur.
4) We  introduce this modelling, since in the standard applications of the
theory, equation (2.6) also does not hold exactly. However, the present
modification differs from the approach usually applied.
5) Notice that actually we have h=h.
g
6)   Notice      that this integral is actually   a  sum   over the terms   G      .(E)(h),
S,C
evaluated  in  the  possible  outcomes  s  E  St'  multiplied  by   the
corresponding probabilities.
7)   The  only di fference between  Lt   and  L    concerns the domain.
8)   The difference between   Lt'    /6.    and LZ concerns the domains.
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Chapter 6
ON THE MEASUREMENT OF THE WELFARE FUNCTION OF INCOME
1. Introduction
In Kapteyn et al. (1988) evidence is reported that respondents severely
underestimate their after tax household incomes. The same evidence can also
be  found  in  Kapteyn  et al. (1991),  Tummers (199lb) and chapter 7. The
consequence of this underestimation is that the location  parameter  of  the
Welfare  Function  of  Income (WFI) is  also  likely to be underestimated.
Kapteyn et al. (1988) propose a construction, using a parametric  estimation
method, to correct for the resulting bias. The construction employed uses an
ordered response model (with a known partition of the real line), which  can
be  estimated  by  applying  the  method  of  Maximum  Likelihood  under the
assumption that the error  terms  are  independent  of  the  covariates  and
independently, identically normally distributed.
However, as in many other models with limited dependent variables,  the
Maximum  Likelihood  estimator  is generally inconsistent, if the underlying
distributional assumptions are incorrect. If  testing  the  distributional
assumptions  indicates  misspecification of the model, one may wish to apply
alternative estimators, which are  consistent  under  weaker  distributional
assumptions.
During the last decade  several  semiparametric  estimators  have  been
proposed  for  models  with  limited  dependent  endogenous  variables;  see
Robinson (1988) for a review. However, most of these  methods  are  designed
either  for  the binary response model or the censored regression model, and
are not straightforwardly applicable to the ordered response case, at least,
if one wishes to take into account more than two (known) categories.
In this chapter we present  an  extension  of  Manski's  Maximum  Score
estimator,  see  Manski  (1975,  1985), to the ordered response case, with a
known partition of the real line in categories. An  attractive  property  of
the  Maximum  Score  estimator  and  its  generalization is that it does not
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require the error terms to be independent of the covariates. Quite  general
forms of heteroskedasticity are allowed for. For instance, as opposed to the
Klein-Spady estimator used in  chapter 2, the  heteroskedasticity  is  not
required to be only dependent of a single index. The extension builds on the
fact that the Maximum Score estimator can be interpreted as a Least Absolute
Deviations  (LAD)  estimator. An important difference with the binary choice
case is that the ordered response model does not require a normalization  of
the parameter vector. A disadvantage of the Maximum Score estimation and its
generalization is that their asymptotic distributions are hard to calculate,
and  not of much practical use. But if one is only interested in estimation,
and not in inference, this drawback may be of less importance.
The  remainder  of  this  chapter  is organized as follows. In the next
section we shall first give a short discussion of the measurement  procedure
of the WFI. In section 3 we present the generalized Maximum Score estimator.
Section 4 contains the proof of the strong consistency  of  this  estimator.
Section 5 concludes.
2. The measurement of the Welfare Function of Income
In  this  section  we  shortly  describe the measurement of the Welfare
Function of  Income  and  the  procedure  to  correct for the possible
underestimation.  The  text  of this section is mainly based upon Kapteyn et
al. (1988).
The Welfare  Function  of  Income  (WFI) of a household is measured by
means of the answers to the Income Evaluation Question (IEQ),  as  given  by
the head of the household:
Which after tax annuaZ househotd  income  wouZd  you,  in  your
circumstances, consider to be very bad? And bad? Insufficient2
Sufficient? Good? Very good?








The measurement procedure is illustrated in figure 1. The labels "very bad",
"bad", etc. have been identified with midpoints of six equal intervals on  a
[0;1]-scale.  In  this way the verbal evaluations have been transformed into
numerical evaluations. (For details and justification see  Van  Praag  1971,
Van  Praag  and Kapteyn 1973, Kapteyn 19771)). A response to the IEQ can now
be represented by a scatter of six points. According to Van Praag (1968) the
relation  between an income level z and its numerical evaluation on a [0;1]-
scale, U(z), can be approximated quite  well  by  a  lognormal  distribution
function, i.e., approximately,
U(z) = A(z; A.G).
where  A(.;  A,d)  is the lognormal distribution function with median exp(A)
2
and log-variance a . The parameters K and a of a household are estimated  by
fitting  a  lognormal  function  through  the scatter of points in (z,U(z))-
space, as illustrated in figure 1. Van Praag  and  Kapteyn  (1973)  and  Van
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Figure 1. The measurement of the Welfare Function of Income.
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When answering the income evaluation question a respondent (the head of
the household) is likely to take an estimate of the actual household  income
as  a  frame  of reference. By measuring household income twice in a survey,
one time roughly and one time more accurately, one may be able to  determine
a  possible  existing biasing effect  in  case  of  systematic  errors  in
estimating household incomes by respondents. The first, rough. measurement
of  household  income is by asking respondents to indicate in which one of a
number of income brackets net household income falls. The second, more
accurate,  measurement  of  household  income  is  by  asking respondents to
provide detailed information on a large number of  different  components  of
the household's net income. By  summing  these components, the second
measurement of household income is obtained. Kapteyn et al.  (1988)  analyse
the  systematic  difference  between the two income measures by means of the
*
following relation between the income Yi underlying the answer to the income
question  in  brackets,  of  household  i.  and  the  income components yij,
j=1,...,m, of household i, measured separately,
3'i = IEj.1 aj·Yij]·exp(gi) · (2.1)
The  o:J' s
are unknown parameters  and  ni  is an error term, which is assumed  to
be  independent  of  the Yij's and which is taken to be normally distributed
2                            2with zero mean and variance en. The parameters 0  and an can be estimated by
means of Maximum Likelihood. See Kapteyn et al. (1988) for details.
It is assumed that the respondent has Yi in  mind  when  answering  the
Income  Evaluating  Question. If the respondent would have been aware of the
actual value of the household's income, which is assumed to be  measured  by
the  sum of the income components, it is postulated by Kapteyn et al. (1988)
that the resulting value for exp(Ki)'  of  respondent  i,  would  have  been
higher   by    the same percentage    as by which Ijyij exceeds Ij=jyij '  The
adjusted value of exp(Ki) is taken to be
exp(Ri) = exp(Ki)·[Ijyij/Ijojyij]· (2.2)
with Qi the adjusted value for respondent  i.  In  practice,  one  uses  the
Maximum Likelihood
estimates   for   a in order to evaluate    (2.2) .
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An  objection2   against  this  approach  might  be  that  it  requires
parametric  estimation  in  an ordered response model. Maximum Likelihood is
generally inconsistent if  the  underlying  distributional  assumptions  are
incorrect. In  the  remainder  of this chapter we discuss a semi-parametric
alternative for model (2.1). Instead  of  equation  (2.1)  we  consider  the
following modelling
Yi = Ij=1 °ej'yij + Si· (2.3)
where  Ei  is  now  an additive error term satisfying the conditional median
restriction Med(Eilyil'... 'yim) = 0. Notice that this is a generalisation of
(2.1):  in  (2.1)  the  transformed error term exp(ni) is independent of the
covariates   and  Med (Yi 1 xi)
= Ij=l° jyij ' Since an ordered response model     may
also  be  interesting  in  other cases than the one presented here, we shall
formulate model (2.3) in the more conventional form
*
Yi = B'xi + Si' (2.4)
The imposed conditional median restriction can  now  simply  be  written  as
Med (eilxi)  =  0·In  the  next  sections  we shall discuss the alternative
estimation approach.
3. Maximum Score estimation in the ordered response model
Consider first the following binary response model
*
Yi = B'xi + Ei'
i=1,...,n, (3.1)*
 i = I(0,.)(Yi )'
with  I (   ) ( . ) the usual indicator function.   It is assumed     that the error
term  has  a unique conditional median Med (Eilxi) = 0· xi is a K-dimensional
vector  of  explanatory  variables,  and  B  is  a  conformable  vector   of
parameters.
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Define for some vector b € R  the score of observation i to be equal to
*
1  if Yi and B'xi have the same sign and 0 otherwise. Manski has proved that
under mild conditions the (normalized) b which  maximizes  the  sum  of  the
scores is a consistent estimator of B.
Our generalization is based on  the  fact that, as  noted  by  Manski
(1985),  the  Maximum Score estimator can be interpreted as a Least Absolute
Deviations (LAD) estimator, obtained by minimizing
(1/n) Ii=l 'yi -
I(0,-)(b'xi)1·
(3.2)
with respect to b.
Let  t   :   R  +  R  be a non-decreasing measurable function . Under regularity
conditions, cf. Manski (1988, sections 6.2.6-6.2.8), it follows that
* *
Med(t(y )|x) = t(Med(y |x)). (3.3)
Thus, we have
*
Med(Yi'Xi) = Med(ICO,-)(yi)|xi)  =  I(0,-)(Med(yi'xi))
(3.4)
= I<o,-)(B'xi)·
The median interpretation of the Maximum Score estimator  suggests  the
following generalization  of  the  ordered  response  case  (with  a  known
partition in categories). Suppose that the dependent variable is grouped  in
m  non-overlapping known intervals  (al,all• (al'a21•...•(am-1'am)' with
3)
aj-1 < aj, j = 1....,m, and al,-..,am E I--'+-1. Define the non-decreasing*
trans formation  Yi  -'  zi'   with zi observable,   by
z  . Im-1 w I        *i    j-0  j (a.,„) (Yi)· (3.5)
3
where w , j=0,...,m-1, are fixed and known non-negative weights. Again using
(3.3) it follows, under certain conditions, that
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Med(z |x ) = ym-1  w I (B'X ) (3.6)i  i -j=0 j (a ;-)    i 'j
Now the generalized Maximum Score estimator is obtained by minimizing
(1/n) Ii=l'zi
-
rm-1 w I (b'x )1 (3.7)
ij.O   j (aj:-)    i
with respect to b.
In the  next  section  we  prove  that  this  estimator  is  strongly
consistent, given some regularity conditions.
4. Strong consistency of the generalized Maximum Score estimator
Our proof will be along the lines of the  proof  for  the  binary  case
given in Manski (1985).
Let us impose the following assumptions.
(Al) There exists a unique B E R   such that Med(yi|xi) = B'xi·
(A2) a) The support of Fx' the marginal probability distribution  of x,  is
not contained in any proper linear subspace of R .
b) There exists at least one k E {1.....K} such that B  0 0,  and  such
that,  for almost every value of x = (xl'...,xk-1'xk+l'...'xK)', the
distribution of x  conditional on A has everywhere positive Lebesgue
density.
*
(A3) (Yi·xi)'. i=l.....n, is a random  sample  from  F x'  the  simultaneous
probability  distribution of (Yi'xi)'. For each i, (zi,xi) is observed,
with zi defined according to (3.5).
(A4) The  bounds  a,  j  =  0,1,...,m,  are  known constants and m>2. Thej
weights w  are non-negative, with at least two of them  being  strictly
positive.
(A5) The parameter space B is a compact subset of R  and contains B.
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Assumptions  (Al)-(AJ)  are  (almost4))  identical  to  assumptions  made in
Manski (1985). Assumptions 4 and 5 distinguish the  ordered  response  model
from  the  binary response model. Notice that assumption 5 is less stringent
than in the binary case. There B is identified only up to scale so that  the
parameter space is taken to be the unit hypersphere in R .
Define g by
g(v) = Im-1 w.I (v)=Im r I ,(v). rj=IiIowL. j=1.....m.j=0  J (a.;-) j=l j (aj-1;aj,3
We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1. (Identification)
Let X  = {x E R ; g(x'b) 0 g(x'B)} and let  R(b)  =  fxbdF ·  Under
assumptions (A2) and (A4). R(b) > 0 for all b E B. btp.
Proof. Let k=K satisfy part b) of assumption (A2) and consider the case in
which  BK  >  0  (the  case  BK  <  0  is symmetric). Without loss of
generality we may assume that a = 0 and a =Q> 0 for some
j(1) j(2)
j(1)  t  j(2),  j(1),  j(2)  E  {1,....m-1}. Let, for any b € R , S =
(bl....,bK-1)'' so that b = (6'.bK)'· From lemma 2 in  Manski  (1985)
it follows immediately that R(b) > 0 for all b E R  such that bK i O.
Now consider the case bK > 0· We can write
R(b) = P[g(x'b) 0 g(x'B)] =
- PIx'b<0; 0<x'B<Q] + PIx'b<0; x'B>Q] +
P[O<x'b<Q; x'B<01 + P[0<x'b<Q; x'B>Q] +
P[x'b>Q; x'B<0] + P[x'b>Q; 0<x'B<Q] =




P[-x'b/bK<xK<(Q-x'b)/bK; xK>(Q-x'A)//31 ] +
P[xK>(Q-x'b)/bA; xK<-x'P/BK] +
P[XK>(Q-x'S)/bK; -x'P/BK<xK<(Q-x'B)/BK]
Under  part  b)  of assumption 2, at least one term on the right hand
side of the last formula is positive for almost any x such that
x'A/BK  * x'S/bK and/or (Q-x'B)/PK 0 (Q-x'b)/bK. But we have x'A/BK =
x'6/bK and/or (Q-x'B)/BK = (Q-x'b)/bK only for x being  in  a  (K-2)-
dimensional  subspace  of  R -1.  By part a) of assumption (A2), the
probability that x is in such a subspace is less than one. Therefore,
B is also identified relative to all b for which b  > 0.           0
The crucial difference with the binary case is that there R(b) >  0  as
long as P[ -x'A/BK = -x'S/bK ] <1. Since P[ -x'B/BK = -R'b/bK ] =l i f b i s
a scalar multiple of B, B is then identified only up to an  arbitrary  scale
factor. In the ordered response case, however, R(b) > 0 as long as
P[ -x'ji/13K = -x'6/bK and (Q-x'A)/BK = (Q-x'6)/bK] < 1.
Clearly, this  is  true  even  if b is a scalar multiple of B (except for x
being  in  a (K-2) -dimensional subspace  of  RK-1)
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this chapter.
Theorem 1. (Strong consistency)
Let  assumptions  (Al) - (A5) hold. Then the estimator defined by
minimizing (3.7) with respect to b is strongly consistent for B.
Proof. The sample score function can be written as
Sn(b) = (1/n) Ii'zi-g(xibl =
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=  Ij lI =j+ll rj-rk|.[  Pn{aj-1<y <aj:  ak-1<x'l)<ak}  +
Pn{ak_1<Y*<ak; aj-1<x'b<aj} ],    (*1)
where P denotes  the  the  empirical  probability  distribution of* n
(y ,x;)'. Similarly, we write the population score function as
S(b) = E|g(y )-g(xibl =
*
= IjIlI =j+11 rj-rk|·[ p{aj-1<y <aj; ak.1<x'b<ak} +
P<ak-1<y*<ak; aj-1<x'b<aj} ]. (*2)
A. Under assumption (A3), it follows by application  of  a  Glivenko-
Cantelli  type  result,  similarly as in lemma 4 in Manski (1985),
that each right hand side term in the above  decomposition  of  Sn
converges  to  the  corresponding  term in the decomposition of S,
uniformly in b. Hence
Sn(b) -4 S(b), a.s.
uniformly over b€BCRK.
B. Applying  similar  arguments  as  in  lemma 5 in Manski (1985), it
follows under assumptions (Al) and (A2), that S(b)  is  continuous
at all b for which bK 0 0.
C. We have to show that S(b) attains a unique global  minimum  at  B.
Using the fact that
E|g(y ) - g(x'b)| =
= fall xiI{t>g(x'b)}[1-2Fzlx(t)]dt + fRFzlx(t)dt] dpx• (*3)
(cf.. for instance. Gourieroux and  Monfort  (1989).  lemma  8.75)
this  is  equivalent  to  showing that the right hand side of (*3)
exceeds
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fall x[f{t>g(x'B)}[1-2Fzlx(t)]dt + fRFzlx(t)dt] dFx
for all b 0 B.
Consider, for  a given x, the case where x'B t a, for all j, andj
g(x'b) 0 g(x'B). If g(x'b) > g(x'B), then
f          [1-2F , (t)]dt > f [1-2F , (t)]dt (*4)
{t>g(x'b)}     z Ix {t>g(X'B)}     Zix
will hold since 1-FZIX(t) < 0 for t >  g(x'B).  But  if  g(x'b)  <
g(x'B), (*4) will also hold since 1-FZIX(t) > 0 for t < g(x'B).
From assumption (A2), it follows that, for all j, P(x'B =a)  has
probability  zero,  whereas lemma 1 guarantees that X , = {x E Rk;
g(x'b) t g(x'B) } has positive probability. So. we  conclude  that
S(B) < S(b), for all b 0 B, b E B.
Combining parts A, B, and C, and applying theorem 2 in Manski (1983),
it follows that
P{ lim supb€Blb- Bl}=l.n-*co n
where Bn is the set of solutions to Min EB Sn(b).                   0
5. Concluding remarks
In  this  chapter  we  first  described  the measurement of the Welfare
Function of Income (WFI). After that we presented a parametric  approach  to
correct for the possible underestimation of the location parameter of the
WFI, due to an underestimation of income by respondents to  a  survey.  This
parametric approach was  suggested  by  Kapteyn  et al. (1988).  Since
misspecification  of  the  resulting  ordered  response  model,  due  to  an
incorrect underlying error distribution, might have serious consequences for
the consistency  of  the  parameters,  we  proposed  an  alternative,  semi-
parametric  estimation method to deal with the underestimation. This semi-
parametric alternative can be seen as an extension of Manski's Maximum Score
estimator  to the ordered response case. The only requirement concerning the
error term distribution, besides a number of regularity conditions, is  that
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the median of the error term conditional upon the covariates equals zero. In
a practical situation the estimator  may  be  calculated  by  applying,  for
instance,  the  simplex  algorithm,  suggested  by Nelder and Mead (1965). A
major  drawback  of  this estimator, however,   is that its limiting
distribution, similar  to  one of the Maximum Score estimator, is nonnormal
and hard to calculate. But  in  the  correction  procedure (2.3) this may
considered to  be  of  less importance, at least, if one is interested in
estimation and not in inference. However,  if one is also interested in
inference, it may become interesting to look for alternative semi-parametric
estimators for the ordered response model, which, for instance, are based
upon  the  binary choice estimators, discussed in chapter 2. This is a topic
of future research.
Notes chapter 6.
1) However, see  also  Tummers  (199la),  who  tests  the  equal  interval
assumption.
2) Other  objections  are  raised  by  Tummers  (199lb), concerning the
assumptions underlying the correction formula (2.2).
3) If the interval bounds are not known, B is identified only up to scale.
4) Manski  (1985)  makes  the additional assumption 0 < P(y20|x) < 1, a.e.
Fx. This assumption (c.q., its analogue in the ordered  response  case)
does not seem to  be  necessary. Suppose P(a -1<y*<a |x) = 1 a.e. Fx
(aj-10--, a 0 -). Since Med(y |x) = B'x,  it  must  be  the  case  that
p(aj-1<B,x<aj |x)     =1.   But this contradicts  part  b) of assumption   (A2)
(following the same arguments as in the proof of lemma 1).
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Chapter 7
MEASURING THE WELL-BEING OF THE ELDERLY
1. Introduction
Although in most western countries old age pension schemes have reached
maturity over the past decades, it is still the case that the  elderly  have
on average lower incomes than households with non-aged heads. Whether or not
this means that their income has to increase further relative to the average
income  in society is partly a matter of politics and partly a matter of how
one measures the material well-being of the elderly. Since in the decades to
come  the  number  of  the  elderly  as  a percentage of the population will
increase in most countries, it is of obvious importance for governments what
the  answer  to the question will be. This chapter addresses the measurement
issue rather than the political issue.
There  are  various reasons why a comparison of the material well-being
of different households is not straightforward. If one were to restrict
one's  definition  to  the command over resources, that every household has,
then, at the very least, both income and assets should  be  taken  into  ac-
count. Secondly, since households containing elderly members typically are
smaller than households with younger members, a correction has  to  be  made
for the different number of persons sharing the resources in each household.
On top of that, however, there is possibly an important cohort effect which
makes  a comparison across different generations particularly tricky. If one
considers the present generation of elderly (everyone above  65,  say)  then
many  individuals  grew  up in periods of relative austerity. As a result of
this. the elderly may appear to have more  modest  needs  than  the  younger
generations.  Whether  or  not  it is valid to take such a difference in the
level of material needs into account, when making  policy  decisions,  is  a
matter of debate, but it would seem desirable to obtain information on these
need differences in any case.
In  this  chapter  we take a look at the material well-being of the el-
derly in The Netherlands on the basis of household data collected  in  1985.
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The  main purpose  of  the  present  chapter  is to demonstrate and further
develop a methodology which seems to be well-suited to address the  question
of  how  to  compare  well-being  across households. Basically we take three
steps. First, we consider the distribution of incomes among the elderly  and
compare  it with the incomes of the younger households. Secondly, we address
the problem of finding equivalence scales, which serve to correct  for  dif-
ferences  in  household composition. In  the  third place, we consider the
possibility that the elderly have different needs than younger  people.  The
second  and  third  issues  rest  heavily  on  the  use  of subjective self-
evaluations by respondents about their material needs.
The  organization of the chapter is as follows. Section 2 describes the
data and provides a look at the distribution and composition of the  incomes
of  the  elderly  in  1985.  In Section 3 the individual welfare function of
income (WFI), our empirical instrument for the assessment of  possible  dif-
ferences  in  material  needs  between  the  elderly  and  the  rest  of the
population, is briefly discussed. In Section 4  we  use  measured  WFI's  to
construct household  equivalence  scales  and to look at standardized (i.e.
corrected for differences in family composition) income distributions. Next,
in the same section, we consider the cohort effects which generate different
levels of material  needs  across  generations.  Section  5  concludes.  The
general  findings  are  that  the  elderly  in The Netherlands do have lower
incomes than the rest of the society. but the gap narrows  if  one  corrects
for  family  composition and if one corrects for cohort effects. Yet, at the
end of the analysis, we have to conclude that the elderly are worse off than
the  younger  ones, although not by as much as a first look at incomes might
suggest.
The main draw-back of the analysis that follows, is that we do not have
data on the assets of the households in the sample. Hence the  finding  that
the  elderly can make ends meet with less income than the younger people may
just reflect differences in asset ownership.  Although  obviously  it  would
have been preferable to have asset data available, the use of subjective in-
formation has partly made up  for  this  lack  of  information  because,  in
principle,  it captures all causes of differences in material needs across
generations.
Obviously,  various  terms  have  been  used quite loosely so far, like
"material well-being", "needs", etc. These terms are partly defined
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operationally  and  their  meaning  will  become clear when we proceed. Also
there are various terms that will be used as synonyms. In particular we will
use the words "family" and "household" interchangeably,    and   when   we   say   "old
households" or "young households", this is supposed to refer  to  households
with heads over or under 65, respectively.
2. A first look at income distributions
In  this  section  we  first give a description of the data used in the
analysis and then we present a picture of the distribution  and  composition
of incomes across households.
2.1 The data
Since April of 1984 the Central Bureau of Statistics in The Netherlands
runs a panel of about 4000 households, the  so-called  Socio-Economic  Panel
(SEP).  The  households  are interviewed twice a year (in April and October)
about their incomes, labor supply, household characteristics, subjective
evaluations  of  material well-being, debts, etc. In this analysis we employ
the wave of October 1985. The initial non-response of the panel has been ap-
proximately  50 %. The attrition at each subsequent wave has been about 5 %.
In October 1985 additional households have been sampled to maintain a sample
size  of  at  least  4000  households.  To get a feeling for the sample com-
position and for  its  representativity,  Table  2.1  presents  some  sample
statistics for 1985 and compares it with other sources.
It appears that the respondents in the  SEP  are  on  average  slightly
younger  than  in  the  population, i.e., the  elderly are somewhat under-
represented. In line with this we note  that  in  the  SEP  respondents  are
married  more  often  and  that  widowhood  is  less  frequent  than  in the
population. The  SEP  has  a  slight  overrepresentation  of  families  with
children  and  an underrepresentation of single person households. After tax
incomes in the SEP are somewhat lower. The population numbers stem from  tax
returns. In our experience, incomes measured on the basis of surveys tend to
be a little lower than those based on tax returns. The SEP is  no  exception
in  this  respect. Taken all together, the SEP shows a reasonable correspon-
dence with the population.
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Table 2.1: The representativity of the SEP (1985).
Individual characteristics:






2.   Sex/ marital status
male female
a)                                     a)
Pop.  (%)   SEP (%) Pop.  (%)   SEP(%)
married 48.1 51.2 married 47.0 50.9
divorced 3.0 2.1 divorced 3.8 3.1
widowhood 2.1 1.7 widowhood 9.0 6.4
unmarried 46.8 44.9 unmarried 40.2 39.5
other 0.1 other 0.2
Households characteristics
3.   Household type
POP. (%) SEP(%)
b)
Single person household 28.6 20.0
Non-family household 4.8 4.4
Couple without children 20.9 23.7
Couple with children 38.0 44.5
Single parent family 5.2 5.3
Other 2.5 2.0
4.   Average annual household incomes (after tax)
pop.b)(Dfl.x 1,000) SEP (Dfl.x 1,000)
Single parent household 20.0 18.8
Non-family household 37.2 33.0
Couple without children 35.6 30.7
Couple with children 30.7 33.4
Single parent family 29.7 28.2
Other 33.9 21.5
a)   Source: Statistisch zakboek 1986.
b)   Source:  Inkomenspanelonderzoek  1985.  From  Tweede Kamer, vergadering
1987-1988. 20210 nr. 1-2.
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2.2 Some income distributions
To get some more feeling for the income data, Figure 2.1 gives  average
level  and  composition of  household incomes for various household types in
1985, along with numbers of  observations  and  income  inequality  measures
(Theil coefficients). As expected, the incomes of the elderly are on average
lower than of the younger part of the population. There  is  a  considerable
variation  across  household  types however. If, for instance, we look at
single females, we observe that elderly women are  as  well  off  in  income
terms as the  younger generation. The same holds to a lesser extent for
single males. If we consider couples, however, then we see that the  incomes
of the elderly are substantially below those of the younger couples. Broadly
speaking, the average income differentials between younger and older
households  range  from  0 to 30 % depending on the household type. The ine-
quality indices suggest that particularly among elderly couples there  is  a
substantial variation in incomes.
The composition of income varies across household types in the  way  we
expected.  The  elderly mainly derive their income from pensions, whilst the
younger generation, under 50, mainly gets its income from labour. Among  the
household types with a head between 50 and 64, benefits of various kind play
a non-negligible role. In this age  group  there  is  a  high  incidence  of
unemployment and disability. Some  of  the  other  items  require  some
clarification: the incomes presented are in  principle  after tax, "taxes"
refers  to  late  tax  payments  or  refunds  on the previous year's income;
"housing income" refers to income  obtained  from  subletting  rooms,  etc.;
"other  income" mainly refers to non-labour income, like dividends, interest
received, etc. Generally these items are quantitatively unimportant.
Figure 21 Income composition per household type Figure 2.3 Share of household types per decile
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Figure  2.2  presents a picture of the overall income distribution with
again a breakdown of income in a number of components. Clearly, the most im-
portant  factor  determining  whether  one  is  in the higher deciles of the
income distribution or not is whether one earns income or not. "Other
income", including income from investments contributes substantially for the
top two or three deciles. Pensions contribute non-negligible amounts in  all
deciles.  A  different way of looking at the income distribution is given in
Fig. 2.3, where the contributions of each household type to the  incomes  in
each  decile  are presented. Essentially the same information is provided by
Fig. 2.4, where the  share  of  each  household  type  in  every  decile  is
depicted.
Clearly, the elderly are mainly located in the bottom  deciles  of  the
income  distribution,  with  the exception of the households with an elderly
head and more  than  two  members.  This  latter  household  type  comprises
households  where young adults are living in with their parents. Often these
earn their own income, so that the more-person households  with  an  elderly
head are frequently multiple earner families.
Let us now have a closer look at the income distribution within each of
the  household types with an elderly head. Figures 2.5 through 2.8 basically
repeat Figure 2 .2,  but  now  for  each  of  the  elderly  household  types
separately.  For each of the types considered it is clear that pensions play
a crucial role in preventing the elderly from falling into poverty. For  the
lower  deciles  this  pension almost exclusively is made up out of the state
pension. Without the state pension scheme many elderly would have no  income
at  all.  Labor  income  only plays an important role for families with more
than two members, where especially younger household members may  contribute
a substantial amount of labor income.
Ft,lure 2.5 Share of income components per decile single men 65+ Figure 2.7 Share of income components per decile couple 65 +
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3. Subjective well-beinK
In  itself, income is a rather poor indicator of a household's standard
of living. For one thing, households differ in composition, so  that  income
has  to be shared by varying numbers of persons; also, the level of material
needs may differ because different cohorts have different preferences,  etc.
In this and the next section, we look at a subjective indicator of the level
of well-being of a household and compare its level  across  households.  The
subjective measure used is the "Welfare Function of Income" (WFI) introduced
by Van Praag (1971).
In the previous  chapter  (section  2)  we  already  discussed  the
measurement of the WFI using the Income  Evaluation  Question  (IEQ),  which
consists  of  asking people to assign income levels to verbal qualifications
like "bad", "sufficient", and "good". By identifying these verbal labels
with  mid-points  of  six  equal  intervals  on a zero-one scale, the verbal
evaluations can be transformed into numerical evaluations. According to  Van
Praag  (1968)  the  relation  between  an  income  level z and its numerical
evaluation on a zero-one scale, U(z), can be approximated quite  well  by  a
lognormal distribution function, i.e., approximately,
U(z) = A(z,K,6). (3.1)
where  A(.,A, 6)  is  the  lognormal distribution function with median e* and
log-variance 62. The quantity e  is a location parameter. it is  the  income
level  which  is evaluated at 0.5 by the individual; 6 is a slope parameter.
The parameters K and G of a respondent can be estimated by fitting a lognor-
mal function through the scatter of points in (z,U(z))-space, as illustrated
in Fig. 1 of chapter 6.
In  the  previous  chapter we also discussed that Kapteyn et al. (1988)
reported  that  respondents  may  severely  underestimate  their  after  tax
household  incomes  and that they proposed a construction to correct for the
possible resulting bias in the location parameter K  of  the  WFI.  In  this
chapter we follow their approach. See the first appendix for a description.
The evaluation of an income z, by an individual with welfare parameters
A and G is given by
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U(z) = /\(z;X,6) = N(lnz;K,6) = N(13=8;0,1). (3.2)
where  N(.;A,a) is the normal distribution function with mean A and variance
12 *
In  the  sequel  we will only consider WFI's corresponding to household
heads, and we take this person's welfare parameters to be representative  of
the household. Given  the  estimated welfare parameters K and d for a par-
ticular household, it is straightforward to derive the numerical  evaluation
attached  to the household's own income. Let the household income be y, then
its evaluation is equal to
U(y) I Acy;K.e). (3·3)
We shall call this the "welfare level" of the household. It  is  by
definition the numerical evaluation of own household income on a zero-one
scale by the head of the household. Computing this number for all households
in  the  sample  allows  one  to compare the welfare of different households
rather than their incomes.
Fig.  3.1  presents  the  average  welfare  level  per  household type.
Comparison with Fig. 2.1 suggests a positive  correlation  across  household
types  of  income  and welfare, but the relative variation in welfare across
household types appears to be somewhat less than the relative  variation  in
income.  Fig. 3.2. is analogous to Fig. 2.3., but now it is welfare rather
than income which is depicted. Clearly, the dispersion of  welfare  is  less
pronounced  than the dispersion of incomes. Yet it is clear that single per-
sons over 65  are  to  be  found  mainly  in  the  left  hand  part  of  the
distribution, i.e. they  are  less  satisfied  with  their income than the
average person in society.
Figure 3.1 Average farnily welfare per household type
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To  get a better feeling for the distribution of material welfare among
the elderly, Figures 3.3-3.6 provide the average welfare for income  deciles
for  the four household types with elderly heads. One does see some positive
relationship between income and welfare, but the relationship appears to  be
rather weak. At the same time it is clear that some households are very dis-
satisfied with their standard of living.
Altogether, the results in this section suggest that also in subjective
terms, the elderly are less well off than households with  younger  members.
However, the observed variation in welfare has to be ascribed to more fac-
tors than just current income. In the next section an attempt is made to  be
more specific about some of these factors.
4. Preference formation and equivalence scales
Within neoclassical economic theory, an obvious approach to the problem
of how to compare the material well-being  of  different  households  is  to
employ  cost  functions,  which take family composition into account. On the
basis  of the Cost functions, household  equivalence  scales are then
constructed.  There  is  a  vast  literature  on the parametrization and es-
timation of such cost functions on the basis of expenditure  data.  Although
the  technology of this is rather straightforward, the data requirements are
substantial, as a complete list of expenditures for a given period is neces-
sary  for a sample of households. A simpler alternative, resting on the same
methodological footing, is provided by the use of the WFI.
One  can  interpret the IEQ as an attempt to measure a household's cost
function directly. For, if the verbal labels  are  taken  as  indicators  of
utility levels, the  question  asks the respondent to indicate which money
amounts are necessary to attain these utility levels, and  this  is  exactly
what  a  cost function is supposed to measure. Given this interpretation, it
is obvious how measured  WFI's  should  be  used  to  construct  equivalence
scales.  One  needs  to establish systematic relationships between household
composition and the parameters of the WFI, and the equivalence  scales  fol-
low.
In many papers, investigations into the determinants of A  and  a  have
been reported. The  most  complete  theory for the determinants of the in-
dividual welfare  parameters  has  been  proposed  by  Kapteyn  (1977),  who
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basically  claims that someone's WFI is merely a reflection of a "perceived"
income distribution. Chapter 5 provides a short  review  and  a  discussion.
Many tests of Kapteyn's contention so far appear to corroborate this conten-
tion (see Kapteyn and Wansbeek (1985) for  a  survey).  A  rather  elaborate
example  is  the  paper  by Van de Stadt, Kapteyn and Van de Geer (1985). In
principle, a full specification of the model requires  the  availability  of
panel data. In  this section only cross section data will be used, so that
the model employed is a stripped down version of the  full  model.  Here  we
simply  give  the  operational form of the model explaining the variation of
the welfare parameter K across individuals, that will be used in the sequel:
An = BO + Bl(1-B2)log fsn + B2log yn + 6(1-B2)log fsnlog yn
(4.1)
+ B3mn- B1B3hsn - 6B3mnhsn + en'
where K = value of A for family n,n
I
log fsn = Ij l w f(a ), with
I  = the number of persons in family n;
wl = 1 and wj = log(j/(j-1)), j=2....In;
f(a ) =l i f a >18;j                j
f (aj) = 1+12(18-aj)2+73(18-aj)2(36+aj) if 03aj318;
y       = after tax household income,n
m       = mean log-income in the reference group of household n,n
hs = mean of log fs in the reference group of household n,n
E       = error term capturing all omitted factors.n
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The reference group of household n is  taken  to  be  household  n's  social
group,  where  a  social  group  is  determined  on the basis of the age and
education class of the head of the household. Five age classes and five
education  classes have been distinguished. In the empirical application the
social group means are estimated using the  sample  analogues.  Due  to  the
introduction  of  the  rather complicated definition of family size the com-
putation of hsn requires some care. Appendix 2 provides details.
The  theory  of preference formation mentioned above implies that an is
determined by the dispersion of  incomes  and  family  size  in  family  n's
reference  group,  both present  and  past,  and by the variability of past
incomes of family n. Although this  dependency  raises  various  interesting
policy issues (Kapteyn, Van de Geer, Van de Stadt (1985)), we will ignore it
here for simplicity's sake. Empirically, this amounts to taking the  disper-
sion  of  incomes  and  family  sizes as given and dealing with the observed
variation of d across families as being determined exogenously. Furthermore,
as  a appears to be uncorrelated with the explanatory variables on the right
hand side of (4.1), we take 6 as exogenous and for the purpose of  construe-
ting  welfare  level  incomes  and  equivalent  scales we set a equal to its
sample mean c.
Once  the  parameters  in  (4.1) are known we can calculate the cost of
achieving a welfare level a as follows (substitute (4.1) in (3.2)):
B°+Bl (1_BZ) logfsn+Bjmn-B3Blhsn-6Bfnhsn+G.ua
y(Q) - exp {
(1-B2)(1-6logfsn)                            (4.2)
where   y (0)    is the amount of income needed to achieve the welfare level      a
( the "equivalent income"),   and  uQ is defined  by
A(Up;0,1) = 0
The error term En has been ignored in the derivation of (4.2).
Given some welfare level  a, and given some standard family  with
equivalent welfare level oc income denoted      by     y (0),      we can construct
equivalence scales by calculating for any household  its  equivalent  income
 n (Er)      and then dividing     it     by  y(0) .   So,   for a household with equivalent
income   y  (0) ' the equivalence scale becomes
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en(=) N  nC=     = (4.3)
The incomes the household actually receive, can  now  be  standardized  by
dividing  these  by  the  equivalence  scales  of  the  households.  So, for
household n with after tax income yn its standardized income ysn becomes
ygn 2 yn / en(a) (4.4)
What remains is the choice of the standard household and the choice of the
welfare level     0. As standard family we choose a couple, both older  than   18
years   of age, without children. The welfare level  a  is     set     at the sample
mean of income evaluations according to (3.3).
Table 4.1 gives the estimation  results  of  equation  (4.1).  The  es-
timation has  been  carried  out  by  means  of  Asymptotic  Least  Squares
(ALS) , with first  stage  consisting  of  of  an  ordinary  least  squares
1)
regression  of  the  endogenous  variable on the exogenous variables. In the
second round of the estimation the distance between the OLS-estimates and
the  parameters  of  interest is minimized using the optimal metric. The es-
timation was performed on the subset of the sample described in section  2.1
for which none of the variables occurring in equation (4.1) was missing.
Table 4.1. Estimation results for equation (4.1)










In  this  chapter  we  did not correct for a possible sample selection bias,
thus assuming that the resulting subsample is a random sample from the whole
population. Moreover, the standard errors reported in table 4.1 are not cor-
rected for the fact that the reference group means m  and hs  (cf.  equation
(4.1)) are replaced by their sample analogues. 2)
    n       n
Table 4.2 gives a number of equivalence scales calculated on the  basis
of formula (4.3).
Table 4.2 Equivalence scales for some different household types





1        12 6 0.95
1    .   12    6    1                     0.99
1 18 12 6 i 1.14
1        12 6 2 1 1.00
1        18   12    6    2 1 1.16
1        12    7    6    2 1 1.02
1 18 12 7 621 1.17
1    .   18   17   13   12    7 6 1.31
1 1 6 1.03
1    1 12 1.09
1    1   12 6 1.11
1    1   12    6 1 1.14
1    1   18   12    6 1 1.25
1    1   12 6 2 1 1.16
1    1   18   12    6    2 1 1.27
1    1   12    7    6    2 1 1.17
1    1 18 12    7 6 2 1 1.28
1    1   18   17   13   12    7 6 1.39
Explanation: The number 1 under HH (Head of Household) or under VP  (partner
in life) indicates that such a person is included in the household. The num-
bers under CHl to CH6 represent the ages of the  children  included  in  the
household.  A . means: Not included. The  numbers  under  EQUIV are the
equivalent scales.
Figure 4.1 Share of household  type per dectle Figure 4.3 Share of household type per decile
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In  Figures 4.1 and 4.3 one sees the income distribution after standar-
dization. The figures correspond to  Fig. 2.3, the  difference  being  the
replacement  of  incomes  by standardized incomes. In case of Figure 4.1 the
variables mn and hsn in equation (4.2) have been replaced by the  mean  log-
income  and  mean of log(fs), respectively, where the mean is taken over the
whole sample. In case of Figure 4.3, mn and hsn are taken  to  be  household
n's own reference group sample means. The "standard family" which determines
y(a)  in (4.3), always has the whole sample as reference group. Figures  4.2
and  4.4 are similar to Fig. 2.4, where Fig. 4.2 corresponds to Fig. 4.1 and
Fig. 4.4 to 4.2. Looking at the income shares of the  various  family  types
per  decile  it turns out that the elderly have shifted somewhat towards the
higher deciles. The explanation for this is that the reference groups of el-
derly  primarily  consist  of  other elderly, whose income is somewhat lower
than the incomes in the population as a whole. As a consequence, the incomes
of  the  elderly  do not compare too badly to their reference group incomes,
resulting in a rather favorable valuation of their own incomes.  With  cross
section  data it is not possible to distinguish reference group effects from
genuine cohort effects. To do so, one needs panel data of sufficient length.
It  is  possible  therefore that the reference group effects mentioned here,
partly reflect cohort effects.
5. Concluding remarks
In this chapter we presented the first of two applications of  the  use
of  the  WFI  and  its explanation as proposed by Kapteyn (1977). In certain
respects the analysis of the present chapter is only  a preliminary  excer-
cise.  For instance, it  is  of  importance to distinguish reference group
effects from cohort effects. This requires panel data of sufficient  length.
Gradually,  the SEP reaches a point where such an analysis will be feasible.
The availability of panel data also allows for  the  analysis  of  dynamics.
Such an extensive analysis was beyond the scope of this chapter. See Alessie
and Kapteyn (199lb) for a preliminary exercise in this respect.
In  addition, from an econometric point of view, the empirical analysis
of the  present  chapter  has  a  lot  of  shortcomings.  For  example,  the
specification  used  in  this  chapter has not been tested; possible sample
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selection was not taken into account; and the reported standard errors  were
not corrected for the fact that we used preliminary estimates.
Nevertheless, we think that the present chapter gives a good indication
of  the use of the WFI in the comparison of the well-being between different
groups in the population. In the next chapter we shall deal with another ap-
plication  of  the  WFI:  we shall be concerned with the Leyden Poverty Line
(LPL).
APPENDIX 1: CORRECTING FOR UNDERESTIMATION OF INCOME
It turns out that the measurement of the welfare parameter  may  suffer
from  systematic biases, as first noticed by Kapteyn, Kooreman, and Willemse
(1989, KKW from now on), and discussed in the previous chapter.  The  reason
is  that  generally respondents have a very inaccurate picture of their true
after tax household income. When answering the IEQ the same inaccurate  pic-
ture affects their response. This  can  be  explained  in more detail as
follows, see also the discussion in KKW.
In  the  questionnaire  household income has been measured in after tax
terms by means of a rather lengthy questionnaire, which deals  with  various
income  components successively. The  sum total of these components equals
after tax family income. For a correct measurement of the welfare parameters
A  and e, it is required that this is the concept the respondent has in mind
when answering the IEQ. There is a simple way to check whether this  is  the
case.  Just  before  the minimum income question, the following question ap-
pears in the questionnaire:
"Can you indicate roughly what the total 1.   < Dfl. 17.500
after tax income of your household has been 2. 17,500 - 20,000
during the past 12 months?" 3. 20,000 - 24,000
4. 24,000 - 28,000
Total after tax income means the sum of the 5. 28,000 - 34.000
after tax incomes of all household members. 6. 34,000 - 43.000
7.        > 43,000
Thus we have two measures of income, the sum of a  long  list  of  com-
ponents,  and  the  simple  question  quoted  here. We shall assume that the
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former measure provides us with the correct family income, whereas the  lat-
ter  measure  is  the one the respondent has in mind when answering the IEQ.
Table A.1 gives a comparison of the two measures. The table clearly suggests
that  respondents  tend  to  underestimate  their  own household income when
answering the IEQ. This is very much in accordance with the findings of KKW.
Table A.1.  Comparison of two income measuresa)
Income bracketb)
(first measure) (second measure)
< 17,500 17.297
17•500 - 20.000 24,010
20,000 - 24,000 27•834
24.000 - 28.000 31,678
28,000 - 34,000 36,488
34,000 - 43·000 44.250
> 43.000 66,497
a)   Dfl. per year
b)   Average income of all households in the bracket according to the  first
income measure
As in KKW, or chapter 6, the systematic  differences  between  the  two
income measures are analyzed by means of the following model:
Un
Yn  =  {  Ii.1  =i ni 'e (A.1)
where y is  the income the i-th respondent has in mind when answering then
simple question quoted above, y is the i-th income component measured  forni
respondent n, the     9. 's are unknown parameters, and u is a normally1 
2
distributed error term with zero mean and variance a . The n-th respondent's
answer  falls  into  the  i-th  bracket if yn is between the upper and lower
bound  of this bracket. The values  of  o:i are expected  to lie between  zero  and
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one. The smaller a parameter  gi'   the  more the respondent "forgets"   the  i-th
income component. The parameters   ai   can be estimated by means of maximum
likelihood.  The  results  of the estimation are given in Table A.2. We used
only those households for which none of the variables appearing in  equation
(A.1) was missing, therefore neglecting possible sample selection.
One can see from the table that generally the parameters are  estimated
rather accurately, with standard errors that are usually less than 10 per-
cent of the values of the parameter-estimates. There is  only  one  estimate
which  is  not  between  zero and one. This estimate, for rent subsidies and
related subsidies, is close to zero and not significant. Certain components,
like  own  wages  and  benefits get a weight close to one, indicating that a
respondent has no trouble recalling these components. Other components, like
income  of  children or other income components of the respondent tend to be
forgotten more often.
As  KKW,  we assume that all income levels given in response to the IEQ
are biased downwards by the same  percentage  as  the  perception  of  total
household  income.  This leads to the following procedure. Let z be one ofin
the income levels given in response to the IEQ by respondent n,  i=1,..,  6.
Then z is replaced by z which is computed as follows:in in'
zin  =  zin  {  I =l    Yni/  Ii=l  ai ni  ' (A.2)
It is easy to see that replacement of z by z in the estimation of K  andin in                      n
an   leaves a unaffected, whereas   An is replaced   by  jin de fined as follows:
Sin = iin + ln { L. =1  ni/ I =l  i ni  (A.3)
The  values of Rn rather than of An are used in the analysis in Section 4.
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Table A.2.  Estimation of equation (A.1)
income component parameter estimate standard error
wages, salaries, or benefits
received by head of household 0.94 0.01
fringe benefits head of
household 0.88 0.02
rent subsidies -0.05 0.13
family allowances O.48 0.05
profits, employer's contri-
bution to health insurance
premiums, scholarships 0.88 0.02
other income of head of
household 0.54 0.03
income of the spouse 0.86 0.02




APPENDIX 2: COMPUTATION OF SOCIAL GROUP MEANS
The rather complicated definition of family size requires some care  in
the  computation  of social group means of family size. To see what happens,
first notice that combining (4.1) and the definition of log(fs) yields
I          I                     I
log fsn = Ij lwj +Ylxjnlwj(18-aj)2 + T2Ijnlwj(18-aj)2(36+aj), (B.1)
where in the second expression and the third  expression  of  the  righthand
side  the  summation  is only over family members whose age is less than 18.
Keeping this in mind, we can write (B.1) as
log fsn = (1 + log In) + 11 An + 12 Bn' (B.2)
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with
I                       I
2     =I n w (18-aA  =I n w (18-a).B )2(36+aj)n    j=1 j j n    j=1 j     j
In expression (B.2) In (the number of persons in family n), An and Bn can be
computed  per family. If one has to compute hsn' i.e., social group means of
log   fsn' this amounts to computing   1 + log-In   +   11   An   +   12   Bn.   where   login'
An,  and Bn are social group means of log In' An' and Bn' respectively. As a
result equation (4.1) can now be written as
An = BO + Bl(1-B2)[1+log Inl + Bl(1-B2)71An + Bl(1-B2)72Bn
+ 6(1-B2)[1+log In]log yn + 6(1-B2)llAnlog yn + 6(1-B2)128nlog yn
+ B2log yn + B3mn (B.3)
-   BIB3[ 1+logInl   -   BlB3YlAn   -   BlBJF-2Bn
-   6BlB3[1+logIn]mn   -   6Bl.B311Anmn   -   6BlB312Bnmn   +   en'
Expression (B.3) is used in the analysis.
Notes chapter 7.
1) The estimation of equation (4.1) has been done  jointly  with  a  similar
equation for  the  explanation  of respondents' minimum incomes, as
described in  Kapteyn,  Kooreman  and  Willemse  (1989).  The  estimation
results  for  the  Minimum  Income  equation are not reported here. For a
description of the Asymptotic Least Squares  estimator  and  its  charac-
teristics, see for example Kodde, Palm and Pfann (1990).
2) In addition, the standard errors should also be corrected because of  the
procedure  used  to  take  the underestimation of income into account, as
described in the appendix.
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Chapter 8
SUBJECTIVE POVERTY DEFINITIONS AND REFERENCE GROUPS
1. Introduction
There appears to be a growing consensus that poverty is at least partly
a relative phenomenon. Where sociologists have paid extensive  attention  to
the  mechanisms  behind  this relativity, for example, in studies on the
"culture of poverty", economists have been generally silent on the processes
that generate relativity. In earlier research, various Dutch economists have
specified subjective definitions of poverty  and  estimated  the  extent  of
their relativity. See. for example. Hagenaars (1986). Kapteyn et al. (1985).
Kapteyn et al. (1988).
In  these  studies,  subjective  measures  of well-being are related to
various variables, including so-called  reference  group  measures.  Roughly
speaking, a person's reference group is defined as a set of individuals who
influence this person's norms, values, preferences,  etc.  Specifically,  if
the  consumption  level  in  someone's reference group changes, for example,
because the income level in the reference group changes, then one might  ex-
pect  that  this person's notions about what it takes to make ends meet will
change as well. In a very rough sense this is what relativity of poverty  is
about.
To operationalize ideas of this sort, one needs at the  very  least  an
operational  measure  of  reference  group  consumption  or  reference group
incomel).  In  the  papers  mentioned,  but  also  in  related   papers   on
relativity  of  utility  or  endogenous  preferences  in  demand systems and
household labor supply (cf., Kapteyn (1977), Van de  Stadt  et al. (1985),
Alessie and Kapteyn (199la). Kapteyn et al. (1989). and Kapteyn and Woittiez
(1990)), the reference group variables used have always been exclusively the
result of a number of statistical assumptions. The reason for this is simply
that in the various data sets used no direct information on reference groups
has been available.
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Recently, we have been allowed to  add questions to the Netherlands
Socio Economic Panel (SEP). a  twice-a-year  panel  patterned  after the
Michigan PSID. The panel started in 1984. We will use the  october-waves  of
1985  and  1986.2   The  questions  are quoted in Section 4 of this chapter.
They purport to gauge information about a respondent's  reference  group  in
the form of a number of indicators.
In this chapter we use this direct information on reference  groups  to
shed  some  further  light  on  the  relativity of poverty. We deal with two
poverty lines. The first one is the Leyden Poverty Line (LPL), already  dis-
cussed in chapter 5. The second one is the so-called Subjective Poverty Line
(SPL), which will be explained briefly in the second section. In Sections  3
and  4  we  next  provide the model for the analysis of relativity. The for-
mulation is taken from  Kapteyn  et al. (1988),  and  is  based  upon  the
preference  formation  theory proposed by Kapteyn (1977). The model contains
as explanatory variables incomes and family compositions  in  the  reference
group of individuals. Usually reference groups are approximated on the basis
of social groups, where a social group consists of people sharing particular
characteristics.  In this chapter we make use of reference group indicators,
constructed on the basis of respondents' answers to particular survey  ques-
tions.  The  indicators  are  introduced  in section 4. By means of a factor
analysis model these indicators are related to latent  variables,  which  we
interpret  as  the  "true"  mean  income  and  family  composition  in one's
reference group. An appropriate combination of the factor analysis model and
the model given by Kapteyn et al. (1988) allows for consistent estimation of
the model for the explanation of the poverty measures, by means of a  multi-
step estimator. The estimates are presented in Section 5.
In the context of the present chapter the most noteworthy  of  the  es-
timation results is that the reference group variables seem to be
quantatively important. However, due to their complexity, the correct  stan-
dard  errors  have  not  been calculated, implying  that  the  statistical
significance found is only informal. A similar remark also  applies  to  the
test which accepts complete relativity of poverty.
Given the estimates we can calculate several possible  LPLs  and  SPLs.
Section 6 presents some of these for some characteristic households. Section
7 concludes.
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2. The SPL definition
To explain briefly the concept of the subjective poverty line (SPL), we
follow  Kapteyn, Kooreman and Willemse (1988) (KKW, from now on). The SPL is
based on the following survey question, posed to the head of the household:
"Which after tax monthly income do you, in your circumstances, consider
to be absoZuteZy minimaZP
That is to say that with Zess you cou Zd not make ends meet".
Absolutely minimal per month $
A respondent's answer to this minimum income question (MIQ) will be referred
to as his minimum income y . It is postulated that the y depends on themin min
respondent's actual  after  tax  income  and  a  number  of  other  factors,
including  family  composition. See, for instance, Kapteyn, Van de Geer, Van
de Stadt (1985) for details. In formula:
y    = f(y;x), (2.1)min
where y is the respondent's actual income and x is a vector  of  other  fac-
tors.  The  function  f  is supposed to be monotonically increasing in y and*
such that there exists an income level ymin defined by
*
y    =
f(Ymin;x). (2.2)min
*
For all incomes less than y we have that y<y and for all incomes  y
* min min         *
greater than ymin' y   ymin. See Fig. 2.1. The income level ymin is the SPL,
as it is the point where families can just make ends meet: with less  income
*
they  cannot  make  ends meet and with more income than ymin they can. Since
the position of the function f(y;x) depends on x, it is  clear  from  (2.2),
and from Fig. 2.1, that the SPL depends on x. That is, if families have dif-
ferent characteristics (for example, a different number of  family  members)
they will require different amounts of money to make ends meet.
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Figure 2.1.  The subjective poverty line
3. The model specification
To operationalize the SPL, and, similarly, the LPL,  which  we  already
discussed  in  chapter  5,  one  has  to  be more specific about the factors
present in the vector x of characteristics, as well as about the  functional
form  of  the  relation  between  these characteristics and ymin and between
these characteristics and the parameters of the WFI. We  adopt  the  model
employed  by  KKW. Our model differs from the KKW-model in the way reference
group variables are dealt with. We start with the model employed by KKW.
log Ymin,n = 00 + 01(1-02)lnfsn + V(1-02)lnfsnlnyn + 021nyn +
(3.1)
  5Sy.n -  3 15fs,n - 5"iy,n5fs,n + un'
A          = B° + Bl(1_B2)lnfsn + 6(1-B2)lnfsnlnyn + B21nyn +n
(3.2)
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  B3 y,n - B3Bl5fs.n - 0365y,nifs.n + vn
The  WFI  is  described  by An and an. However, the dependency of the latter
parameter on family characteristics is neglected. The u  and v are randomn n
error terms, which  will  assumed  to be uncorrelated with the explanatory
variables; yn is household income; fsn is a measure of family size,  defined
as follows:
In
log fsn :=  Ij=1 wjf(aj), (3.3)
where In is the number of persons in family n; wl = 1 and
wj = log(j/(j-1)), j=2....,In; (3.4)
f(aj) := 1, aj>
18, (3.5)
: =   1   +   71(18-aj )2+   12(18-aj )2(36+aj) , 03aji18. (3.6)
By  this  Specification  the number and ages of all family members are taken
into account. The values for w  imply logarithmically declining weights  for
family  members  with  increasing  rank number. In other words, the larger a
family is, the lower the cost of an additional family member  will  be.  The
specification  of  the "age function" f(a.) implies that the cost of a child
3
may depend on its age. f(aj) is a cubic spline with knots at 6 and 18 years.
Once  a  person  is  18 years or over, the age-related weight is identically
equal to one.
The  variables 5 and 5 are reference group variables. They are
Y,n fs,n
respectively the mean log-income  and mean log-family size in the  reference
group  of  individual  n. In KKW and other earlier research, these variables
are proxied by so-called "social group means", mn and hsn'  respectively.  A
social group  is  a set of households with identical characteristics. The
choice of characteristics is up to the researcher. To define social  groups,
we  have,  similar to KKW, taken age and education3), so that a social group
consists of households whose heads have the same education level and are in
the  same age bracket. For each household we verify to which social group it
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belongs and then we compute hsn and m  as means of,  respectively,  the  logn
fs   and  log yn  of all households in the sample who belong to this socialn
group.
It  is  suspected  that  item  non-response may cause biases in the es-
timates of the coefficients of the model. The  standard  approach  has  been
adopted  of  adding  an equation to the model, which describes the mechanism
that generates the item non-response. The selection equation  added  to  the
model is similar to the one employed by KKW:
*
zn = no + ellog(agen) + 0210g2(agen) + 93dln + 94d2n +
En' (3.7)
where
dln = 1 if respondent is employed wage earner; = 0 otherwise;
d2n = 1 if respondent is higher executive; = 0 otherwise;
agen: age of household head.
* *
An  observation  is  unusable  if zn is negative and it is included if zn is
positive or zero; the error term E  will be assumed  to  follow  a  standardn
normal distribution.
This completes the description of the model employed  by KKW. In the
model  which  is  studied  in  this chapter we also use specification (3.1)-
(3.7), but instead of approximating reference groups solely on the basis  of
social groups, we Will in addition use direct information on reference
groups. This will be the subject of the next section.
4. Direct information on reference groups
The novel feature of this chapter is the use of direct  information  on
reference  groups.  We  first quote the questions on reference groups in the
questionnaire and next explain how this information is exploited to get bet-
ter measures of reference group variables.
The following questions were included in the SEP questionnaire:
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1    The following questions are about your mostly in the age
social environment, that is people category:
whom you meet frequently, like friends, [01] under 16
neighbours, acquaintances or possibly [02] 16-20
people you meet at work. [03] 21-25
[04] 26-30
[05] 31-35
Thinking of the people in your social [06] 36-40
environment, can you indicate to which [07] 41-45
age class they belong primarily? [08] 46-50
[09] 51-55
Choose the answer which is most in [10] 56-60
accordance with reality. Ill] 61-65
[12] 65-70
[13] 71 and over
2    People in your social environment may
live alone or live in a multi person
household (e.g. with partner and
children). What is the typical size of
a household in your social environment? number of persons
in households
The typical size of a household
in my social environment is mostly
Check the number one if most house-
holds in your social environment consist [1] one person
of single persons, check the number two [2] two persons
if most households in your social [3] three persons
environment have two persons, etc. [4] four persons
[5] five persons
[6] six persons or
more
3    What do you think will be approximately on average (per
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the average after tax household income annum):









[9] 80000 or more
4    What education level do most people most often:
in your social environment have? [1] primary education
[2] lower vocational
education
Check the number corresponding with the [3] intermediate









5    What kind of work do most people they mostly are
in your social environment do mostly? [1] self-employed
[2] members of the
free professions





Obviously, the questions somehow elicit information on  characteristics
of  persons  in the reference group of the respondents to the survey. At the
same time the information cannot be considered to be exact. The basic ap-
proach  is  to  use  the  answers  to the questions to construct a number of
indicators of the family size and incomes in the  reference  group  of  each
respondent. These indicators are next used in a confirmatory factor analysis
model to estimate the relation of the indicators to the "true"  family  size
and incomes in the reference group. These true variables can then be proxied
on the basis of the observed indicators.
Let US first describe the construction of the indicators and then
explain the way the indicators are related to  the "true" reference group
variables.  We  shall  construct  three  indicators for mean log income in a
respondent's reference group and also three  indicators  for  the  mean  log
family size.
4)
The first indicator for mean log income is (the log-transformation  of)
the answer to question 3 above, where we have interpolated the brackets. The
second indicator for mean reference group log income is simply the mean  log
income  of  all  individuals  in  the  sample  who share the characteristics
education level and age bracket. The construction of the third indicator  is
analogous, but now it is the mean log income of all people in the sample who
have the education level and age indicated by the respondent as typical  for
his or her reference group (see questions 1 and 4 above). The assumption un-
derlying this construction is that people generally tend to refer mainly  to
other people with similar characteristics.
For mean reference group log family size the last  two  indicators  are
constructed  analogously to the variables for income, namely as sample means
for people with certain characteristics. The first indicator is based on the
answer to question 2 above.
Having constructed  the indicators, how can we use them to find
reasonable  operationalizations of the "true" reference group variables? Let
xln' x2n' and x3n be the indicators of mean income in the reference group of
respondent  n  and  let  5     be the true value of the mean income in the
y,n
reference group of this respondent. Similarly, let  x4n'  x5n'  x6n  be  in-
dicators  of the true mean family size, 5 in the reference group of this
fs,n
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y,n     ln
5 +6 (4.1)
x2n = f25y,n  + 62n (4.2
)
x3n = f35y.n  + 6- (4.3)0n
x4n =   Sfs,n + 64n
(4.4)
x =fi +6 (4.5)
5n    5 fs,n    5n
x6n = f68fs,n + 66n
(4.6)
Notice that fl and f4 have been set equal to 1. The model presented here  is
a confirmatory factor analysis model. We shall make the customary assumption
that the errors 6ln  through  66n  are  mutually  independent  and  normally
distributed.  The  factor  analysis  model  will  be combined with equations
(3.1)-(3.7). This will be discussed in the next section, in  which  we  also
present the estimation results.
5. Estimation results
We now turn to the estimation of the model studied in this chapter. The
model is estimated on the basis of the 1985- and the 1986-waves of the  SEP,
containing  5164  households.  The variables K, log ymin. and xl'...'x6' are
constructed on the basis of the answers of the head of the  household,  as-
suming that these answers represent the household sufficiently well.
We applied a multi-step estimation procedure to estimate the model con-
sisting of  equations  (3.1)-(3.7)  and (4.1)-(4.6). In the first round. we
estimated the single sample selection equation on the  basis  of  the  whole
sample.  Only  selection  with  respect  to the log ymin- and A-equations is
taken into account, i.e., we assume that the factor  analysis  part  of  the
model  can  be  estimated in the second round, separately of the rest of the
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model, using that part of the sample for which complete information  concer-
ning  the  factor  analysis  model  is available. In the final round the
estimation of the A- and log ymin-equation takes place.
Compared  to  the  specification  employed  by  KKW, we introduced some
slight changes. These specifically concern zero covariance restrictions.  In
addition,  we allow the log fs specification, given in (3·3), to vary across
the log Y -  and  A-equations.  Finally,  the  parameters  y  and  6  (cf.min
equations (3.1) and  (3.2)) have been set equal to zero. The precise model
formulation, the distributional assumptions, as well as the estimation
strategy employed, are  described  in  more detail in the second appendix.
Since we also use the 1986-wave of the SEP, we  have,  in  addition  to  the
previous chapter, to  correct also for the possible underestimation in the
1986-wave of ymin and the location parameter K of the WFI. The first  appen-
dix provides some additional details.
The estimation results of the factor analysis part of  the  model,  cf.
(4.1)-(4.6),  which  is  estimated  separately of the rest of the model, are
presented in tables 5.1 and 5.2. The  estimation  results  are  satisfactory
2
from a statistical viewpoint. The R -s, indicating the extent of correlation
between the "true" reference group variables and the indicators range around
0.50. The signs      of      the      0-s   are all positive,    as one would hope, whereas
their magnitudes are comparable. The latter suggests that the  informational
content  of  the  indicators  about the true reference group variables is of
similar magnitude, but, of course, not equal. The standard errors are small,
so   that   the   0-s   have been estimated with considerable accuracy.
There is one dubious point  about  the  results, which deserves  men-
tioning, however. The number of observations used for the two years are 1949
and 2609, respectively. This is about half the total sample, due to the fact
that  only  those  observations  could  be used for whom all reference group
variables were known. It turned Out that the item nonresponse on the
reference  group  questions was substantial, and hence many observations had
to be dropped. One might suspect that such a severe reduction of the  sample
size  would  cause sample selection bias. For reasons of tractability of the
complete model to be estimated, we have ignored this possibility however.
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Table 5.1: Factor analysis model 1985
2
par. estimate st. err.                        R
f       1.00      -                              0.33
1
f 0.65 (0.03) O.402
f 0.97 (0.04) 0.81
3
f4      1.00      -                                0.39
f 0.68 (0.03) 0.58
5
f 0.82 (0.03) 0.696
Number of observations: 1949.
Table 5.2: Factor analysis model 1986
2
par. estimate st. error                      R
f       1.00      -                                0.30
1
f 0.73 (0.03) 0.432
f 1.08 (0.04) O.84
3
f4      1.00      -                                0.41
f 0.72 (0.03) O.61
5
f 0.86 (0.03) 0.786
Number of observations: 2609.
The  final round of the estimation procedure consists of estimating the
A- and log ymin-equations. Since the parameters V and 6 have been set  equal
to zero, the resulting equations become, cf. (3.1)-(3.2),
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10  Ymin , n, t= pot + alt ( 1-02 t ) logfsn, t + 02 tlo Yn, t + 93t5y, nt
(5.1)
-  3t ltifs,nt + unt'
A
n,t = Bot + Blt(1-B2t)logfsn,t
+ B2t10 Yn.t + B3t5y,nt
(5.2)
- B3tBit8fs,nt + vnt'
where we have added a subscript t to indicate the dependence upon time.
The  variables 5 and & are not observed. The obvious approach
y,nt fs,nt
to the estimation would seem  to  replace  these  variables  by  predictors,
constructed  from  the  factor  analysis  model and the observed indicators.
Applying this approach  requires  several provisions. First  of all, the
predictors  are  not the true reference group variables but only proxies. It
is necessary to take into account the measurement error introduced by  this.
Secondly, as mentioned, the number of observations on which the factor
analysis has been based is quite low, because for many  respondents  one  or
more  of  the indicators is not observed. It is possible to also use the ob-
servations with only partly observed  indicators  by  properly  taking  into
account  the  relevant  part of the factor analysis model. Both these points
are elaborated in Appendix 2. Basicallly both imply that the variables 5
y,nt
and 5 are  replaced by transforms involving parameters and covariance
fs,nt
matrices of the factor analysis model. Despite these provisions, the  number
of observations that could be used in the estimation of the A- and log ymin-
equations remains quite low.  Only  886  observations  were  available.  The
reason  is  that  at the same time, at least one indicator for both 1985 and
1986 should be available, and none of the variables occurring  in  both  the
1985 and 1986 equations for K and log y should be missing.min
To complete the specification, we account for selection bias by  adding
the  usual  Heckman selectivity correction term (based on selection equation
(3·7)) to the right hand side of  the equations. In  Table  5.3  we  first
present the estimation results of the single selection equation (3.7).
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Table 5.3: Estimation results sample selection equation








Number of observations: 5164
Preliminary estimation results suggested that the parameters are stable
over      time. In addition, the restrictions 02+03=1   and B2+B3=1 appeared   to   be
approximately satisfied. In the final estimation results, these restrictions
have been imposed. Table 5.4 presents the estimation results.
In the calculation of the standard errors we did not correct for the
fact that we applied a multi-step estimator. To test for parameter stability
over   time,   as   well   as the restrictions
0(2+03=1   and   B2+B3=1,   we   also   did     not
derive the exact limiting distributions,  but  we  calculated  these
distributions as if the  first  and  second  round  estimates  occurring  in
equations  (5.1)  and  (5.2)  were  the true parameters. On the basis of the
resulting informal tests the restrictions that  all  parameters  except  the
constant  term  of  equations  (5.1)  and (5.2) do not vary with time is not
rejected (cf. row CHICONST in Table 5.4). Subsequently, we have  tested  in-
formally the restrictions
0 2+e3   =   1   and   B20   B3=   1    (cf.
row CHIB2B3 in table
5.4). For both the log y. - and the  A-equation  this  restriction  is  not
min
rejected  at  the  5  % level. However, the restriction would be rejected in
case of the A-equation  at  the  10  % level. These restrictions suggest
complete  relativity of poverty. See Kapteyn et al. (1985) for a more formal
analysis.
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Table 5.4: Estimation results for the A- and log ymin-equation.
A-equation logymin-equation





F086 5.905 (0.240) a086 5.920 (0.208)
B 0.270 (0.037)                01 0.310 (0.031)1
B2      0.381      -                       0        0.348    _2
B 0.619 (0.022)                 0 0.652 (0.019)
3                                                3
rl 0.986 (1.137)                 11 0.899 (0.846)
12 -0.325 (0.298)                 72 -0.289 (0.222)
(2 0.095 (0·005)                 a2 0.077 (0.004)V,85 u,86
62 0.101 (0.005)                 a2 0.067 (0.003)v,86 u,86
av85v86 0.017 (0.003) 6u85u86 0.025 (0.003)
asv85
0.047 (0.050)  u85 0.153 (0.045)
aEv86 0.081 (0.052) asu86
0.161 (0.043)
CHICONST = 4.26 CHICONST = 4.04
5                                                   5
CHIB2B31= 3.6 CHIB2B31= 1.61
Notice: Parameter stability over  time  and the restrictions
92+0C3=1  and
B2+83=1 are imposed;
number of observations: 886.
6.Poverty lines
Given the parameter estimates one can  calculate  both  the  Subjective
Poverty  Line (SPL) and the Leyden Poverty Line (LPL). As discussed in chap-
ter 5 with respect to the LPL, there are several ways in which poverty lines
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can  be  calculated. We shall first use the formulations given in (2.13) and
(2.14) of chapter 5 adapted to the present chapter. In  addition,  we  shall
calculate the LPL and the SPL in an alternative way.
In chapter 5 the perceived income distribution  is  approximated  by  a
convex  combination  of  three  probability  distributions:  the  population
distribution, the Dirac measure, assigning mass one to the  household  under
consideration, and  the social group distribution. In this section we shall
assume that the social group mean of log income of household n in  period  t
can  be replaced by 5 . Similarly, we shall replace the social group meany,nt
of log family size of household  n in period  t  by 5 .  The  imposedfs,nt
restrictions
02+0 3=1 and B2+B3=1
imply, on the basis of (2.13) and (2.14) of
chapter 5, the following interpretation of the constant terms  occurring  in
equations (5.1) and (5.2) of the present chapter, cf. also appendix 2,
 1      'Ot   =    3 y.t   -  3=l fs,t' (6.1)
Bl      Bot   =   B3;ly.t   - B)Bl,lfs,t' (6.2)
t   E   {1985.   1986}. The terms   01   and   Bl are included   in the constant terms      to
ensure  that the correction for household composition, i.e., the equivalence
scale given in (3.3), equals one in case of a  single-person  household.  In
chapter 5  we  based  the  common  reference  group  upon  the  population
distribution. In the present chapter we  shall  base  the  common  reference
group upon K and 31 . The poverty lines in case of (2.13) of chapter 5
Y,t fs,t
then become
SPLant = exp(,ty,t-olAfs,t+01(logfsnt-1)), (6.3)
a
LPLnt  =  exp (Ay, t-Blhfs, t Bl ( logfsnt-1) +antloguo ' (6.4)
where a is the parameter that, together with 31  . determines the WFI, andnt nt'
where log(u ) denotes the 0-th quantile of the standard lognormalOC
distribution, i.e., *(logua) = a.
The LPL according to (2.14) of chapter 5 becomes
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al                                                                 (6.5)LPLnt= exp{gy, t-BlRfs, t+Bl(logfsnt-1)+antloguo/ (1-B2) }
Notice that we need not calculate the corresponding SPL, since  it  will  be
equal to the SPL represented in (6.3).
Alternatively, one can also calculate poverty lines neglecting the  in-
terpretation  (6.1)  and (6.2) of the constant terms. The poverty lines then
become
SPLbt=  exp{ (%t+01 ( 1-02)logfsnt)/ (1-02) } • (6.6)
LPLbt=  exp{ (B t+Bl (1-B2)logfsnt+antloguo) / (1-B2) } ' (6.7)
These are the poverty lines usually calculated. It is not hard to show that,
given the estimation results, these poverty lines are lower  than  those  of
specification (6.3) and (6.5).
Finally, we can calculate LPLs according to (3.11)  of  chapter  5,  in
which respondents are  supposed  to  transform  their  perceived  income
distribution before evaluating incomes other than their own income. The used
transformation depends upon the parameter r, which we have set equal to .5.
In table 6.1 we present a number of SPLs and LPLs for some characteris-
tic  households.  The numbers presented are in Dfl. per year. In case of the
LPL the parameter ant has been set equal to Gt' the sample average  of  ant.
For   o   in   log(u   )   we have chosen the value   0.40.
0(
A  comparison  of  the  poverty lines according to the various
specifications shows the expected differences (given the choice of D).
However, the differences are not quite large, due to the estimated parameter
value of B2 and the choice of 0.
Tabl• 6.1: Somi povirty linis
HH PL Cl (2 £3 (4 CS (6 SPLA85 SPLA86 SPLB85 SPLB86 LPLA85 LPLA86 LPLB85 LPLB86 LPLA185 LPLA186 LPLG85 LPLG86
1               . . 13700 14100 11700 12100 20700 19900 17000 16400 19800 19000 21500 207001 1 . . 16900 17500 14500 15100 25000 24100 20500 19800 23800 23000 25900 250001 6 15400 15900 13200 13700 22500 21700 18500 17900 21500 20700 23400 225001     12        . . 16300 16900 14000 14500 24000 23100 19700 19000 22900 22100 24900 240001     12  6 . . 17500 18100 15000 15500 25200 24300 20700 20000 24100 23200 26200 252001     12  6  1 . . 18300 18900 15700 16200 26000 25000 21300 20600 24800 23900 27000 260001     1 8 1 2  6 1. 20400 21100 17500 18200 28800 27800 23600 22800 27500 26500 29900 289001 12 6 2 1. 18900 19500 16200 16800 26600 25600 21800 21000 25400 24400 27600 266001     1 8 1 2  6 2 1 21000 21700 18000 18700 29400 28300 24100 23300 28000 27000 30500 294001 1276 2 1 19600 20300 16800 17400 27400 26400 22400 21700 26100 25200 28400 274001     1 8 1 2  7  6 2 1 21700 22400 18600 19200 30100 29000 24700 23800 28700 27700 31200 301001     18 17 13 12 7 6 23300 24100 20000 20700 32600 31400 26700 25800 31100 30000 33800 3260011 6 .. 18200 18700 15600 16100 26200 25300 21500 20800 25100 24100 27200 262001  1  12        . . 18800 19400 16100 16700 27200 26200 22300 21600 26000 25000 28300 272001  1  12  6 . . 19700 20400 16900 17500 28200 27200 23100 22300 26900 25900 29300 282001  1  12  6  1 . . 20400 21100 17500 18200 28800 27800 23600 22800 27500 26500 29900 289001  1  1 8 1 2  6 1. 22100 22800 19000 19600 31000 29900 25400 24600 29600 28500 32200 31000111262 1 . 21000 21700 18000 18700 29400 28300 24100 23300 28000 27000 30500 294001  1  1 8 1 2  6 2 1 22600 23400 19400 20100 31500 30300 25800 24900 30100 29000 32700 315001  1  12  7 6 2 1 21700 22400 18600 19200 30100 29000 24700 23800 28700 27700 31200 301001  1  1 8 1 2  7  6 2 1 23200 24000 19900 20600 32100 31000 26300 25400 30700 29600 33400 321001  1  18 17 13 12 7 6 24600 25400 21100 21800 34200 32900 28000 27100 32600 31400 35500 34200       9
Note: The number 1 under HH (Head of Household) and PL (Partner in Life)indicates that such a person is included in the household.The numbers Cl-C6 indicate the ages of the children included.
A . indicates: not included.
SPLA85 means: the SPL according to specification a for year 1985
The meaning of the other headings is analogous.LPLG85 and LPLG86 correspond to (3.11) of chaptor 5 with gamma=.5
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A comparison between the  two  years  1985  and  1986  shows  a  slight
increase  in the SPLs, whereas the LPLs slightly decrease. These results are
not very surprising, since due to  the  imposed  parameter stability dif-
ferences  can  only  be  a  consequence  of  the difference in the estimated
constant terms.
To  give  some  insight in the poverty lines calculated, we can compare
5)
some of them with  the  statutory  poverty lines. For instance, for  a
single-adult  household,  the  statutory  poverty line is approximately Dfl.
13,200 per year. For a two-adults household this number  is  18,900;  for  a
two-adults  household  with  one child of age 6 this number is 20,000; for a
two-adults household with two children of ages  12  and  6  this  number  is
22,100;  and  for a two-adults household with four children of age 18, 12, 6
and 1, this number is 28.300. We see that in almost all cases the  1986-LPLs
are higher than the statutory poverty lines, whereas the 1986-SPLs are quite
close to or lower than the statutory poverty lines.
7. Concluding remarks
This chapter has mainly been a modelling exercise on the basis of  more
informative  data  than  had been available until recently. Instead of using
social groups to approximate reference groups, we used direct information on
reference groups. The  model  employed  is  almost  equal  to  the  KKW-
specification, which we extended  by  including  a  factor  analysis  model,
containing as indicators the direct information on reference groups. The es-
timation strategy followed makes the calculation of the estimates
straightforward. However, its major drawback is the complexity of the resul-
ting limiting distribution. Since we did not  calculate  this  distribution,
the tests performed are only informal.
Having said this though, a number of results deserve attention. First
of all, the  reference  group  variables  appear  to  come in significant.
Secondly, the informal tests   for the restrictions   02   +   0(3   =   1   and   B2   +   B3      =
1  have led to acceptance. This means that one's notions about what it takes
to make ends meet, shift proportionally with one's own income and  the  mean
income  in  one's  reference  group. Hence, the restriction implies complete
relativity of poverty, at least in the kind of society the  data  refer  to.
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Given  this  complete relativity, it is primarily the distribution of income
that determines the extent of poverty in society, rather than the  level  of
GNP per capita.
However, the  specification  used  has  not  yet  been subjected to
specification  tests.  Performing  such tests might, for instance, result in
another specification of the selection equation used. In addition, it may be
interesting  to  study  other  selection  mechanisms  as well, which,  for
instance, also take into account the missing observations  in  case  of  the
factor analysis part of the model. These are topics of future research.
In addition, we did not yet fully exploit the panel  character  of  the
available  data set. As discussed in chapter 5, in the explanation of the A-
parameter of the WFI, habit formation is likely to play a major  role.  The
same is probably also true for ymin. The availability of panel data may also
allow us to identify specification (3.10) of chapter 5, in  which  consumers
are supposed to transform their perceived income distribution before
evaluating other incomes than their own income. It may then become  possible
to  test the restriction y = 0, i.e., to test whether people transform their
perceived income distribution before evaluating other incomes or not. A for-
mal  test, however, requires the correct limiting distribution of the multi-
step estimator. This is a topic of future research as well.
APPENDIX 1: CORRECTING FOR UNDERESTIMATION OF INCOME
As discussed in  the  first  appendix  of  the  previous chapter, the
measurement  of the location parameter of the WFI may suffer from systematic
biases. The same remark also applies to the answers of  the  Minimum  Income
Question  (MIQ),  ymin'  and question 3 presented in section 4, in which the
average income of someone's reference group is asked. In this chapter we ap-
ply  the  same procedure to correct for this underestimation, as used in the
previous chapter. Since we now also use the  1986-wave  of  the  SEP,  model
(A.1)  presented  in  the previous chapter, has been estimated for the 1986-
wave. In table A.1 we present the estimation results. For the sake of
comparison we also include the estimation results of the 1985-wave.
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Table A.1. Estimation results of equation (A.1) of chapter 7
(Standard errors between parentheses)
income component estimate 1985 estimate 1986
wages, salaries, or benefits
received by head of household  0.94 (0.01) 0.91 (0.01)
fringe benefits head of
household 0.88 (0.02) 0.95 (0.05)
rent subsidies -0.05 (0.13) 0.39 (0.04)
family allowances 0.48 (0.05) 0.42 (0.05)
profits, employer's contri-
bution to health insurance
premiums, scholarships 0.88 (0.02) 0.71 (0.01)
other income of head of
household 0.54 (0.03) 0.45 (0.01)
income of the spouse 0.86 (0.02) 0.87 (0.01)
income oldest child 0.27 (0.03) 0.43 (0.01)
income other household
members 0.33 (0.04) 0.47 (0.02)
2
6                               0.28 (0.00) 0.29 (0.00)
It  appears  that in 1986 the parameters are a bit higher than in 1985,
suggesting that in 1986 respondents had a better  picture  of  their  family
income  than  in  1985.  Given  that  most of the 1986 respondents also par-
ticipated in 1985, this may be due to a learning effect.
The correction procedure to update An has already been described in the
previous chapter. In addition, our assumption is  that  the  respondent  un-
derestimates  his  minimum  income  by  the  same  percentage as his current
income. This leads to the following procedure. Let y be the correctedmin,n
minimum income of respondent n. It is computed as follows:
 min,n =  min,n { IT=1  ni/ Ii=l 'i ni  ' (A.1)
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The answers to question 3 of section 4 are updated in a similar way.
APPENDIX 2: DISTRIBUTIONAL ASSUMPTIONS AND ESTIMATION STRATEGY
In  this  appendix we present the distributional assumptions as well as
the estimation strategy employed of the model studied in  this  chapter.  We
first rewrite the model in the following more concise form.
10  Ymin.85 -  i.85a85 + R '85585 + u85'
(B.1)
10  Ymin.86 - ui.86886 + R&.86&86 + u86'
(B.2)
3#85         - Ai.85a85 + b:&.85585 + v85'
(B.3)
x86 - BI,86886 +  &.86586 + v86'
(B.4)









z           = n'w + E,
*                                               (B.7)
z             = 1, if z > 0; =1 otherwise.
where
-         -                                 -         -
01.85 = cel,86 = (aco'ocl(1-0:2)'a2)' ' ce2.85 = 0 2,86 = CO  • -011(X3)' •
Ai,85 = Al.86 = (Bo'B:1(1-B2 'B2 ''  2.85 = A2,86 = CB3' -BlB3)''
885 = (1, log fs85' log Y85)'• 886 = (1, log fs86' log y86)'.
585 = (5y.85' 5fs.85)" 586 = Ciy.85' ifs.86 ''
*85 = (xl,85'   'x6.85)'' x86 = (xl,86'' ''x6,86)"
0                       -
1        0                       1        0
f .85 8 5.86 0
F85   =          .8 5 1 ,  F86 -    3.86 01
0      f5.85             0       5.860
*6,85 . '6.86 -
685 = (61.85'   '66.85 " 686 = (61.86'''',66.86)'
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The vector of error terms (u85'u86.v85'v86'685'686.6)' is supposed to be in-
dependent   of the covariates, and  to  follow  the  following  normal
distribution:
- - -  .2
"85  0 au85 „2
U86
0   0u85u86 8u86   2V85    >85 2
686  -N(8' 0       0     rv85v86 0v86
685       0 0 0 0 0
00
 66,85   R86                                              066.86  1-6 - .0- - eu85  asu86 66v85  Gsv86 0
with
2                                     2
I66,85 = diag(661,85'   '666.85)' r66,86 = diag(661,86'.'*'666,86)
Le    45   and   46'
k.1. . . . .K,b e subvectors   of   x 5   and  x 6 ' respectively.1with
x85
containing at
l ast     as
many
components  a   x85'   for  k  >   L,   and
similarly with respect to  x86'  and  such  that  x85=x85  and  x86=x 6.  We
introduce dummy variables r .85 and rk,86' k=l.....K, by which we indicate
which subvectors of x85 and x86 are observed: If xt' with t=1985 or 1986. is
not observed at all, set rk,t=0 for all k; if xt is completely observed, set
rk't=0, k<K, and rt,K=l;
otherwise. set rk.t=l. if x  is obse ved.   1) tl  '1>k,  is  not.  We  shall  assume that the vectors (rt,1"''' t,K  '
1986, are independent of each other and of the other variables occurring  in
the model.
To complete the model specification, introduce  a  dummy  variable  z,
which  is  equal  to  one  if all variables occurring in (B.1)-(B.4) are ob-
served. The variable z. cf. (B.7), is then defined by
- rrK       ITKZ I Z 11 (B.8)k=l rk,85 "k=l rk,860
Thus z=l i f z=1 and if at least one indicator is observed in both the
waves 1985 and 1986.
The available dataset is supposed to be a random sample of the form
{(z. w. z(log ymin.85. log  min,86' A85' K86' V85' V86 '
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1                  K             1                  K
rl'85x85'  .' rK,85x85' rl,86x86'* *, rK,86x86)n; n E {1....,N}}.
In  the  first  round of the estimation procedure, the sample selection
equation (B.7) is estimated on the basis of  the  whole  sample  constructed
from  the  1985-  and  1986-waves  of  the SEP, using the Maximum Likelihood
method. In the second round the factor  analysis  equations  of  the  model,
i.e.,  equations  (B.5)  and  (B.6),  are estimated on the basis of the sub-
samples {n  E  {1,....N};  rKnt  =  1},  t=1985  and  t=1986,  respectively,
neglecting possible sample selection. This part of the model is estimated by
means of Maximum Likelihood, under  the  assumption  that  585  is  normally
distributed  and  independent  of 685, and similarly with respect to 586. We
also assumed independence between 5 and S In the final round, equations
85      86'
(B.1)-(B.4) are estimated on the basis of the subsample {n € {1.....N}; z  =
1}. In order to do so, predictions for 5 and & need to be calculated.
85      86
Let  rk.t= 1 for some k € {1,....K}, with t € {1985, 1986}. Then the predic-
tor for it will be denoted by e This  predictor  is  given by E(Edt'xkt),kt'
which  is easily calculated, using the distributional assumptions imposed on
5t. Let AS,t be the mean of it' and let
I denote its covariance  matrix,
55.t
then e equalskt
ekt=Ai,t 55.t t 55•tt 66.t     t    t  5.t+(F 'I    )(Fk,I    Fk + I    )-1(xk - FIC,u ) (B.9)
where F't denotes the part of Ft corresponding to xk, which can be obtained
by   collecting the corresponding   rows.    In the empirical application      F 'Aj .t
is     estimated     by  x , the sample average   of xk, whereas   the   term      t:  is   ab-
sorbed in the constant term.
Denote the (true value of the) inverse of Mill's ratio, obtained on the
basis the sample selection model (B.7)  by  X.  Then  we  rewrite  equations
(B.1)-(B.4) as follows.




102;  'min.86 =  i .86886 +  2.86(Ikrk.86ek.86) + deu86A + u86' (B.11)
A85                              =  i 85885    +    &,85 ( Ikrk, 85ek. 85 )     +   e€v85A   +  85' (B.12)
K86 -  Bi.86%6  +  A&,86(Ikrk,86ek,86)   +  ciev86X   + V86' (B.13)
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with
u85 = 1185 +  '85(&85-(Acrk.85ek.85)) - GEu85A'
(B.14)
u86 - u86 + 0 .86(586-(Ikrk.86ek,86)) - aeu86A.
(B.15)
*85 - v85 + B&.85(585-(Ikrk.85ek.85)) - aEv85A'
(B.16)
 86 = v86 + B ,86(586-(Ikrk,86ek.86)) - 66v86X (B.17)
It is not hard to show that, under the assumptions imposed,
E((685'686)'1 z=1, w. a85' 886' Ikrk.85ek,85' Ilcrk,86ee.86) = (0'0)''
and  similarly with respect to (685'Q86)'. Thus, estimating (B.10)-(B.13) by
applying non-linear least  squares,  will  result  in  consistent  estimates
(after  imposing  the standard regularity conditions). This remains true, if
we substitute in (B.10)-(B.13) the  estimates  obtained  in  the  first  and
second  estimation  rounds for the corresponding parameters. The consequence
of this last step, however, is that the standard errors, calculated  in  the
usual  way  are no longer valid. Expressions for the correct standard errors
are straightforward to derive, but the explicit calculation of these expres-
sions may turn out to be a hard excercise.
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Notes chapter 8.
1)   "Income"  in this chapter is always after  tax.
2) See the previous chapter for the representativity of the  1985-wave  of
the SEP.
3) Five education levels are distinguished and  five  age  brackets  (less
than 30. 30-39. 40-49. 50-65. over 65)·
4) We take the log of actual family  size,  and  not  the  household  com-
position as presented in (3.3).




In this dissertation we consider micro-econometric models of consumer
behaviour and welfare. The models of consumer behaviour are considered in
chapters 2 through 4; the models of welfare in chapters 5 through  8.  These
latter models use the so-called Welfare Function of Income.
We start in chapter 2 with an econometric analysis of  a  model,  which
explains  total  annual vacation expenditures of Dutch families on the basis
of  family income, household composition, and several other family
characteristics, using  cross  section data. A substantial fraction of
households does not spend anything on vacation  at all. We therefore use
limited  dependent  variable  models.  We  apply  both  parametric and semi-
parametric  estimation  and testing techniques. Since semi-parametric
estimators  are  not  yet  available for complicated models, we restrict our
attention  to  two  relatively  simple  specifications: a single-equation
censored  regression  model, and a two-equation model consisting of a binary
choice part explaining the participation decision, and a regression equation
which explains the expenditures on vacation conditional upon the
participation decision. The general finding of  our  empirical  analysis  is
that,  although the parametric specifications are not always accepted by the
tests we perform, they are not very different from the  corresponding  semi-
parametric  specifications  we consider, if we compare them on the basis of,
for instance, elasticities  or predictions. It  may  be  interesting  to
investigate  whether  the  same  results will also be found when applying to
other models, or when using other data sets.
In  chapter  3  we  study consumer behaviour in a life cycle framework.
Since the seminal paper by Hall (1978) the common approach to  estimate  and
test  life  cycle  models is to use population moment restrictions which are
derived from  the  forward  looking  consumers'  optimization  problems.  By
replacing  the  population moments by their sample analogues, one can apply,
for instance, the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) to estimate  and  test
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the model under consideration.   Hall    ( 1978) obtained his moment restrictions
by applying the Calculus of Variations technique. We propose in chapter 3 to
look for population moment restrictions using a Lagrange multiplier rule, as
given by, for example, Neustadt (1976). The advantage of such  a  multiplier
rule  is  that  it  remains  straightforward to look for (and possibly find)
population moment restrictions, even if one simultaneously incorporates in a
life  cycle model, for instance, habit formation, liquidity constraints,
nonnegativity constraints, and possibly other constraints.
In  addition,  we  introduce in chapter 3 intratemporal uncertainty for
the case of more than one good per period. This allows a consumer  not  only
to plan uncertain future consumption, but also uncertain present
consumption. Due to this intratemporal uncertainty, an  application  of  the
Lagrange  multiplier rule will not only result in intertemporal. but also in
intratemporal population  moment restrictions. These latter restrictions
replace  the  intratemporal  demand equations which are usually derived in a
life cycle model as second stage in a two-stage budgeting framework.
Chapter  3  concludes  with a discussion of the assumptions that can be
imposed to ensure that the population moment restrictions, valid in terms
of,  usually  unobserved, planned consumption, become also valid in terms of
actually realized quantities.
The  approach  proposed  in  chapter  3 has already been implemented in
Adang and Melenberg (1991). These authors restrict their attention to a  two
goods  per period  model with binding nonnegativity restrictions for one of
these  goods.  The  results  obtained  by  these  authors seem promising.
Application  of  the  approach  of  chapter 3 to more complicated life cycle
models may, therefore, be interesting future research.
In  chapter  4  the incorporation of interdependent preferences in both
static demand systems and life cycle models, following the lead of  Gaertner
(1974) and Pollak     ( 1976) . is considered. Kapteyn  et   al.    ( 1989) derive  and
estimate the reduced form, or fixed point, of a static  demand  system  with
interdependent preferences, by  assuming  that  the  actual  population is
generated,  somehow,  from  a  superpopulation.  We  impose  in  chapter   4
assumptions  on  the  actual  population  itself,  neglecting  the  possible
existence of a superpopulation. As a consequence the derivation of a reduced
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form, or  fixed  point,  becomes  a straightforward excercise in elementary
functional analysis.
Concerning  life  cycle models, we prove the existence of a fixed point
for the model presented in chapter 3. We argue that once the existence of  a
fixed  point  has  been  guaranteed,  one can use the same population moment
restrictions, as in the case without interdependent preferences, except  for
some  reparametrization, at least, if one assumes that consumers neglect the
possible  influence  of  their  consumption  decisions  on  the  consumption
decisions  of  others. This result shows that estimation and testing of life
cycle models, even with interdependent preferences, is straightforward.
The  interdependent  preferences  studied  in  chapter  4 are of a very
rational type. In deciding upon present consumption, consumers are not  only
supposed  to take into account their own future consumption plans (at least,
in case of a life cycle model), but also the present  consumption  decisions
as  well  as  future  consumption  plans  of  the  other  consumers  in  the
population. Alternative forms of interdependent preferences may,  therefore,
also  be  of  interest.  For  instance, similar to myopic habit formation as
opposed to rational  habit  formation,  one  might  be  interested  in non-
anticipated  interdependent  preferences. In such cases, however, one should
be aware of the possibly resulting time-inconsistent consumer behaviour.
Chapters  5  to  8  deal with micro-econometric models of welfare based
upon the so-called Welfare function of Income (WFI). The first two  chapters
discuss the theory; chapters 7 and 8 contain applications.
The WFI has been introduced by Van Praag (1968). In  Kapteyn  (1977)  a
theory  has  been  developed,  explaining  the  formation  of preferences as
reflected in the WFI. Essentially, this theory claims  that  the  WFI  is  a
reflection of someone's perceived  income distribution. In chapter 5 we
reconsider this preference formation theory. After presenting  the  original
formulation, we  propose two modifications. The first modification consists
of introducing a transformation by which  individuals  may  transform  their
perceived population  income distribution, before they evaluate other
people's  incomes. The consequences   of the introduction of this
transformation  are  analysed  by considering particular versions of the so-
called Leyden Poverty Line (LPL), which can be calculated on  the  basis  of
the WFI. If individuals actually make use of such a transformation, but this
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is  neglected  in  the  calculation  of  the LPL, then the LPL may be
miscalculated, depending  upon  which  version  of the LPL is used. It may,
therefore, be essential to test for the presence  of  such  transformations.
However,  to  identify the transformation, introduced in chapter 5, at least
requires panel data.
In  the  second modification, discussed in chapter 5, we use lifetime
income as the income concept, whose perceived distribution is supposed to be
reflected in the WFI. Lifetime income replaces income measured over some
relatively short period, like annual income, the  income  concept  used  by
Kapteyn (1977)· In  our  view,  lifetime  income  gives  a  more  accurate
representation of someone's command  over resources, than, for instance,
annual income. Therefore, lifetime  income  should  preferably be used in
welfare analyses. Lifetime incomes, however, are  usually  not  known  with
certainty. Applying  the uncertainty concept used in life cycle models, cf.
chapter 3, we first present a reinterpretation of the equations  derived  by
Kapteyn  (1977)·  We  then formulate a preference formation theory solely on
the  basis  of  uncertainty,  and thus without explicit interpersonal
comparisons.  We  motivate this theory by postulating that it is the ex ante
lifetime income distribution that is  reflected  in  the  WFI.  By  assuming
equivalence  between  the ex ante and ex post lifetime income distributions,
there is, however, an implicit interpersonal comparison.
Chapter  5  suggests  that  different explanations for the formation of
preferences as reflected in the WFI are possible. The existence of different
explanations  not  only requires further research, but also implies that the
results obtained on the basis of one of the possible explanations have to be
taken with some care.
In chapter 6 we first describe the measurement procedure  of  the  WFI,
which  makes  use of the so-called Income Evaluation Question (IEQ). Kapteyn
et al. (1988) reported that respondents may underestimate  their  after  tax
household incomes, and, consequently, possibly also the location parameter
of the WFI. They proposed a correction method which makes use of an  ordered
response model, that can be estimated under standard distributional
assumptions, like normality and homoskedasticity. We propose in chapter 6 an
alternative,  semi-parametric  estimator  for the ordered response model and
prove its consistency. This estimator is obtained by  generalizing  Manski's
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(1975,  1985)  Maximum  Score  estimator.  It  can be used in the correction
procedure proposed by Kapteyn et al. (1988).  But  other  applications  are
possible  as  well.  A  drawback  of  the  estimator  is  that  its limiting
distribution is nonnormal, and hard to calculate, similar to Manski's
Maximum Score estimator.
Chapters 7 and 8 contain empirical applications of the  WFI  using  the
explanation  proposed  by  Kapteyn  (1977).  In chapter 7 the WFI is used to
construct standardized  income  distributions, i.e., income distributions
which  correct  for differences in household composition and for differences
in material needs. Due to these corrections the standardized income
distributions  seem  to  be  better suited to investigate whether particular
groups in the population are  worse  off  than  other  groups,  compared  to
income distributions that are  not standardized. On the basis of both the
non-standardized and the standardized income distributions we find that the
group  of  the elderly, i.e.. households whose head is over 65 years of age,
are worse off than the rest of the Dutch population. However,  we  base  our
analysis solely on annual income. Future research is required to investigate
whether this conclusion remains valid if  we  make  use of, for  instance,
lifetime income.
In chapter 8 we calculate two poverty lines, which  are  subjective  in
the sense that they are based upon respondents' answers to survey questions.
The first one is the Leyden Poverty Line (LPL), which can be  calculated  on
the  basis  of  the WFI, and  which  is,  therefore, based upon the Income
Evaluation Question (IEQ).  The  second  one  is  the  so-called  Subjective
Poverty Line (SPL), which is based upon the Minimum Income Question (MIQ).
In the determination of these poverty lines reference  groups  play  an
essential  role.  Usually,  reference  groups  are  approximated by means of
social groups. In chapter 8 we make use of direct information  on  reference
groups,  derived  from  respondents' answers to particular survey questions.
These answers are used in a factor analysis model, which  is  combined  with
the  equations underlying the LPL and SPL. In addition, a selection equation
is added to account for possible sample selection.  The  complete  model  is
estimated  on  the  basis  of the 1985- and 1986-waves of the Socio Economic
Panel (SEP), using a multi-step  estimator.  Given  the  estimation  results
various versions of the SPL and LPL are calculated and compared.
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A problem with the multi-step estimator applied  is  that  the  correct
limiting  distribution  is  hard to calculate. Consequently, the tests which
are  derived,  neglecting  the  multi-step  character of the estimation
procedure, are informal. Nevertheless, the results of chapter 8 suggest that
the introduction of direct information on reference groups  is  promising,
and, therefore, deserves further research.
In the analyses of chapters 7 and 8 we specifically concentrate on  the
estimation of the models. We  have  not  yet  paid  as much attention to
specification testing. Testing the specifications of the models of  chapters
7  and  8,  for instance, along the lines of chapter 2, is a topic of future
research. Such research may not only result in better  formulations  of  the
models  employed,  but  may perhaps also shed some (additional) light on the
validity of the preference theory used, in comparison  to  other  preference
formation theories, as discussed in chapter 5.
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SAMENVATTING
In dit proefschrift worden een aantal micro-econometrische modellen van
het consumentengedrag en van welvaart bestudeerd. In de hoofdstukken  2  tot
en  met  4  komen  de modellen van het consumentengedrag aan bod, terwijl de
welvaartsmodellen geanalyseerd worden in de hoofdstukken 5  tot  en  met  8.
Deze  welvaartsmodellen  maken  steeds  gebruik  van de zogeheten Welvaarts-
functie van het Inkomen (WFI).
Het  eerste  hoofdstuk is een inleidend hoofdstuk, waarin een overzicht
van de te bestuderen modellen wordt gegeven.
In  hoofdstuk  2  wordt  een empirische analyse gepresenteerd, gebruik-
makend van doorsnede gegevens, ter  verklaring  van  vakantie-uitgaven van
Nederlandse huishoudens op basis van karakteristieken als huishoudinkomen en
huishoudsamenstelling. Een substantieel aandeel van  de  bevolking  besteedt
niets  aan  vakantie.  We  maken daarom gebruik van modellen waarmee gemengd
discreet/continue variabelen bestudeerd kunnen worden.  Vaak  worden  derge-
lijke modellen geschat met de methode der maximale aannemelijkheid, onder de
veronderstelling van normaliteit en homoskedasticiteit. Een bezwaar tegen
deze  werkwijze  is dat de maximale aannemelijkheidsschatter in het algemeen
inconsistent  is  zodra  de  verdelingsveronderstellingen  niet deugen. In
hoofdstuk  2  schatten we daarom niet alleen op de gebruikelijke wijze, maar
voeren we ook specificatietoetsen uit, en  we  passen  bovendien  zogeheten
semi-parametrische schatters toe. Deze  laatste  schatters  zijn vaak ook
consistent onder meer  algemene  verdelingsveronderstellingen  dan  benodigd
voor  consistentie van de maximale aannemelijkheidsschatter. Aangezien semi-
parametrische schatters op dit moment alleen nog maar beschikbaar zijn  voor
vrij  eenvoudige modellen, beperken we ons daartoe in hoofdstuk 2. Voor de
specificaties die wij bekijken, vinden we geen grote verschillen  tussen  de
uitkomsten  volgens  de  semi-parametrische methoden en die volgens de stan-
daardwerkwijze, gebaseerd op de methode van de maximale aannemelijkheid.
In  hoofdstuk 3 bestuderen we het schatten en toetsen van levenscyclus-
modellen. Dit zijn modellen waarin de consument bij de keuze van de  huidige
consumptie rekening houdt met toekomstige consumptie. Sinds het baanbrekende
artikel van Hall (1978) worden dit soort modellen vaak geschat  en  getoetst
door  gebruik  te  maken  van momentrestricties op de populatieverdeling van
(ondermeer) consumptie. Deze restricties kunnen bijvoorbeeld afgeleid worden
via de variatierekening, zoals gedaan door Hall (1978). In hoofdstuk 3 geven
we aan hoe naar momentrestricties gezocht kan worden door gebruik  te  maken
van  een  Lagrange  multiplier  regel. Met zo'n regel blijft het zoeken naar
momentrestricties min of meer rechttoe-rechtaan, ook al worden gelijktijdig,
bijvoorbeeld, gewoontevorming en extra ongelijkheidsrestricties opgenomen in
een levenscyclus-model.
Daarnaast  introduceren  we  in  hoofdstuk  3 zogenaamde intratemporele
onzekerheid. In de standaardbenadering is  alleen  de  consumptie  van  toe-
komstige  perioden onzeker voor een consument. We voegen hieraan onzekerheid
binnen een periode toe, hetgeen zin heeft als de consument over meer dan 66n
goed  per  periode  moet  beslissen. Vanwege deze intratemporele onzekerheid
kunnen momentrestricties worden afgeleid en toegepast bij het schatten en
toetsen, die in de plaats komen van de vraagvergelijkingen, behorende bij de
tweede fase van de zogeheten 'two-stage budgeting'.
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Ten  slotte bespreken we in hoofdstuk 3 voorwaarden die opgelegd kunnen
worden opdat de momentrestricties, die eigenlijk afgeleid zijn voor (in  het
algemeen)  niet-waargenomen  geplande  consumptie, ook geldig zijn in termen
van werkelijk waargenomen grootheden.
In  hoofdstuk  4  geven  we aan hoe de afhankelijkheid van iemands con-
sumptie-beslissingen van de consumptie-beslissingen van anderen gemodelleerd
kan  worden  binnen  zowel  een statisch vraagsysteem als binnen het levens-
cyclus-model van hoofdstuk 3. We doen dit door al bereikte resultaten in  de
literatuur zowel toe als aan te passen.
Met hoofdstuk 5 begint het tweede deel  van  het  proefschrift.  Hierin
worden  micro-econometrische welvaartsmodellen bestudeerd, die gebruik maken
van de zogenaamde Welvaartsfunctie van het Inkomen (WFI). De  WFI,  geintro-
duceerd  door  Van Praag (1968), relateert inkomens aan welvaartsniveaus, en
is op grond  daarvan  een  geschikt  instrument  in welvaartsanalyses. Een
verklaring van  de  WFI  is  voorgesteld  door Kapteyn (1977)· Volgens zijn
theorie is iemands WFI een weergave van de door hem of haar ervaren
inkomensverdeling. In hoofdstuk 5 herhalen we kort deze theorie en bespreken
vervolgens enkele aanpassingen. In 66n van de aanpassingen veranderen we  de
veronderstelling  dat  de  beleefde  verdeling  van inkomens per jaar of per
maand weerspiegeld wordt in de WFI. Aangezien men vaak  stelt  dat  welvaart
ontleend wordt aan beschikbaarheid over middelen ('command over resources'),
ligt het meer voor de hand om als inkomensconcept  het  levenscyclus-inkomen
te hanteren. Iemands levenscyclus-inkomen kunnen we echter in het algemeen
niet als bekend veronderstellen. In hoofdstuk 5 laten we zien hoe de WFI een
weerspiegeling kan zijn van ervaren onzeker levenscyclus-inkomen.
De WFI is alleen een zinvol instrument als ze ook gemeten  kan  worden.
Men  heeft  geconstateerd (zie bijv. Kapteyn et al. (1988)) dat respondenten
vaak hun netto inkomen onderschatten.  Een  gevolg  kan  zijn,  dat  ook  de
locatie  van  de  WFI  wordt  onderschat.  Om hiervoor te corrigeren, hebben
Kapteyn et al. (1988) een correctie-procedure bedacht, die gebruik maakt van
een  zogenaamd  'ordered  response' model, dat geschat kan worden met behulp
van de methode der maximale aannemelijkheid  onder  de  standaard  veronder-
stellingen.  In  hoofdstuk  6  introduceren  we een semi-parametrisch alter-
natief, waarvan de consistentie bewezen  wordt  onder  vrij  algemene  voor-
waarden.
De hoofdstukken 7 en 8 bevatten empirische  toepassingen  van  de  WFI,
waarbij gebruik wordt gemaakt van de verklaring gegeven door Kapteyn (1977).
In  hoofdstuk  7  worden  gestandaardiseerde  inkomensverdelingen  afgeleid,
d.w.z. inkomensverdelingen waarin rekening wordt gehouden met verschillen in
huishoudsamenstelling en verschillen in behoeften. Zulke inkomensverdelingen
geven  daarom waarschijnlijk een betere indruk of bepaalde bevolkingsgroepen
beter of slechter af zijn dan andere groepen,  dan  inkomensverdelingen  die
niet gestandaardiseerd zijn.
In hoofdstuk 8 berekenen we enkele subjectieve  armoedegrenzen.  Derge-
lijke  armoedegrenzen  zijn  gebaseerd  op de antwoorden van respondenten op
bepaalde enquetevragen. In  de  bepaling van  deze  armoedegrenzen  spelen
referentiegroepen een belangrijke rol. Gebruikelijk worden referentiegroepen
gemodelleerd via sociale  groepen,  d.w.z.  bevolkingsgroepen  die  bepaalde
karakteristieken  gemeen  hebben.  Het  bijzondere van hoofdstuk 8 is dat we
referentiegroepen modelleren op  basis  van  antwoorden  op  vragen,  waarin
respondenten zelf kunnen aangeven hoe hun referentiegroep eruit ziet.
Hoofdstuk 9, ten slotte, bevat een samenvatting en  een  evaluatie  van
het proefschrift.
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